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ABSTRACT
This publication, an outcome of a 2-day colloquium in

1981, contains infotimation about using artifacts (material culture
evidence) as a primary source for.teachip§ history at the graduate or
advanced student seminar level. A purpob of the colloquium was to
gather and disseminate this information for the

(Historians /Artifacts / Learners (HAL) project. Included is a lead
article; six papers presented at the colloquium; an analysis of the
proceedings; remarks, discussion, and recommendations made at the
colloquium; and a selected list of course syllabi, books, and
articles. The lead article describes five individuals who recognized
the importance of using artifacts in the teaching of history. The six
papers discuss using artifacts to teach history in the digtiplines of
cultural anthropology and folklore studies, social history, art
history, cultural geography, history of technoligy, and historical
archaeology. The remarks and discuSsion article summarizes and
interprets the papers presented at the colloquium. Among the
recommendation's of the HAL staff are that a single resource, most
likely a .publication, be compiled and that curriculum materials be
developed fpr using artifacts in teaching, history. The bibliography.
presents a core-listing of college-level syllabi as well as available
books, articles, and pamphlets on this topic. (NE5
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The Forewar8

Just a decade ago, a small group of people set out to study teaching

LIY

and learning in art museums and, in due course, prods. ed The Art
Museum as Educator. It was an absorbing, time-cons ing and ekpensive
project, justified in the minds ofits authors by its ultimate ability
tooymbolize-- in art museum settings -- the universe of issues about
teaching and learning from objects. Such a premise was not unreason-
able since some of the research for the project was done in non-art
museum settings, and since professional communication about the issues
was then in its infancy. The dimensions by which museum educators
have outgrown that premise can,in fact:tbe better understood because
the study has become,a measuring device: we know where we are now
nedause we know,where we were then. 'The ten years since have seen a

i

virtual explosion of seekers-- curators, scholars, academicians, and
school teachers, as well'is museum educators-- for sources, icesources
and allies in 'the use of artifacts as primer.] sources for teaching.

The notion that vrhaps the efforts of that cadre of professionals
should be documented, -ermvuraged and shared was sparked by Thomas J.
Schlereth, a professor of histoiy at the University a Notre Dame. -In a
March 1980 address to an audience of museum professionals and museum
education students at the George Washington University, Washington, D.C.,

I

he called for an expanded versio of a sourcebook that I had edited
for the Center for Museum Education in 1978; the sourcebook shared
information about education prog ams at two dozen historic sites and
houses.

Barbara C. Fertigi who had written selections for The Art Museum
as Educator, met with Schlereth and me to discuss our mutual interests
in sharing professional resources. In particular, we were concerned
with futhe'ring the work of people for whom the artifact is a primary
source or teaching history. Out of our conversations and talk with
other colltapes blossomed a propogal to collect and document clearly
articulated 'theories and methodologies about teaching history from
material culture evidence. We three hoped to locate and report on
programs and practices in schools and museums that logically evolved
from those methodologies. As our primary concern'elearly placed arti-
facts as the central focus of the historians and learners, we titled
our effort "Historians/ Artifacts/ Learners: The History Museumas
Teacher," nicknaming it HAL. 0

o-
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`1 colloquium. That. effort provided Also an opportunity to explore the
interdisciplinary nature of the thesis. This publication is another,
more tan9.,&ble effoit to share with a wider public the collected infor-
:Ration, wch ranged from bibliographies,; syllabi and commissioned
papers to conversations with colleagt4es and recommendatioTs of places
to visit. Journal articles will provide another means of dissemination.

One of our tools for gathering that 'information was a two-day

4.

Historians/ Artifacts/ Learners: The Working Papers reflects our
work thus far. We hope tha't it will answer some questions-- and raise
others. We hope that readers with an inclination to use artifacts
in their teaching will find some guidelines for practice. And, for
those readers who already endorse that teaching philosophy, we hope
they will consider their owm methodologies or applications in light
tsf the spectrum of alternatives presented here. HAL: The Working
Papers is only a bsginning=- for its readers, fdr the documentation
and celebration of the state of 'the art; and for the expansion of the
Practice AC teaching histor! with'material culture.

40

Participation by Tom Schlereth and Barbara Fertig, HAL's consultants,
assured a conscientious effort to touchall bases and produce a thought-
orovokInq and useful report. Theytand I are grateful to the National
Endowment forthe Humanities, Division of Public Programs, for its
support of this planning project.

V
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Project iirector
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Teaching Ainerican History
with Amehcan -Things: Five Pastmasters..

THOMAS I SCHLERET1:1

The American historian Carl Becker once defined history simply &;\that
memory of things said and things done in the past." Within the formal
history establishment, the work Of most hijtorians has been primarily
based on "things said," especially as manifested in literary sources
like newspapers, congressional debates, and presidential edicts. Even )
when depicting history as the past of "things done," the typical per-

) spective has usually been derived from verbal evidence such as treaties,
governmental legislation, or court decisions. Words and deeds appear
to be the hallmarks'of the historian's craft. On first glance, there
appears to have been very little attention paid simply to "things,",
physical. objects such as food, clothing or shel4er as evidence in
historical research and teaching.

, The Six historiographical essjAys that follow, however, provide
proof that such a state of affairs is changing among many historians
who now teach in schools, museums, and other public agencies. As will
be evident from these alopraisala.of the current art of history teaching
via artifacts or material culture, there is,a considerable amount of
fascinating work going on from the disciplinary perspectives of histor-
'ical archaeology, Social history; cultural and historical geography,
history of technology, art and decorative arts history, cultural anthro-
pology, and folklife studies. Teacher' in these fields recognize that
American things deserve a place in Ameriaan history interpretation;
,ti at without theouse of material culture, historic4 awareness and under-

floTtanding can be incomplete, distorted or quite wrong.

v

Has this perception always been so? Is there a history of material
culture history? Or, perhaps more germane tc,theafocus of this volume,
i &there history of the teaching of history with material culture? To
/all of these questions, the ariper is both yes and no. Contemporary
interest in various ways of teaching histoy using artifactual data

,--
does seem quite widespread -- to wit, the very existence of the HAL col-
loquium at Colonial Williamsburg in 1981. Yet many scattered examples
also exist of past history instruction employing American artifacts.
Elsewhere I have delineated a brief sketch of what I consider to be the
major configur9tions of the material culture studies movement's hister-

. ical development in America over the last century.1 In these remarks,,.
therefore, I would like to propose another interpretive outline, one
concentrating on a sample of exemplary teachers who, over the past deMedes,

Ar ,
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have used malerial culture intheir,doing of Amerlican history,.

"4.

In my brief survey( I have deliberately ,highlighted individuals
rather-than institution's because believe that most good teaching is
*a personal art form. Behind the obvious and impressive contributions
to ttefield of material culture teaohing,at A place such as the Smith-

° sonian Institution, lie the achievements of individuals such as a Spender
Baird or a Malcolm Watkins. In limiting the selection to but a few

. eepresentative types, I recognize that I have neglected many others.;"
For the moment, my heuristic handful of past history teachers who have
recognized the value of artifactual evidence will have to stand as
symbolic figures for the many other similarly motivated individuals
who have worked, unknown'and unappreciated, in schools, museums,
histoKical societiesk.and agencies.

CHARLES WILLSON PEALE: EXHIBITS AS HISTORICAL EXPLANATIONS

. .

The American interest in material cult4re orAiginated in the assorted
borderlands and, hinterlands of the earli, nineteenth century's expanding
universe of knowledge. The first people to realize its nidactic potential
were an eclectic melange of museum founders, curators and benefactors,
as well as early antielue collectors, historic preservationists -A antiquar-

ians, and local history enthusiasts. Charles Willson Peale, the'founder
of perhaps the first great collection of material culture)ir. America and
one of the nation's earliest museums, pefsonified many of the interests -

of these amateur dilettanti. An avid collector of every type of object- -
Indian artifacts, wax effigies of all the human species, the Great Masta-
don exhumed from upstate New YE,rk-- Peale's particular insight into history
teachi'r with objects came from his pioneering work as a museum exhibitor
and designer.

Peale recognized two important, if somewhat contradictory, functions
* of artifact.in history teaching. First, he made ise of material culture

in order to promote visual and tactile responses to the past. To see,
to. touch a fragment of the past firsthand, to have/ditect sensory exper,
ienca of surviving historical activity assuredly, remains one of the obvious,
pedagogical strategies to which weall turn when using material culture
data. On a most basic level, this affective mode of knotiing prompts intel-
lectual curiosity and creative wonder; on another level, the technic:1de
often affords us an opportunity to measure our own dultur perspective

. (assuredly a goal of history teaching) in time and place. For, as Jules
Prown h'as suggeted, by undertaking cultural interpretation through arti-
facts, we can engage another culture in the first instance not with our
minds, the seat of many.Nof our cultural biases,Thut with our senses. 1

"This affective mode of apprehension," writes Prown, that a;lows "us to
put ourseles, figuratively speaking, inside the skins of'individuals who
commissioned, made, used, or enjoyed these objects, to see with the(r
eyes and touch with their hands, to identify with them emphatically, is
clearly a different way of engaging the past than abstractly through the
written word. / Instead or-o-Us minds making intellectual contact with minds
of the past, our senses make affective contact With the senses of the past.

8
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From what we know of his exhibits at The Peale Museum (1786-1827)
. in Philadelphia and from his writings, Peale had a sense of this use of
the past. 4e, with a sophistication practically unknown .among his peers,
also recognized that a history museum's total exhibition environment itself
was one of its more vital teaching toolp. He was awarethat objects col-
Jetted unsystematically or without any particul,ar-intelleetual framework
would provide'little insight into XI-JC past. Instead Peale realized that
the raw data in the historical collections could not be properly under- .

stood or effectively used unless it was organized in such a way that one
object could be seen infthe context of others,'and in conjunction with
additional information. As Harold Skramstad and Charles Sellers ha,ie
pointed out, he recognized that perhaps the highest interpretive level
of an historical exhibition of past material culture is its visual stor-
age.and arrangement.3 In short, musetm .exhibits are historical publica-
tions and the exhibiting process isa highly creative activity just like
writing a history text.

Finally, ardent democrat that hd was, Peale saw historical museums
as history books for the general populace, Part,of his legacy to..modern
historians working with artifacts is the continuing'processby which his-
torical materials are brought together, classified, organized, displayed,

) arranged and re-arranged in the mode of communicating history commonly
known as public interpretive exhibits.

ir

CHARLES j)KWILCOMB:TAKING OBJECTS TO THE SCHOOLS

Assuredly one of Peale:s'1,,te nineteenth-century heirs was Charles P. Wil
comb, a New England collettor scholar transplanted to the west coast and
the founding curator of the Golden Gdte Park Museum and the Oakland Public eg

Museum.. During an all-too-brief professional life of some twenty years
(1895-1915), Wilcoib personified sevek-817-Zrf the traits of an emerging,
cadre of Iorofesional scholars takdn with the explanatory potential.cf
materiel culture. As a self-taught ethnographer of Cal4ornia's Indian
civilizatitons and as a decorati-ve .arts historian of his native New Eng-
land's colonial past, Wilcomb's two research interests represeht the
first'two American academic disciplines ,Jcultural'anthropology and art,
history) to take artifacts seriously and to embrace them as vital, to teach-
ing,their subject matter. For example, Wiicomb participated in archaeological -

excavations on the shore of San Franc,isco Bay, consulted with visiting
ethnologists, and formed e working relationship with the famed Univer-

6 si,ty of California anthropologist'A.L. Krbeber. By'1899 he had developed
a study collection of_NcItth American ethnology displaying over 400 basketry
specimens.

Wilcombs work in colonial art history. led to the developynt in 1896,
of what some museum historians consider the first "period room" setting
in the\United States. Not satisfied with the 'traditional "cabinet of
curiosities!' or the typical narrow 'corridor of glass cases torAlighe exhibition
and interpretation of the colonial objects he had. collected, wncomb sought
to install the "in a room of sufficient _capacity, finished in thq Colonial.
style" in such a way so that' the collection wpdidditrm a host impressive
and instructive exhibit. "Our Colonial Department," b9asted
be thp most complete and, from an educational standpckhtthe most valuable
in the, United States'."4
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Iilstoiy education at all levels .remained an avowed objective-of
Wilcomb's extensive school program., I4 the.initidl fiveiyears of his

.

museum's operation, over 19,000 schoolchildren came for formal lectures. °
MuseuM lecturers visited another '16,000 in their classrooms. Frequent
loan of duplicate material Culture were made in a variety af pdblic
outreach programs to sghools and other agencies, while special'exhibits
wekemounted at the 'city's Free LibreeY and its branches. When the num-

-- bets grew.tob large for the exhibition galleries, Wilcomb added a 1504
seat hall with lanternslide projection facilities,i. Recognizing the sym-
biotic relationship LAtween material culture evidence and documentary '

sources in history .teaching _(and learning) -with_ artifacts, he fastened

a copy of AU:6e Morse Earle's then recently published book, HoMe Life
in Colonial Days, to a small reading table in the colonial galleries.
Reference materials'were to be available in all exhibition spaces, in
addition to being found in an adjacent museum library. In short, Wil-
comb established several of the teaching techniques and curriculum
practices npw traditional toany contemporary departments pf education
in American historical museums as well as'in university museum studies

. ,

progrdms. ...

Although he began as an antiquarian, Charles Wilcpmb matured into
a perceptive cultural historian with a wide vision of the American past.
As MelindaYoung Frye suggests, he grew quickly to regard material culture
"primarily as a means of education." In an annual report prepared mid-
way during his years at the Golden Gate Park Museum; he deliAiered a
statement,that might serve as summary of his teaching credd: 'The,test
applied to each (objectl when its admission to the museum was contemplated
has been: Is it interesting? Does it move thought and appeal to the.5
higher reaches of the imagination, or, in a word, is it educational?"

JOHN DEWEY: THEORIST OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING.

With a few exceptions such as Bronson Alcott'-s Temple School or Fr,eder-
ick Froebel's Kindergarten at the 1876 Philadelphia'Centerinial, the nine-

. teenth-century American 'educational establishment used few objects in
history teaching. 'WorRis dominated the history burriculpm. Reading,
writing and recitations preoccupied the student's learning experences.

Moreover, the American history subjects taught in ma)t ninetArth-
century schools, grammar to graduate,Idealt almost solely with OSIttics,
war. and diplomacy. No significant attention was paid,irChistory texts,
to the role of art, architecture, technology, costume, or any of_the
components ofwhat we now call cultural history.' American educ,ftion saw
little heuristic value in American things. Nothing important, it was

(thought, could be learned from such commonplace data.
)

John_DeWey, epistemologist and educator, ,trongly disagreed. Dis=
tressed by a kind of intellectual snobbery deeply rooted,in Westerncul-
ture which defines that which is physical a inferior to that which is
abstract, Dewey sought to redress the imbal ncetjn the distinctionS we
tend to make between the material" and the t eoveical, between doing and
Olinking, between the concrete and the absera-e.t, between words and things.
Hence his early twentiett-century educationa philosophy, often labelled
"progressive education," stands as an import nt benchmark in the develop-,
ment of teaching history with artifacts. Th inquiry approach ttligtt Dewey

' fil
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"A
pioneered while teaching at the- Laboratory Schools at the University of
Chicago and at theneachers College of Columbia University considered
every artifact-- a student's textbook, school room, home, museum, com-
munity -- as.a learning environment. ,As Peale and Wilcomb were iionovative
practitioners of material culture history teaching, Dewey deserves to be -

seen as one Of the approach's Most provocative early theorists.'

Dewey:s many contributions, to the theory and practice of history
440.ducation have yet to be fully explored, but at least threesmerl.t brief

qtion here. One is epiqemologica,l, another curricular, and the third
'might be classified as adAnistrative%

.

-, Undoubtedly Ciewey's greate'st theoretical contribution to material
culture studies was his championing df the inquiry method in approaching
historical evidence whether it was verbal or visual. In How We Think (1933),
Dewey outlined the steps that should prompt progressive and systematic
inquitl, on th-e part of the learer. This inqUiry method, as summarized

. by Peter Martorella,6 confronts the learner with new orprimAry data in
order to prOmite .thinking about what he or she alreadydknows as well as
to nurture the discovery of brand ndw ideas and insights. Conclusions o'r

hypotheses about the past resulted, Dewey argued, from iriteractiOn with
actual data (not abstractions), the problems posed by such dAta? and
the task of finding the most plausible explanations for such Orbblems
occasioned by the data. Dewey found that having students confroht objects
(e.g. Nottery, maps, paintings' often stimulated this learning pattern
'far quiCsker than rote memorization or historidl chronologies. His
laboratory school project's therefore included'Suoh activities as the
re-creation of historical foodway%, the manufactureof simple tools,

-and.even the building of various forms of.4helter,

Such a hands-on appioach to learniqg naturally widened the sutject
matter of the schools. In fact, Dewey's model iprriculum, in addition
to being both multidisciplinary and interdiscipYinary, was striking in
its embrace of most of the fields we now include under the umbrella of
material culture' studies: art, architecture, decorative arts, folklife,
cartography, agriculture, technology, geography - - all taught from a his-
torical perspective-- were seen as vital to each child's total learning
experience.

.`f

irk

In order to pursue such'topics and their" special evidence, Dewey
advocated what might be called the "history oftwiede the history class-
room.. Resources for much cognitive learning were 'lodged in libraries

nand arciives, but the'data for the inquiry method alsb existed'elsewhere--
in museums, in historical agencies, or, in situ, out on the landscape.
In The School and Society (1899), Dewey, therefore, recommended that
history (and other) teachers make extensive use of such community resources.
In Chicago, fbr iAistance, the Laboratory School took studel-Its to thejpite
of the Chicago portage; the Art Institute, local industries, and, off
,course, the Chicago Historical Society. Progressive education, in 'both
theory and practice, urged teachers to take their history classes wherever
the history had taken place.

1 '
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THOMAS JEFFERSON WERTENBAKER! MATERIAL CULTURE IN ACADEME
(

Dewey's pedagcglt-had its greatest:imPact,at the elementary and secondary
school level. With a few exceptions Zfor instance, Abner Bushnell Hart's
pioneering work with cartography or Dixon Ryan Fox's research in social
history) most American colle9iate and university history classes lacked
any material culture perspective. Hence the isolated career of Thomas

Wertenbaker, professor of colonial history, is all the more striking.
During his long years (1910-1966) at Princeton University, Wertenbaker
preached a,brand of material culture history in hii classroom as well

,J as practiced it in his numerous books on colonial urban, cultural, and
social history.

His courses and seminars were not novel as to method but as to
content. Beginning his teaching career in the traditional, and highly

rhrespeeted field of American political h4tory, Wertenbaker soon widened
his vision to what he came to call the neglected "field of colonial
culture." His courses came to be titled American Civilization and they
were offered in Princeton's early interdisciplinary prograuriA American
Studies. In such course, Wertenbaker exposed students to Quaker verna;-
cular architecture, Swiss barn types, American highboys, New England
field patterns, transporation artifacts, and recent archaeological
excavations at sites such as Jamestown and Williamsburg.

*
In 1947, Wertenbaker completedbis series, The Founding of American

Civilization, a triloey,,begun in 1938 that demonstrated an impressive
knowledge ?f Anglo- American artifacts df the'seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. In documenting bOth his classroom teaching and.his published
research, Wertenbaker was the first established university ftkEtorian to
make extensive use of the Historic American buildings Survey, the Pictorial
Archives of Earl:Y-American Architecture at the Library of Congress, and
the in-house research reports prepared at Colonial Williattsburg. In a

field report he authored for the Smithsonian Institution, The Archaeology
of Colonial Williamsburg (1964), he urged his fellow historians, especially
colonialists,colonialists, to recognize the importance of archaeological material
culture for historical study.

The work of Wertenbaker deserves mention not only because he was
practically alone among established university American histori..aps in
recognizing the value oft material culture as resource mateiVi for teach-
ing and writi Americah history, but also because his professional
odyssey is alttost archetypal lathe generation of many material culture
historians, both in university and museum institutions? that followed him.
That generation shared several common characteristics. Like Wertenbaker,
post-World War II university teachers who became interested in doirig Amer-

:loan history with American things came to material.culture research by
some other discipline or vocational route. Few, with the exception of
those with anthropological training, such as Fred Kniffen, geographe
at Louisiana State University or C. Malcolm Watkins, curator of cultu'ral
history at the Smithsonian, or those with a familial.interest in antiques,
such as Anthony Garvan, historian at the University of Pennsylvania, were
specifically trained in interpreting the artifactual 'record of a literate
society. In short, like Wertenbaker, this generation of material ci4lture de'
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scholars was largely self- taught in the task of working with artifacts;
they were self-taught; usually, through their personal research in the
history, art,-or technology museum collections with which many of them
cal% toe affiliated and, of course,'through years of their own field-
work. Like all good teachers, they learned a lot on the job.")

4FHARLES MONTGOMERY: A MENTOR OF ARTIFACT PROFESSIONALS

Of thisg;lieration who cameinto their majority by the late 1950s,
NTarles Montgomery, curator and senior research fellow in theWintierthur
Program (1951 -1970) and Professor of Art History at Yale University's
Center for American Art and Material Culture .(1970-1978), can stand as
a most representative example. Montgomery, who took a degree in history
from the University of Illinois, contributed to the material culture
studies Movement in numerous ways. He was an avid and perceptive col-
lector, partiCularly of American pewter; a careful researcher (his vol-
ume on The American Furniture of the Federal Period 1966 remains the
Aefinikeive work); a diligent curator; and an artistic, imagiQative,
zealods museum teacher.

Montgomery was also largely responsible for the idea of joining
a muSeumcollection (Winterthur) and a university (Delaware) in a partner-
ship cf research 'and teaching, which developed into the pioneering
educational experiment now known as the Winterthur Program in Early
American Culture. For many Years, Montgomery was its administrator,
taskmaster,-guru, promoter, and most respected teacher. Former students,
proteges; and colleagues all recall his unbridled energy and enthusiasm.
At Winterthur and at Yale he was famous for rigging up multiple slide
,proectiOns with nine screens for optimum visual teaching impact, for
his ,perennial willingpess to experiment (he encouraged students to use
compUters in theii art history research), and for his unabashed love
of,pbjects-- their texture, ornament, aesthetic proportions, cultural

- and Ifstorical significance.

'

Possessed with an inherently keen sense of observation and sensitivity,
Charles Montgomery nurtured his skill through long years of looking and
comparing and 'Sharing it in the classroom, the lecture hall, and museuM,
gallery. Heset down'this "art and mysterie" of connoisseurship in a

7
primer that beginning material culture students still find valuable.
He, like Peale, knew the affective power of objects in teaching. He

would ae-k his Winterthur students, for example, to look long and quietly
at t double-arm tandlestand and then ask them, "Does it sing to you?" As
hia fellow historian and associate E.McClung Fleming recalled, his teach-
ing objecti've remaYned singular throughout his career no matter what learn-
incl. strategies he,employed. His constant aim was to encdurage the histor-
idalunderstanding.and enjoyment of the American arts and the craftsmen
who-fashioned them.

- In order to-co so, he tried all types of ideas: the idea of joining
the artifact and the to s which made it, which began Winterthur's DOminy
fancily workshops; the idea of-joining the artifact and the word, which
resulted in one of'the finest museum libraries in the country; the idea
of joining the artifact and the image, which grew to a collection of 85,000
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photographs and-72,000 slides; the idea of bringing s..p4ence to bear on
the identification of the artifact, which developed qnto WinterthaT's
wood analys,is'and x-ray fluorescence' laboratories and its conservation
training program; the idea ofjoining the artifact' and its culti.irers
which resUlted in'the -Index of Ame"rican Cultures which was launched
at Winterthur and then'mov'ed to the University of Pennsylvania; the
ideatof experiencing the function (andfeel),of an artifact, which

. inspired Montgomery to do what many curators at Winterthur still con-
sider to be "the-most.rav nary of all his projects-- having his
studepE's actunly sit on (mu eum) chairs to experience their effect
on the body."

Charles Montgomery trained a significant number of the current
generation of American hi-Story teachers who include artifacts in their
own teaching. His influence at, Winterthur, and then later at Yale can
be paralleled by other mentors who have influenced the material culture
teaching and research ,of,the last decades: Fred Kniffen at Louisiana
State University, Louis C. Jones at the Cooperstown Graduate Program,
Anthony Garvan at the University of Pennsylvania, J.B. Jackson at the
University of California, John Kouwenhov'en at Columbia, Eugene Fer-
guson at the Hagley Museum and many others.

These students of the artifact, their students, and now their
students, share, I think, several characteristics with their counterparts .
of the past. For example, like Peale and Dewey, the current generation
of historians working wi-th material culture as evidence see it as a
way to make American history more populist. They argue that only a
small percentage of the worjd's population is and has been literate
and that individuals who write literature or keep Laries are quite
atypical. Artifacts, which are used by a much broader cross-section
or the population, offer a potentially more wide-ranging, more democratic
source of information than-words. Material culture evidence may afford

-c
a way to understand the minds,of the great majority of people in the
past who were non-literate, who remain otherwise inaccessible except
through impersonal records.

,As will be evident from the six essays that follow, contemporary
material culture historians alsd recognize and aspire to contribute to
a more pluralistic history that ancestors like Wilcomb and Wertenbaker,
helped to forge. Those who advocate including artifacts in the acceptable
canon of histOrical data insist they hZve not only widenithe historian's
evidential pool, but they have also expanded the tradititnal boundaries of
historital knowledge. Resorting to material culture data has often made
for a more multiple, heterogeneous, and expanded version (and vision)
of the American past..

Finally, past and present devotees of the artifact have common cause
in their mutual dedication to public history, a history'that reaches be-
yond the scholarly journals and the graduate seminar rooms. Such history
seeks bp pervade our common and communal lives-- a history that, as
Dewey hoped, is to be found in both the school and the society. Teachers,
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from Peale to Montgomery, have often found. 4he artifact,, in any number
of ways, to be an extremely effectiye method of creating such a popular
historical

;
nderstanding.- In short, doing American history with Amer-,

ican thin has been seen as one approach in helping individuals move
from thei/rcwn store of personal experiences. outward to a knowledge
.which lets them form,wider human identifications with other part5 of
their community and with people remote from themselves iN timeas well,
sas space. . .

J
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The Colloquia
We began the HAL project.with the expectation that we would foster an
interdisciplinary exchange among professionals who taught history-- or
were concerned about the teaching of history-- with material culture
evidence in a variety of settings.

One of our tools for gathering and disseminating information was
a two-day colloquium which took place on September 13 and 14, 1981. It
was sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities with much
kipd assistance from Colonial Williamsburg staff. Our reasons for con-
vening the colloquium were two-fold: first, to elicit new evidence
of how artifacts are useful in teaching history; second, to encourage
statements from the participants that would allow u,,,,to evaluate the
impact of variousltethodologies in material culture research on the
present state of the art of teaching history from artifacts.

7

A series of HAL team meetings that included input from museum
people and academicians around the country allowed us to setthe fol-
lowing goals for the colloquium:

. To Introduce statements of theory and/or methodology that
we had identified as significant in teaching history with
artifacts

. To consider how ihete statements had influenced the practice
of teaching histqey with material culture evidence

. To identify people, places and projects that apply theser
methodologies

. To provide'a forum in which participants could share their
general concerns and could suggest further sources for
research and ideas for an ultimate final product

Because the significant statements that have influenced theory and
me

\411;

hod are not direct applications Of such theory to practice, we asked
si practitioners or disciples of these methodologies to interpret rami-
cations of thoze statements specifically for our project. These pre-

senters were selected from among the colloquium's participants, people
whose work we had encountered in earlier phases of our project. We
appreciate the thoughtful preparation of the six museum and academy
professionals who served as presenters: Barbara Carson, Carter Hudgins,
SteVen Hemp, Candace Tangorra Matelic, Carol Stapp,, and John Vlach.



The assignment to each of the six wat to'tummarize and analyze
assigned readings that are, to a greater orjesser degree, part of a
body of classic statements on the uses ,of material culture. Each pre-
senter was Asked also to discuss the impact 'Of the readings on current
theory and practice in the areas of tater;isal,culture research that he
or she knew best, and also to make some predictions on where these cur-
rent trends might, take us in the future'.

The colloquium papers were focused by traditional disciplinary
affiliation. It could be debated, as indeed we have debated among
ourselves, that other kinds of categorization might )ve mAde certain
of the papers more accessible'to certain readers and their more individ-

ual concerns. For instance, we realize that we could have organized
the papers by present trends In teaching or classes of artifacts. We

considered several other schemes by which to organize the colloquium.
We remained convinced however that the primary function of the cate-
gories was to create order. Hence, when we came to planning the col-
loquium, we were comfortable with the least number of categories sug-
gesting the broadest Implications of content and those with which we
felt most readers would be familiar. A traditional disciplinary typo-

logy seemed to best serve that criterion.

The relationships that we have imposed upon categories, methodologies,
V-the readings, the presenters,and some teaching practices we identified

during the project are set out in table form on the following page. Eac4
disciplinary category (e.g., Art History/ Decorative Arts History)
in this table implies its own methodology or methodologies. Each author

suggests, in 'the reading we, chose to represent him, a theory for applying
the methodology of his disc-ipline to,the endeavOr of learning, from artr-

factsa Thus, in the upper left corner of the table, under the category
"Art History/ Decorative Arts History," we list Charles Montgomery who
used methodologies of art history to instruct his students in connoisseur-
ship, which, he theorized, coull be raised to a level of critical analysis
useful to scholarship. An anal sis of Montgomery's thesis and methods
are to be found in Barbara Carson's paper. Some instances where Montgom-
ery's work has been applied are listed beneath his name. We would like

to stress one point that the table overlooks: the complexity of anf author's

work often crosses the diwksions we have imposed. James Deetz, for instance,

employs methodologies of cultural geography, cultural anthropology, folk-
lore and others, as well as those of historical archaeology, the section
of our table in which he appears. Thus we have designated the disciplines
in our table "primary entry points.". These are the points from which
each author entered the arena of teaching history with material culture
evidence. The theses and methods they offer us however reach far beyond
the limits of the disciplines from which they4Pspring.

After the presentation of the six papers at the colloquium, Tom $

Schlereth, an academician, offered an analysis of the proceedings that
far, and Barnes Riznik, a museum director, reflected, on how, the history
museum profession has developed. The six papers, the transcript and

general discussion follow the tfble.

Barbara C. Fertig
4
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ART HISTORY & DECORATIVE
ARTS HISTORY
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oranges in s environment
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Museum of Ar uses period room .rstallators as total
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arts Th

HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY'
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SOCIAL HISTORY
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on: '/eon as guest 7.1reat rtrot,,ced o a 4mge

sentiment at ,the pcpuanon the "oto" the the rustot- of
COCK Amennars was tar rioter than trey -ad tmed.red

PROPONENT Iona Dewey
APPLICATION

0 Mary Ecith Sawyer s personal possessions =de Word
War I proinoe the substance from writer worKshOp
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themes These materials are "'pre, at cornat,ons mace
O swat, =tonne, drcies and en ace 'corn 'ne rn,seurn
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countrd ot memories that the averace ex:lb:tor tined

'or rnignt experience prodoung panning
cr a Jamey at audiences Tine ecresnop s offered
ey the Assoc:etch for State eras Lode, Lisory

FOOTNOTE Applications may be more often than not a
synthesis of the work of more than one propinent We
have attempted to match applications with the proponent
whose work is most viable 'n the applbaton A fuller
corsderaton of the theories of material "uiture study in
table format appears in Martina! Culture Studies in Amer-
ica edited by Thomas I Schiereth INesnyille TN AASLH
1982)
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Roads in Wonderland.
BARBAI1A G CARS. ON

Charles Montgomery, "Remarks on the Prictice and Science of Connoisseurship,"
Walpole Society Notebook (1961)

Kenneth Ames, "Material Culture as Non-Verbal Communication
A Historical Case Study,: Journal of American Culture (1981)

E McClung Fleming, "Artifact Study, ACroposej Model," Winterthur Port'foho (1974)

The ways in which material Culture can be used in the teaching of
history appear to me to be like the roads in Wonderland. Remember
when Alice was in the woods, the Cheshire Cat appeared, and Alice
asked, "... PleaSe, which way I ought to go from here?"

"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the
Cat.

"I don't much care where--," said Alice.
"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat,

7 "-- A long as I get somewhere," Alice added as an explanation.
"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only w4lk long

enough."

The three articles assigned to me from the fields of art and decoi4
ative art history are unquestionably important articles for the study
of material culture, but it is a long and ill-marked road...and an ener-
getic and strenuous walk to meet up with history and art history some-
where along the way. This afternoon I'm going to discuss each article
individually and then try to find a reasonable route to link them first

_together and then with the study of history, straight history and
art history.

In "Some Remarks on the Practice and Science of Connoisseurship,"
Charles F. Mohtgomery attempted to analyze the attributes of a connois-
seur so he could more quickly and more effectively help a novice to de-
velop latent abilities. For the decorative arts, connoisseurship is a
process of considering craft-made objects. The process, according to
Montgomery, can be both intuitive and analytical. "The goal is to deter
mine the date and place of manufacture; the author, if possible; ancl
where within the range of its fellows the object stands in terms of its
condition, excellence of execution, and success as a work of art."1
Montgomery lists fourten steps a,connoisseur may take in the effort
to authenticate, attribute, and evaluate objects.2
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The fourteen steps seem to me to reflect the personal characteristics
of the author and the general characteristics of the time at which he wrote
the article. Charles Montgomery was not,an academically trained scholar.
Nor was he a theoretical model builder. He was a collector, curator and

dealer, and a scholar, writer, and teacher. Mostly he was a creative, ener-
getic thinker about questions that Interested him irrespective of boundaries
of academic disciplines. From .his experiences as and associations with
dealers, curators, and collectors, Montgomery knew firsthand the kind of
personal thrill some people receive from particular objects. The question
is how do objects generate that rush of pleasure. While Montgomery's essay
analyzes objects, his goal was to gain a better understanding of an emo-
tional response so he could help more people experience it.

/

In 1961 when the essay on connoisseurship was first privately printed
by a club of serious collectors of Americana, it was altogether novel.
No academic disciplinesloonsidgLing the American historical past were ser-
-iously addressing questions about artifacts. On the list of eighteen art-
icles selected by tA committee organizing this colloquium, it is by far
the earliest. The other seventeen articles date between 1974 and 1981.
Montgomery's essay was reprinted on the'occasion of his retirement from
Yale in 1978.

A

4

The fourteen points he lists offer a variety of visual, historical,
scientific, and subjective way,, to consider craft objects. Some, like over-

ail appearance, form, ornament, and color, focus principally on visual qual-
ities of an object. However, the comments under these headings are not
strictly visual. The discussion of form, for instance, includes a brief
description -of the historical practice of scratching the weight of silver
on the bottom and a consideration of how comparison with the present weight
of the piece can alert a connoisseur to changes in form that affect the authen-
ticity of an object. Analysis of materials-- under which the silver-weighing
discussion might have been placed-- is strictly scientific and includes exam-
ination of objects with ultra-violet light and with microscopes. Although
out-of-date in its detailq, it addresses the general subject. Craft techniques,
trade practices, and function depend principally upon historical research.
Style, date, attribution, and history of the Object and its meaning combine
visual analysis and hittorical research. The last of Montgomery's points,
condition and evaluation, involve subjective assessments.

Some of Montgomery's points receive more thorough coverage by other wri-
'

wri-

ters.3 His list;v incorporated dir4Ctly or by implication in later theoret-
ical frameworkslibr considering objects. We'll turn to one by Fleming'in a

-moment. 4 Montgomery's essay is still worthy of serious interest because it

concentrates on things. The things stand by themselves. They are not pushed
and shoved according to the bias of any scholarly discipline. Cultural geo-
graphers, anthropologists, folklorists, social historians4 and art historians
use objects for what they assume is a higher purpose, to further their own

t arguments and interpretations. For Montgomery, at least in this essay, the
object comes first and is followed by the eager connoisseur who appreciates it
for its relative merits on all fourteen points. The connoisseur, in Montgom-
ery's words, "is captured by the appeal of the object as a work' of magio,
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the magic of hand and mind sometimes called craftsmanship, but in reality
art." 5

A

Thirteen years later, Mac FleMing wrote "Artifict Study: A,Ptoposed
Model." A trained historian who for about twenty years directed the
educational program at the Wintertliur Museum, Fleming understood that if
artifacts were to be taken seriously as cultural evidence, they had to
be offered up in a way that met the needs of scholars. A scholar may
be a connoisseur, but scholarly uses of artifacts extend beyond authen i-
cation,_attribution, evaluation, and personal enthusiasm. It is perha s
not too far-fetched to compare artifact study to the development of natural
history. Naturalists oohed and aahed over the wonders of life forms

. and only gradually settled down to the time-coftuming business, of system-
atic collecting, sorting and classifying, and thinking and analyzing
which, in turn, have led to broad-based interpretations and theories.
Fleming quotes George Kubler on the state of art history.

In the history of art, which is'a young discipline, it has
long dean necessary to'restrict attention to manageable
questions like artistic biography and catalogues end icon-
ography.. It is now apparent that those tasks have been ac-
complished and that we need not repeat them over and over....
Many more new tasks lie in connecting the history of art with
other fields of thought. ;

b
The study of artifacts lags a little behind art history, but it is
increasingly clear (and all the articles under consideration here
today testify to my assertion) that while the gatheriti and sorting,
and cataloguing are by no means finished,.many people are thinking about
the evidence and are coming up with all sorts of intriguing'possibilitill,
many of them of an interdisciplinary nature.

Fleming acknowledges that his model' "Sears the special impress
of thihking oriented toward.cultural history," but he hopes it is
"equally applicable in other areas of study." As he says, "The model
utilizes two conceptual tools-- a fivefold classification of the basic
properties of an artifact and a set of four operations to be performed
on these properties."8 The five basic properties are history, material,
-construction, design, and function. The first two of the four operations
are (1)-identification,` which includes authentication, and (2) evaluation.
All of MontgOmery's fourteen points about connoisseurship find their way
into these stages of Fleming's.model. Theilast two operations are cultural
analyiis and interpretation. Some of the properties and operations over-
lap and supplement each other. For instance, function is a basic prop-
erty. It is also an aspect of cultural analysis. Cultural analysis

'considers the artifact in relation to its own culture? Interpretation,
"focuses on the relation between some fact learned about the artifact
and some key aspect of our current value system. "9

In the last hplf of his article, Fleming applies the model to a

seventeenth-centuy Massachusetts court cupboard. In working his way
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througt the five properties and,four operations) Fleming acknow-
ledges assistance from at least one colleague and several stu-
dents. 'Full application of the model to even a single artifact
is labor intensive and"time-consuming.

i

In his article, "Material Culture asmiNonVerbal Communication:.

A 'Historical Case Study," Ken Ames discusses a number of concepts
of the social uses of domestic objects, focuses on one, and details
four functions of the parlor organ in late, nineteenth- century America. 4 . i,.-

Parlor organs were popular from about 1870 to.,1900. Compared to
pianos they were smaller, cheaper, and more "closely linked to chang-
ing styles and fashprs.7 10 The mass-produced works were housed in

the lower section; the musically superfluoueupper'section served
as a display area for knick-knacks,'family photographs, and other
possessions.

, Nowhere in the-article does Ames mention a specific parlor organ
surviving-in private or public .collections." No connoisseurship'in'the

...11kontgomery sense is exhibited in his work. Nor' is he interested in
. ,

;

. following the entirety of Fleming's model for artifact' studies. In

esSgy,'Ames does not demonstrate familiarity with Fleming's five
properties or his first two operations. These, you may remember, were
similar to Montgomery's fourteen points., Ames does not even use arti-

facts. Instead os~ studying parlor organs directly, he uses illustrated .

advertiSements.promoting theirsale and photographs showing their use

in domestic settings. His essay concentrates on the last two of
Flemingls operations, cultural analysis and interpretation. Photographs

and ad*rtisements are, of course, artifacts in their own right and
could receive detailed study about their paper, ink typefaces, tamulsions,'

and so forth. Ames doesn't do'this. He assumes -his advertisements and
photographs are authentic; his readers ape, not unreasonably, expected
to do likewise.
fo

In, what I found to be a thoroughly abSorbing/exposition, Ames
analyzed how late nineteenth-csptury Americans used parlor organs.`

Objects serve a varoietyyof funions. "A parlor organ makes music.
This is its manifest fainction according to Robert K. Merton or its
technomic function according to Lewis Binford. Objects also serve

, latent functions. Binford subdivides Merton's. latent function into

two categories. Socio-technic function involves the use of objects in',

contexts of social interaction.0"Ideb-technic function describes the
use of objects in religious and psychological- contexts."11 Ames focuses

interest on socio-technic functions.

He mentions hoV parlor gans compartMentalized and identified
time in the live4rof their ow rs and how they changed their owner's

"sel. f and public images,, In the longest section of the paperate then
'"detail:s four nonverbal Ways that parlor organs communicated social values

in their own_time and place. First, parlor organs helped Vitorian Amer-
icans "engage in and e)qend conventionaliZed social roles." Usinig re-

cent studies in womeriss'history, Ames shows how"the women's world of
domesticity and childbearing and their twinrroles of consumer and saint ,

A
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were expr.essed in a photograph of a mother playing an organ for her
child sand her parents. Presumably her husband is off earning money
to sustain the cozy setting. The presence of three generations in such
a photograph furthers Ames's second 'and third points about how artifacts
"promote social and cultural continuity over time" and about how they
encourage social bonding in familial groups.' Finally, the parlor organ
enhanced the player's life through the rewardiAg 4xperisnce of dis-
playing competency or even mastery of a skill, and it enhanced the
listeners' or group singers' lives through the satisfying sense of
ihared'actiyity.

Ames argues that people's social needs remain fairly constant over
time even though "the way these needs aer met may vary considerdbly."
What differentiates Victorian Americans from us today is les3 a different,
set of

1
needsthan a distinctly different pattern of responses to those

needs. Ames ends with a note of caution. "There may be considerable
difference between the public meanings of objects as evidedt in ad5r-
tising imagery and the personal or private meanings that these objects
had for their owners and users."14 Tfue,but Ames has given us a valu-
able example ofAhoughtful speculation and interpretatiyn into the
"subtle ways people tseObjegts in their social lives."5

There is a clear, relationship among the points about.artifcpe-Spelled
out, in the three articles. Fleming's model, which seems to me to be suf-

. ficiently comprehensive for arty work with artifacts, provides
the connecting framework. I don't think you need to listen to another
recital of fourteen points in'r4lation to five principles and four opera-

s combined with concepts like manifest and latent, technemic, socio-
te nic, and ideo-technic function. Montgomery's concern-is with things;
Ames's with cultural analysis and interpretation. To be fair, I should
'add that the focus on one or the other areas in those two articles does
not'imply that their authors deny the importance of the other area. Ames
is fully capable of connoisseurship and Montgomery has keen interest in
cultural analysis. However, in these two articles, they are seemingly
considering different aspect.s of the study of artifacts as outlined in
Flemingis model.

793

In spite of thisTobvious difference, I think, in fact, the two
,

share an important interest. Montgomery wanted to understand the process
..whefeby people today respond intuitively and logically to objects from

the past., Ames wants to understarid the direct and subtle responses of
people in the past to objects from their own culture. Montgomery's
analysis of visual and technological qualities is very successful. If
students are taught to 1pok at'objects along the lines he offers, they
do gilickly develop an indteased appreciation for them and a more logical
way To articulate their appreciation. However, a person can learn this,
and leArn it weal, without ever absorbing the passion of a collector. I
think latent or socio-technic functions similar to those discussed by 4,
Ames are more helpful in explaininglwhy some people respond so enthusia-

'stically to artifacts, Demonstrating skill as a connoisseur undoubtedly provides
personal satisfaction similar to that of playing a parlor organ. Collecting'
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particular artifacts brings one into the company 'of others with whom one

has the pleasure of sharing a common activity. About the,cost of collect-
ing, Montgomery says, "Whereas in the joy of a treasure one soon forgets a
high price pfid, in the possession of the second7rate one remembers only its
cheapness." Ames.says that people know that a majolpy5chase will "trans-
form them in their own eyes and in the eyes of others." In Thorstein r
Veblen's terms, they receive more respectnd deference, acquire greater-
status. Aesthetic appreciation combined with a heightened sense of per-

, sonal and social well-beiAg undoubtedly provide joys sufficient to justify
a very high purchne price.

I bring all this up, not ecause I think Montgomery should have, (he

did quite enough to analyze on aspect of connoisseurship), but because .

I think doing so helps underscore the importance of what AmeS has done.
Ames expressed caution about his use of artifacts and nonverbal communica-
tion in the study of history. The problem is not that artifacts are not
important in people's live and therefore important in history and art' .

history. The problem is that historians are accustomed to literaryior
quantitative evidence. The hay confidence and Lew techniques to under-
stand the complex dimensions of artifacts. Historians traditionally resort
to written record sources.. Artifact studies, semiotics, and exercises in
visual thinking are highly nonverbal and hence seemingly incapable of
scholarly proof. Historians are not predispoAd to seriously consider '` ,-.'

such evidence. They are likely to respond, "Very tantalizing, but where's .

the proof? I can't give your arguments my time and attention unless you have
proof." Of course, historians speculate, interpret, and theorize, but they
do so based on verbal. statements or on certain kinds of statistical evidence.
Just as creative historians developed ways of making parish registers and
other sources convey acceptable informatiOn about articulate populations,

1so different historians need to come up wish ways a1 d standards to make
artifact studies comprehensible and acceptable.

Curiiipsly, art historians have the same problem with Visual evidence.
They are hardly more willing than historians to deviate from arguments'
that are essentially based on verbal evidence.. th its narrower uses, icon-
ographical analysis of painting and sculpture builds upon knowledge of liter-
aryssources. In its broader use, it moves on to personalpsychology and world
views, but these usually are derived from literary evidence.'

It is my personal opinion that artifact studies are due fo'r'a break-
through. In the past, people looked at and thought about stuffed birds, p07
served butterflies, and fossilized remains'longfenough to come up with sug- .

gestions about their relationships. Today other people (are working with pew-
ter pots; court cupboards, and parlor organs: Like Alice, we know we want to
get somewhere, but we are not at all certain which roads beyond those of cata-
loguing and assembling biographical information will be direct and safe. Models
'like Fleming's and lists like Montgomery's have been very helpful to suggest
a sense 9.1.direction for people's energy. Analyses like those of provided by
Fleming and Ames further encqurage the effort. We need' more. And we need
guidelines by which to judge the respectability of responsible speculation
abou) the historical roles of artifacts.

4
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Alan Brown, Berenson and the Connoisseurship of Italian Painting
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elements (line, form, space, time, movement, light, color, texture)
and the principles (proportion, balance, rhythm, emphasis, unite) in
detail. David Pye in The Nature and Art of Workmanship evaluates

0 that aspect of a craft product.

4. See 'also-Fred Schroeder, "Designing your Exhibits: seven ways to look
a-t an artifact,'" History News, 31:11 (November 1976).

5. Montgomery, 9.

0 6. Fot the way Louis Agassiz trained students to observe live animals,,
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HISTORICAL` ARCHAEOLOGY

Half Sunk in the Sand:
Some Thoughts from Underground on

Artifacts, 1-1.ristorical Archaeology & Tea&iing
e

CARTER L. HUDGINS

James Deetz, "Material Culture and Archaeology-What's theXfference""
' HistoricII Archaeology (1977)

41r - ,

James Deetz, "Scientific Humanism and Humanistic Science
A Plea for Paradigmatic Pluralism in Historical Archaeology,"

(Unpublished paper, 1981)

Leland Ferguson, "Historical Archaeology
and the Importance of Material Things," Histoncal Archaeology (1977)

)I
o
had puZzled or several hours over how to start this paper when I remem-

bered a poem we all read as high schoolers. Many of its lines were still
clear tone; and, even more. surprising, I was able to stumble through the
whole thing. It was interesting, at least to me, that the memory of my
old English teacher was still strong enough to make me standup straight
and start my palms sweating as'I plodded toward the last line. But what
was more to the /point

of the paper I was writing, a dim bulb coming .on'
told me that the poem might be the ideal metaphor for the implications
that recent theoretical trends in historical archaeology hold for teaching
histOry:

m-

.

I met a traveler from an 4ptigue lAnd,
,Who said-- "TWo vast and trunkleSs legs of stone
Stand in the desert.,.. Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose"frown,
And wrinkled lip; and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And on a pedestal, these wo4rds appear:
My name is Ozymandius, King of Kings,
Look op my works, ye Mighty,, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that col ssal wreck, boundless and bare,
The lone d level sands stretch far away.

Keats' "Ozymandius' seemed an apilropriate way to begin a discussion of
artifacts and teaching history because it was, n part, inspired by the
"rage antiquaire" that attended the late eighteenth century birthing of

)1C
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archaeology as a "science." Even more; the poem seemed a fitting intro-
duction because i s probing of the psychological forces that underlay

the shattered c losses is very similar to the thrust of the three papers

I will discuss this afternoon.

Of the three papers I was told I'might Use as a springboard for my remarks,
two are by Professor James Deetz. The third, Leland Ferguson's "Histor-

ical Archaeology and the Importance of Materi4i Things," introduced the

thematic session of the 1975 meeting of the Society for Historical Archaeo-

logy at Charleston, South Carolina. Deetz was one of -g half - dozen scholars

who accepted Ferguson's invitation to gather at Chaileston and discuss

"the importance of archaeological data--material things-- and the undevel-

oped potential of those data."1 Now, after the passage of six years,

that symposium has become part of the mythology of hi,storical archaeology.

It was, in the 1960s sense of the word, a "happening." As scheduled, the

panelists read papers that, predictably, were approvingly.applauded; but

soorra spontp4ous exchange of informal appraisaj,s -- sneers and scowls

accompanied/by the you-have-failed-to-persuade-me messages, of folded arms-

created a sense that sonkthIng profound was happening even though few

in the audience quite ,6knew what it was they were witnessing. Spellbound,.

they refused to let the discussion end, and they clamored for an over-

flow session that held the panelists captive well into the night. Histor-

ical archaeology, some say, may have come of age that day. At the very

least, it has not been the same since.

Ferguson kicked off the excitement by issuing what has become, and

N actually what already was, one of the underlying premises of archaeological

research. He began with the appraisal that material things had,not received

the attention they deserved, a sentiment shared by the'udience. And Only

a few dissented with his assessment that archaeologists and other students

d'f material culture could, with reasonable accuracy, isolate patterns in

the material object8 their excavation uncovered.2 There were, however,

-5 more who reddened under Ferguson's thinly disguised if gentle rebuking

of most of the preceding tmentY years of archaeological research. While

he did not suggest that the older research was beyond redemption, Ferguson

did argue, and rightly so, that as long as historical archaeology retained

its long-standing commitment to eliciting images of one man at one moment

in time from the ground,j,t would remain a hobbled creature, a discipline

unable to realize its fu fkl potential.

Ferguson's paper was thus a kind of plea that archaeologists broaden

their horizons, a pep talk that they give serious thought not only to the

immediate application of the data they dug up-- most often lending his-

torical accuracy to history museums and restorations-- but to the more

profound implications artifacts-have as sources of historical information.

James Deetz had already convinced Ferguson that "the historical document

does not necessarily contain more truth than artifacts recovered from

the ground. Nor, is the strlucture of phenomena as interpreted through

history necessarily more vApid than the structure observed and interpreted

by the archaeologist."3 The audience at Charleston generally assumed that

to b* true, but Ferguson Wainedthem that archaeology would become a signif-

icant tool foritanderstanding ,human behavior,only if they explored the

30
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implications of Deetz's admonition. More than good faith, however; was
required to transform Deetz's sermon about the nature of material evidence
and artifacts into archaeological practice. What was needed was a good
theoretical perspective.

,---.41
,.v

Deet ;'s research on oeramics at seventeenth-century Plymouth and
New England gravestones had persuaded Ferguson that the material thirigs
people leave behin41 them are a source of historical information as impor-
tant as the ideas they write down. What 'Deetz now said in his paper,
"Material Culture and Archaeology-- What's the Difference?", was both an
answer to Ferguson's plea for a broader definition of material culture

. and the groundwork for a mew theoretical framework for historical archaeo-
logy. This paper,introduced ideas, some already published, others then
evolving, that coalesc two years later (1977) as the book In Small
Things Forgotten, Archaeology of Early American Life.4 Perhaps most

A

challenging of t ese ideas was a new definition of material culture.
Material culture( was, Deetz suggested, "that sector of oyr physcal envi-
ronment that wp modify/through culturally determined behavior." This
definition includes all artifacts, from the simplest, such as a clothes
hanger, to the most complex, the space shuttle Columbia, for example. It
includes artifacts dug from/the ground, a visored helmet or a piece of a
pot, and those that are not, the way men plow their fields or ttim their
nails. It also includes more ephemeral artifacts, a hook slide into
second base or a pas de deux, just two examples of human kinesics, and
the flow of celebrants through a receiving line and around a punch
bowl at a wedding reception, a single example of pro,cemics, or the spatial
relationship between people. Even ldnguage fits un8ex this broad defin-
ition. Words .are, after all, air masses shaped by vocal chords, lips,

iteeth, and tongue according to culturally acquired rules. gtere were,
and of course are, many who objected to a definition of material culture

lo

that includes in its, field of study Boy Scount kno

t
and'logos like BAMA

that march across football fields as happily as it es porcelain plates
and Chippendale chairs.. The unpersuaded also grumped when Deetz sug-
gested that archaeology as it is ordinarily perceived.is really nothing
more than a means to an end. You see, "material culture (should be) the
proper study of man."6

Looking back at the Charleston meeting, it seems that Deetz's broad
definition of material culture straddled the widening theoretical no-man's-
land that already separated historical archaeology's two warring research
perspectives. More will be said about these later, but a word must first
be said about Deetz'sgrole as theoretical diplomat. If there is a corol-
lary to the Deetz definition of material culture, it mig 'ht be stated that
since other disciplines; especially linguistics, have developed analytical
techniques fort their special subje t matters, archaeologists who would
work under VuiebrOader definition f material culture should adopt those.
techniques. In practice, Deetz done just that, and the result was
his mini-book In Small Things Forgotten'. A broadly interdisciplinary
analysis of the culture of early Ameri a, this book did not, however,
lower he pitch of the debate within tie archaeological lommunity of the
meaning of material culture. But that controversy and his role in it
seems to have warmed Deetz to the arbitrator's chair, and his essay

"Scientific Humanism and Humanistic Science: A Plea for Paradigmatic
Pluralism in Historical Archaeology'? is another graceful attempt to-
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mediate the acrimonious quarreling that has characterized discussions,
post Charleston, about the role of artifacts and material cultUre in
historical archaeology.

The archaeological fraternity has long been split into two camp . That

should come as ino surprise since historical archaeology, unlike its
prehistoric parallel, has been praCticed by both historians and antl.ro-
po2t6ists, each group claiming that its methods are the only proper
ones. There is no simple way to summarize how it came to be this way
or even to define clearly the dogmas of each faction. That must be
attempted, however., for in this argument and its resolution lie the
clearest indications of the kind of history archaeologists will write.
On the one hand, scholars committed to the so-called scientific school
of historical archaeology have argued that material culture, or the things
that are culture, are distributed in predictable patterns
that, once disc vered, will lead scholars to "law-like statements"
regarding human behavior. And when revealed, these laws will ultimately
make all human action, past and present, understandable. The scientists
admonish usito be sensitive to the existence of patterns inthe artifactual
record, but, since they are based on quantitative data only, archaeologists
who court can discover them. Only after we have counted our -pot sherds
can we define patterns, and only then can we hope to discover the under-
lying causes of the patterns. Fcr example, the Carolina pattern consists
of quantified categcries of artifact classes -.4 Kitchen, Architecturet

8
Arms, Clothing, Activities-- and this pattern is different from others.

On the other hand, the opposing view, labeled particularistic by
scientific archaeologists, professes in its most extreme form the view
that archaeology is but a handmaiden to history. Archaeologists, they
say, are but custodians of the trivia of the past. Their fate is to
unearth the material remains of events unique in time and place, hap-
penings whose material correlates are also unique and which can only be
explained in terms of the same set of unique circumstances.

9
Smith was

different from Jones, we are told; he acted freely and independently
and was dowcaptive to curtural traits that conspired to shape his eating
and drinking habits or plot where he discarded all his'best rubbish.
Archaeology as it is done by the scientists, the particularists charge.
spawns in its trailings of computer tapes and punch cards history that
is written in the passive voice.. Men and women living in the pas)obecome
subject's, pushed end pulled this way and that much like laboratory mice.
While\both these "schools" sham a common body cf field ,methods and

Vresearch 'tools, the great stress the particularists pu n the relation-

ship between documents and objects stands in stark con ast to the sci-
entific school which contends that documents are of secondary importance.
Literary sources fill in the gaps the artifacts do not and are, indeed,
sources of errors best ignored.

The nether'world that lies between these two archaeological per-
spectives, scientific and particularist, James Deetz has claimed as his
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own. In Small Things Forgotten attempted to acknoWiedge the complexity
of the historical record, but at the same time it was a synthesis of
research that haddiscovecRd.patterns like those coveted by the scholars
of the scientific school." Proponents of both perspectives, however,
found this attempt to mediate their quarrel too impressionisticcand so
Deetz has clarified what has already appeared in print; with his "'Plea for
Paradigmatic Pluralism in Historical Archaeology." The mediation Deetz
proposes is a "colination o the particula0.st's emphasis on detail
and documentation and the s ientific archaeologist's search for patterned
regularity exten d to the tire record-- documentary, archaeological,
and artifactual.* The result will be a more powerful analytical frame-
work for explaining change, and the meaning of that change, in the past.

The shortcomings of the opposing perspectives and the need for a
theoretical alternative should be clear enough. Particularism, while
rich in texture and substance, is theoretically timid and weak in '

explanatory power. That Smith had more money than Jones or betters taste
often masquerades for an explanation in the particularist camp.IPTh-is
is not to suggest that the particularist Approach is not valid, but
it must be understood that it is only for those "who deVsre only a nar-
rative history, enriched by the tangibles of the past." ' But if the
particularist's. Dick and Jane history is not capable of providing deeper
insights into the past, then neither are the scientists. 'Their publica-
tions indicate that they have based their patterns almost exclusively
on excavated data, a source that for many reasons, none of which can be
discussed at length or with satisfaction in this paper, are distorted.
(The reasons run from questions about which sites are chosen to be
excavated and why, to how much of the site is actually excava:ed, to
problems of sample reliability, to "Otervening" historical factors
such as navigation acts and demographics.) 13 Patterns do emerge from
this data (that the scientists profess to be surprised by this suggests
that they have a low threshhold of amazement), but they are likely to
be so broad that they, like the particulariSt's beguiling-story, are
exceedingly weak as explanatory devices. We are told, for example; that
frontier communities were like some settled communities but not like
ethers, and assured that,the pattern of.things German colonists threw
away was in some ways like and in some ways not like the artifactual
imprint their English neighbors left behind. While both perhaps make
a descriptive contrRution to our understanding of the past, neither
explains very much. The scientists' procedures may be framed in more
quantitative terms, but all that numerical magic tells us very little

de seem to be asking what-the meaning of the patterns the -discover is.

about the past. That is so because few archaeologists from he scientific

And when that happens, when "patterns are primarily defined in terms of
relative frequencies within artifact clatlesbe they functional, matarial,',
or formal, we are describing lexicon, not grammar, performance, not com-
petence,-context, not-structure." In other words, archaeologists, with'
few exceptions, have tot yet begun to seek the alterations in thought,
the changes in ideas, the shifts in the way people perceived their world
and their place in it, that underlie the artifactua'l changes we carvso
clearly see in our trenches. Maybe things are now as they were a quarter
century ago when J.C. Harrington wrote that archaeology's "contributi?ns
to historical data are considerable; to history, relatively little."

r
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The remedy for this theoretical malaise is, Deetz proposes,an application
of the possibly more powerful analytical tools found in structural
anthropology. This notion does not oLginate with Deetz. Henry Glassie
first opened the doors of material culture to this method when he applied
Levi-Strauss's anthropological structuralism to his study of folk
housing in middle Virginia. What Deetz has done is extend this method
to, other artifact categories and to other times and places. He has
demonstrated that the process Glassie used to elucidate the mental world
of the folk builder of piedmont Virginia is relevant for the seventeenth-
century New England plowman, a nineteenth-century Iowa sod-buster, or
an Irish miner living in a California coal town.

t

Briefly summarized, structuralism holds that human thought is
organized and functions according:to a universally shared complex of
oppositional structures which are mediated differently by different
cultures, or by the same culture at a different time. While such a
proposition is unprovable (we may or may not think' in binary terms) and
is thus infuriating to scholars who aspire to order their research in
more positivistic terms, structuralism has, Glassie reminds us, "aided

in theory'building."
17 To explicate the decision-making of the Virginia

folk builder, Glassie framed fifteen opposed pairs (Figure 1),page 39. His

thinking, and Deetz's after his, is this: "These oppositional pairs are
thought to structure subconcious thought, and as such affect all human

behavior as'it is seen at the -observable/particularistic level. Accord-

ingly, similar changes taking place in the same direction and at the
same time in otherwise unrelated sectors of culture are attributable to

changes in the nature of mediations of underlying oppositional struc-.
tures." Glassie's oppositions rest on the most embracing Pair-- that
between control and chaos, quite possibly a universal.striving-- and
the others rank above, closed versus open, private versus public, arti-

ficial versus natural, and so oft. But whenever the oppositions exist,
their mediations are those chosen at a particular piece at a particular
time "for the purpose of achieving control over natural substance and

human will."
8

For example', Deetz has.demonstrated that toward the end of the
eighteenth century, the opposition between intellect and emotion was
strongly mediated in favor of the intellectual and,,at a deeper level,
that between natural and artifical, toward the artifical. Classes of

objects which at the particularistic or behavioral level sharse little

in a formal or functional sense, like ladder back chairs and gravestones,
or plows and plates, demonstrate the same direction in mediation. In
mortuary art, death's heads, symbolic of the tangible reVains of the
dead, give way to cherubs, a more intellectual, artificial form. Ceramics,

made earlier in a variety of hues (browns, greens, yellows) which reflected
their natural clayey origins, turn white by the last decades of the
eighteenth century, a move toward the artificial and unnatural at about
the same time that gravestones not only became white (marble) instead
of the greens, blacks, reds and blues, of earlier monuments; but are
dressed on all sides, a finishirtg touch that denies their, origins as

stones. Food preparation changes too.

34
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The mixed stews anaMpcttages of the seventeenth century give way
to lumpier cuisines when cuts of meat emerge from the soup to lie

*surrounded by potatoes and vegetables on flat plates. From the Use
og joints of meat, recognizable 'parts of once-living critters, meat
is cut in highly structured, standardized-, artificial segments such
as steaks and chopa- This change is visible archaeologidally as the
shift from cutting and cleaving to sawing of meat into carefully con-
trolled portions. In building, natural stones give way to brick
foundations, tees are cut and hewn to mask th6ir original organic
forms, orderly rows of shingles replace wavering lines of tar-streaked
boards, and the houses themselves, like ceramics and gravestones, become
white in contrast to earlier multi-huedexteriors.

It is most significant that these changes took place at about the
same time, later in the eighteenth century, and that the mediations are
in the same direction. It would seem then that the shift from many
colors to white in houses, ceramics, and gravestones, to extraCt one
shift,-is no coincidence. That it is not, however, demands az; explana-
tion. Deetz at this point warns that it is not an explanation for why
each class of objects turned white that needs to pe sought. Asking that
question would lead to a traditional answer, one that would explain the
change in terms of changing style, taste, values, or simple preference.
What should be sought is "an explanation of the underlying shift in medi.-
atkon of the oppositional structures in question."19 Whiteness, not the
art\facts themselves, becomes the object of interest. And ff whiteness
in one part of the material culture of early nineteenth-century America
can be explained, that same explanation will likely fit all the others.
The answer that Deetz finds most convincing for,all these shifts is one
that is framed in terms of changes in'attitude or world view.

By taking great leaps over the evidence that supports Deetz's argu-
ment, it is possible to see that the mediation toward artificiality, and
the intellectual, is paralleled by mediations in the other categories.
There is, for example, a change strongly in favor of symmetry. This
shift, contrasted by Deetz against the earlier mediations toward the
artificial and intellectual, suggested that a deeper shift, that away
from corporate organization toward individualism, was reflected in many
aspects of the material culture. The material evidence for this is
ample. There was, of course, that sudden and spectacular increase in
the amount of ceramics a family "needed" to serve its members. Every
hquseholder- now had his or her own plate and cup, and other shifts
extended the one man, one plate.philosophy to other classes of artifacts.
Sufficient numbers of chairs t& seat every householder crowded into the
eighteenth century; individtalized burial plots (eventually family cem-
eteries) dotted landscapes where earlier communities had collected their
dead in Community burying grounds; private refuse pits replaced communal
ones; and more and more private space appeared within houses. To Deetz,
these'changes signal that old seventeenth century notions about the con-
cept of self and the role of the individual in the larger community were
in the midst of change. The old'Communal order that ha. 9 arrived in Amer-
ica from old England was in disarray and as men and women adapted to the
changes around them and developed new modes of thinking about themselves
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and their place in the world, the artifacts they made "manifested the
changes that had taken place -in their minds." 2u Two mental worlds,
one the mediOal, theocratic order of 'old England in which the individ-
ual was fixed for life in his or her station, the other, and the new,
secular, mercantile world where mobility was the norm, collided. For

the folks in the collision course of these traditions, the artifacts .

of the newer culture helped make sense-of these'changes, eased the
transition'from old to nevi,c soothed personal dislocations, and brought

. order out of chaos.
.

That, very briefly summarized, is what James Deetz thinks we should
be doing with the artifacts we choose to study. Now, since Seetz has
on more than one occasion pleaded that he not be taken too seriously,
there seems little point to dissecting his theoretical perspective
here line by line. After all, this paper can not hope to convey the
full breadth and power of his argument. Also, the basic premises of
his structuralist approach really are not his, and it must be left to
folklorists and anthropologists to resolve the knotty problems sur-
rounding the "validity? of structuralism. What I will do, however, is
'briefly examine some of the assumptions that underly Deetz's thinking
about artifacts and history and perhaps make some predictions about
archaeology's relationship to them.

First, Henry Glassie argued persuasively in Folk Housing in Middle Vir-
ginia that material culture, or a history based on material culture,
is more "human" than one that is not. We are all aware that most of
the folks who lived in the past wrote /very little and had very little
written about them; but they did build things, and those that survive,
and even those that do not, can be studied by those of us who live in
the present. Artifacts are thus a more "democratic" source of histor-.
ical information, cne that can, if the right questions are asked, lead
usto the day-to-day lives and concerns of most Americans. While it is
undoubtedly true that artifacts really can help us write a history of
the "inarticulate," the promise of this assumption has yet to be realized.
Part oaf the fault lies in our archaeological methods; that is, we are
far more adept at finding and excavating rich folks' houses than poor
men's. I suspect, however, that a far more serious problem is the pow-
er that our own culture has over the way we see the past. It may be
because they are trained as anthropologists that archaeologists, more
than historians, understand that they write from biased perspectives.
Nevertheless, their published writings indicate that few archaeologists,
even those who study the material culture of minority racial or 'cultural
groups, have thought seriously enough about their own biases to account
for them in theirthinking about the past-- Bor example, the relation-
ships of power and auth6ritykat exist between an overseer and his hands
or a sachem and his warriorsAlIt is perhaps not surprising then that the
writing of these overseer/archaeologists often assumes t,httone of planta-
tion account books for in recovering a material portion of the past, he
has also relived past power structures. Thus, the authorfofan excel-'
lent study of contemperary society on BarbadOs can interpret black burial
practices there in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as evidence
of a white-initiated reward-incentive system rather than one or more of
the possible alternaeives;.(f) the acculturation of blacks from different



cultural traditions to'-each other as much as to the culture of their
white masters; (2) the mediation between the tradional cultures of Africa
and the culture of the English mercantile world; (3) the resilience of
African cultural traditions. or (4) the mediation between two cultures,

21
one white, the other black.

Getting it right yill not be easy, but the rewards for continuing
our study of the material cultures of minority groups living in the past
are sufficient to keep us at it. There seems no better way to make the
lives of invisible men and women visible once again or, to return the
strivings of most folks to the stage of history than through archaeology
and material culture studies. By recovering some of the things they
made, their lives become more tangible. Perhaps soon we will accomplish
the kind of thinking about their. artifacts that will allow us to enter
the minds of these men and women long dead.

Second, Deetz's writing also makes it clear that if we are to enter
the mind of the past, we must think inaar broader` terms than we are
accustomed. Most of us thought we had 'done just that when we mulled
the relative merits of modernization theory or sampled some of the
behavorist dream dust` that blew our way in. the 1970s. That experience
may explain why some of us, most of us, will resist Deetz's urging to
look to the "rise of individualism" when we decide it is time to add
some "rigor" to our interpretations. We do so at our own peril.
Listening to Deetz and adjusting our blinders really is not that bad
an idea; it will force us to consider the broader issues that shaped
the past. CeEtainly, the collision of the pre-and post-market cultures
is one such issue, but there will be others because it may be that the
greatest potential the study of material culture has is its ability to
force us to think about the world we have lost.in ways that might
never occur to us when we study the documents alone.

While it seems remote that our understanding of the events of the

American Revolution will be changed much ET a study of the artifacts of
that era, our understanding of the meaning these events had for, its
particloants will indeed change. This is probably true for any "turning
point" in American history. I suspect, for example, that if the material
possessions of the combatants on both sides of the North Carolina Reg-
ulation were analyzed, we would find two material cultures in collision,
one the older folk or traditional culture, the other, the new market
or Georgian culture. Recent students of the Regulation have told us
that i0v!-was not a confrontation of rich and not-sot-rich. But thousands
of North Carolina men felt threatened and feared that they were suffoca-
ting politically. Perhaps they thought that the source-of their dis-
comfort was the newer culture.

The Revolution in Virginia assumes a new dimension when we consider
how men in knee breeches and linen shirts who lived. in` traditional houses
arrayed themselves in an evangelical culture against the culture of
perriwigs and pilasters. As in Carolina, these were -,riot classes in

conflict but cultures, each threatened by the other. And much later on,
all those farmers, Pitchfork Ben Tillman and all the Test whoa nearly

Y
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made an agrarian revolution in the nineteenth century, liked'to be
phctographed standing in front of log houses, cultural symbols they
knew were clearly differenct from the gleaming marble banks that they
recognized as the root of everything corrupt in_America. It is'also
no accident that when Pat Robertson and hisy.elleagues,on the PTL
television show tell you that America has iown weak and corrupt, he and
his electronic brethern choose to do so against backdrops of moral
virtue and national strengths passed, eighteenth-centureorgian
parlors or a Victorian front porch.23

Those of us who are in the business of teaching history can find
in these and other events material evidence of the values Americans
felt were to be won or lost at every stage of our national experience.
If we can discover those things, reveal the oppositions, by studying
artifacts, then we can, I think, convey in a very powerful way not only
the day-to-day experiences of most Americans, but the Larger ideologi-
cal struggles that shaped their perceptions of, and actions toward,
each ether.
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HLSTORY OF TECHNOLOGY

The History of Technology & Material Culture
STEVEN K RAMP

Brooke Hindle, "How Much Is A Piece of the True Cross WortP"
Material Culture in the Stucit of American Life (1977)

'John T Schlebecker, "The Use of O'ojects in Historical Research,
Agricultural History 11977)

Eugene Ferguson, -The Amencan-ness'of American Technology," Technology and Cufiure '1979)

The theme of this colloquium, as the title implies, is a discussion
of the use of objects in the conteixt of leaching in?evral specific
disciplines. My perspective wil3K6e within the institutional frame-
work of a 'history museum and within the disciplinary area of history
9rtechnology. Teaching can take many forms, but, when one thinks
Jf teaching history, this implies the transfer of historical general-
izations and abstractions, with emphasis on culture (the human resource)
and society (the setting), on people. Objects, as a type of histori-
cal document, are, at least to those interested in the potential of
material culture study, useful and at times vital in building and
illustrating the historical generalizations that tell us about people.
An object's appeal then is not so much in the object itself, but in
what it may tell,us, as researchers and teachers, about the-people
who made or used it.

The field of history of technology is an exceptional area of
history in which to discuss the'use of objects, particularly teaching
with objects. This is beCause concepts in technology are often hard
to verbalize and understand; they are frequently difficult to visualize.
Process and operation in technology are even more difficult to convey
in words. This is not only true witih teachers and students. Read,
As John Schl:ebecker suggests, any patent claim or engineering speci-
fication foccontent,,if you can. Further, mechanicians in the past,
as Ferguson iiia,others have pointed out, tended to think visually and
tactilely; *AictOttonverbal, three=dimensional conceptualization has
proven difficRt to convey in language,and is something about which
we know little.: Objects, particularly objects working, can provide
visual clarity %Merl books and language fail in these areas.

before discuss the three articles assigned t e for this
co3172,0quium, me mention a few general thOughts about material cul-
ture 'aid' its use ir. tiSaching history in a museum. I will return to
them when I discuss the articles.
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First it is important to distinguish between two broad uses of

ry material culture. A failure to do this causes a lot of confusion and,
in my opinion, has contributed to many of the claims and counterclaims

.%, '-- about material culture use and validity through the years. One use

includes studies and/or practitioners who use material culture for
illustration, description, emphasis, example, reinforcement, etc.;
in other woedA, descriptive and-illustrative uses for applying

\generalizations and previous synthesis onto objects from the outside.

When I use the term "illustration," I mean to go beyond,the.normal
connotation to Alma Wittlin's idea of illustration in the presence of
the real. 1

.
,

The other use includes those studies that use material culture
as an analytic base from which to generate new insights and evidence,

sometimes evidence about culture;fin other words, research focusing
directly on objects, developing analysis and suthesis from objects
and applying it to people. That use is the met exciting possibility- -
and the one which material culture. enthusiasts generally choose to
highlight as representative. But, as Brooke Hindle says, let us -be

honest and modest about the results. This type of study depends usually

ion objects in context, objects in a series, and long exposure in the
literature and with a particular class of objects. In shor one is

a specialist on'the topic. This type of study is basically'a hard-

nosed research effort by experts.

Teaching in museums functlons almost exclusively-on the first
level, that of illustration and description, an entirely valid use
of objects. The messages discutsed are based on an already determined
catalogue of strengths in the museum collections.and exhibitions or
are based on themes developed in university classes, books, etc.. The
objects are aelecte'Nnd interpreted to illustrate, aug nt and 1.isu-

alize the pre-determined themes. This is museum interpritation, well
beyond,just the object- specific data provided on labels.

Both types of study interrogate the artifact, but one is for
example in teaching, the other is for evidence in research. Both

ultimately flow together, for eventually new research findings are worked
into the teaching format. In our discussions about material culture
studies and use, in other words, we frequently tend to confuse the
research function with the teaching function. Yet, somehow, in the

university, we don't usually make that confusion. Classes go on;
research progresses; rarely do thetwo coincide on a day-to-day level
except in upper level research seminars. The current histOriographic
line proceeds unimpeded by new theories until they are widely published
and accepted. Most museum teaching contexts need synthesis beyond the
object. If the object(s) can be used to illustrate or verify an already
determined generalization or synthesis from whatever data, then this is
a valid use and constitutes good museum interpretation. Objects Can, as

Hindle points out, merely prop up outdated historical conventions; most
any document can be edited to do this. But they can also present a
dynamic way to illustrate new concepts generated by more recent research
efforts.
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Secondly, by discussing articles such as these, we assume that
some practitioners from these variousadisciplines are interested in
object, use for teaching and research, and that objects have value in
both pursuits. A gathering such asthis one indicates that this belief

. is shared and that we are somewhat beyond the old argument of whether
or not one may actually learn something from objects. That argument, old
and tiresome by now, cast peop ].e ,into extreme positions-- one'pole
condemning 'the'foll'y of Object use beyond entertainment and nostalgia,
the other sounding as if it possessed the key to the past through

. objects. As in most discussions of extremes, both tended to overstate
the case_to the detriment of their particular cause. One manifesta-
tion of the injured object enthusiast (myself included) seemed to be
the development of the idea of the "field of material culture," a
field unto itself, removed from the rest of the historical '-world
of research and teaching.

William Rathje has said, "Material culture is not merely a
reflection 9f human behavior; material culture is a part of human
behavi9r." This is likewise true in relation to other forms of
historical documentation. I don't believe there is a "field of mater-
ial culture." Seeing the mass of objects in existence as a field of
study is comparable to ayiriq the field of war correspondence or the
field of manuscripts.'" Today many scholars and,teachers view objects
as another type of document that may or may not provide insight into
the subject one is pursuit or about which one$is teaching. It ems a
form of documentatiah like others whose prima efunction is to en14pten
us as to trends in, or specific examples of, uman behavior. GranXed,
special skills and long exposure are frequently prerequisites for
legitimate use, but the same applies to other documents as well. It
is also true, as everyone knows, that artifacts often suffer as evi-
dence, that artifacts, like other forms of documentation, will never
answer many of the questions that historians and other scholars and
teachers wish to ask. Just because history museums are full of objects-
does not mean that our primary function is teaching about objects.
Rather our function is teaching about history with objects and whatever
other forms of documentation are available.;

My last set of thoughts brings us closer to the articles in
question and to the history of techhology. Both material culture
studies in general and studies in the history of technology (whether
with' material culturt or not) are at a crossroads. Drawing on ideas
discussed by David Sounshell in a recent article, this crossroads
might be called the internal/external crossroads. He develops the
idea that history of technology grew around studies attempting to
!answer certain basic internal questions about technology (e.g.,
the nature of technology and technological change, processes
of invention and innovation, the development of interchangeable m
facturing). He cites recent works, for example Smith's Har er's
Armory, that seriously confront questions of a purely mechanical n ture,
but also move outward into a broader stream of social istori .1 co
cern, He sees a danger in historians of technology remaining to ooted
in internalist questions of mechanics alone, With questions of "tech-
nical aspects of technological development rather than its social



dimensions.' korks such as Smith's, he a historian of technology,
as well as works by "outsiders" like A.F.C. Wallace's Rockdale, deal'
with internal questions, but in the context of a larger social histor-
ical frame. These books, elle clear -z. working from an, intimate 'undei-

standihrof the nuts and boas of the particular technologie, inform
the reader of the relationship between technology and society at the
same time. An understanding of technology is increasingly, seen as an
important part of the American experience; historians of technology
therefore need more studies that in a synthetic way place the impor-
tant questions in the history of technology within the larger picture
of social history. "The major challenge for historians of American

technology is synthesis. This synthesis must be one of not only the

,/ ' history.of American technology, but, far more difficult, of technology
in American history." 5 All of the authors of these articles, in one
way or another, call for this same thing, if notin the history of tech-

nology in particular, then in terms of material culture.
I

The same situation, I feel, applies to studies of material culture.
Internal studies of the nuts and bolts of particular types of material
culture are critical and must precede a larger-statement about society.
But the challenge for material culture studies; fyst in research
and then in teaching, reAlis the generation of-iYnthetic statements
and generalizations about the society behind the objects. (In a sort

of negati.ve generalization, I think this distinction may be one of the
differences between the learned antiquarian and the historian. In the

former, the object or class of objects remains the all-encompassing
goal; in the latter, the people behind the objects are the goal.) We
need, tight internal studies of the material-manifestations of history
of technology; we need the same regarding the workings and documentation
of all sorts of historical objects-- from machine tools to landscapes.
We also need encompassing and therefore sometimes speculative external_
studies that use our objects to make larger statements.

The teaching function with objects is greatly aided by studies,

of this latter sort. In fact, it allows us to fulfill what I believe
is our major educational mandate a concise and avjdable, in other'
words popular, history of aspects of the ATerican experience for all
levels of our public.

Each of my assigned articles is by a historian of technology, but
none addresses the topic of this colloquium-- teaching the history ogs

technology with material culture. All authors, however, have had long

exposure in or around museums, and have developed eir historical

careers, at least in part, -with studies based on r about material

culture. All raise points which relate to the tatements I have just
made or they provide other insights or examp es of teaching use in their

contents
Al

Brooke Hindle's "How Much Is A Piece of the True Cross Worth?"
is-a necessary article. Here finally someone has addressed the

thorny problem of association objects, and the emotional appeal they
have for visitors to museums. Hindle, in an article which is not about

a
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the history, of technology at all, considers three groups of people
and how each deals with material culture: museum visitors, historians,
And the museum staff. -Although. frequently the bane_of existence for
curators or teachers who'stress typicality and patterns in history,
atypical association objects continue to draw the most attention.
Hindle notes that there is a 'deep human need to reach beyond his-
torical abstractions to reality-:- "pieces of the true cross." Like,
'medieval relics, George.Washington's bed pr Lincoln's death chair
provide the most direct access to a past only half-real. Such objects
concretize history,' personalize it in a way that language cannot.
Washington's bed as a`tymbol of past reality can probably be equated
with the visiting farm's wonderment at passing time as he views
a DeLaval cream separator he/once used, or the forty-year-old's rush
of-excitement at seeing a pristine 1955 ,Corvette he once coveted. All
of these things touch a personal chord somewhere, one that we as
museum people should not overly denigrate because it does not fit a
current historiographic frame. Part of the attraction of association
objects is that they speak to a historiographic model that was built
on "movers and shakers," one with which every former school kid is
familiar. Hindle asserts that the "... need, however, is to reach a
three-dimensiopal embodiment of whatever ,history we accept."6
Association objects, tre notes, neither confirm nor deny the facts
of the person behind the objects, but tend to buttress the conventional
history of the moment, in this case, the great man approach to Ameri-
can history.

Pa'rst of the frustration museum people feellin the face of association
objects is that, unlike most other artifacts, they perpetuate a type of
history we would like to move beyond. MOst artifacts however can do
with concepts what association objects do with great people if properly
interpreted. That is, they can cut through the historical abstraction,
learned in books to the real thing, for example the steam engine and
the industrial revolution in America. "The less that-contact with a
three - dimensional past is avlilable, the less direct and usable is the
history to which we appeal." Hindle does not go much beyond this in
this part of his article, but he has raised some tough issues that have
implications for teaching history with any type of object, not just an
association artifact. Iishall return to other portions of his work
later.

In "The Use of Objects in Historical:Research," John T. Schlebecker
issues an appeal to historians to make use of objects in research. He
cites the familiar abuses continued by historians for failing to con-
sider the object as a valid document. This article' belongs in the
by now time-hiinored tradition of museum historians who demand equal time
for the object in history. After running through a shopping list of
problems with research that ignores the object, he moves into a brief
series of Specific examples from his own deep exposure to agricutural
implements. He closes with comments that begin to reveal the sort of
generalizations I referred to earlier and that do provide material for
teaching with objects. Using his own prior knowledge of artifacts, he

e
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sketches an emerging American style in,agricultural equipment th
Clan quickly be escajated to other areas of past American life (love
of novelty; serviceability. and durability, but only just enough; obso-
lescence and waste, etc.). He also stresses the learning value of
objects if used and handled, two key learning techniques unique to
museums.

From the beginning of this fine article, "The American-ness of
American Technology," Eugene Ferguson is throwing out generalizations
about American technology and,its social impact and vice versa. Although
specific objects figure little in this paper, the whole thing becomes
a teaching vehicle from which concepts can belillustrated by objects
(e.g., the cult of efficiency illustrated by the numerous surviving
late nineteenth-century labor-saving devices). He has written a short
history of motives and themes on American technological development and
their relationship to the governing ideas of democracy and capitalism.
Although one may question whether his generalizations were generated
from the evidence4provided by material. culture ( for there is no
evidence of this, and in fact much evidence of literary references),
one can certainly re-apply them to museum collections of technological
artifacts for ilhotrative use in teaching and museum interpretation.
Like Schlebecker's brief remarks, Ferguson develops an American style
in technological development ana constantly relates it to the social
dimension.--The same ideas of expedience and impermanence, novelty
and-confidence, zeal for mechanization, waste and obsolescence inform
his work. Like Hindle's comments about the almost mystical attraction
of pieces of the cross, Ferguson brings in the emotional grip and obses-
sive interesipAmericans have historically given to their created pos-
sessions. Because of the leaps he makes between technology and society,
between rampant mechanization and democracy, Ferguson's article provides
much fodder for teaching with objects in a museum. He closes with the
same note Hounshell sounds: an understanding of American technology
is crucial to an understanding of Ameiican history, and therefore it is
incumbent upon historians to explore the relationship of technology
to the rest of American history.

Several of the points raised earlier in this discussion can now
be compared to the articles in question. First, with regard to teaching
with objects as illustrations, all authors (Ferguson in another article)

8

note the failure of language to deal adequately with objects and process,
both in terms of teaching with language and in terms of the maker
articulating his thoughts, motives, and methods. All authors hint
at the powerful experience available through objects: learning through
use, emotional /personal appeal, concrete basis provided for abstractions
of people and events. Hindle and Schlebecker move toward the idea of

,a different sort of learning with objects than can be had by more
traditional means; an immediate, primary, unmediated experience, the
visual, tactile, sensory quality that is part of4exposure to objects.
These qualities, led by sheer visual impact, can be confirmed by anyone
who has dealt with students or the general_public in a museum environ-
ment. Outdoor or open-air museums, where a total environment effect
is soffit, only heighten'these 14arnipg qualities.
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Perhaps paraphrasing Hindle (and I hope not putting words in his
mouth), I would like to repeat an earlier statement that was drawn from
his work: artifacts, in a teaching and interpeetiw context, can do with
concepts what association objects do with great people. They connect
us visually and tactilely with the reality behind the historical abstrac-
tions learned in books. The need in museums is to develop interpre-
tive' models with objects and concepts that provide the same connection
with the past that association objects,o by merely existing. The
conceptual models, bland large, are drawn from the sort of synthetic
statements hinted at by Schlebecker and more fully developed by Ferguson.

One last point needs to be made regarding interpretive uses of
artifacts. In this case, again I refer in,Hindle's article to a point
on which oui opinions diverge. Hindle deals with three groups of
people and their approaches to objects-- the viewing public, historical
scholars and museum staff. About, the latter group, he counseled modesty
concerning current exhibit aspirations and their teaching potential.
He says,"...the danger is that the demand for teaching may lead us to
use objects as mere illustrations of interpretations unrelated to material
culture. The need is for interpretive exhibits growing out of the study
and understanding of material culture." In fairness, he does state
that objects may be used to illustrate and illuminate conventional inter-
prdtations of history, but believes these should be done sparingly.
Such a use of objects would, he implies, use the exhibij medium "... to
illustrate historic syntheses derived from the writtenItecord alone.'!
This would "... reduce them to the level of illustrative material."
Objects should not to viewed, he goes on, "... as simply a different
medium for tpching the same lessons already available in books, plays,
and movies."'

(4

He is looking, in short, fcr object-use through exhibits that
would be based primarily on the second use of material culture to which
I referred earl4er: analytic studies that generate new evidence about
eople and processes from the thee- dimensional record. I have trouble
with this philosophy for two reasons. One, Most historical knowledge
we possess has not, end perhaps will never, come from objects. If we
wait for this material culture millenium to come before we mount our
exhibits, then our museums will remain rather bare for a long time.
Hindle himself has commented that our gains in these areas have been
modest. Further, if we take that philosophy a next step, we begin to
condemn and invalidate most historical museum exhibit and interpretive
programs. Hindle's goal is a worthy, but, to me, rather unrealistic one.

Two, this sort of approach assumes that in act most people-- most
coIseum-goers-- do read history books, and in fact do work from aknow-
le-d§e of current hStoriography. I think we all know that this is not
the case. The educational function of a history museum is, from my
perspective, to provide good, accessible, and up-to-date popular history,
regardless of ffom where the concepts are derived or from what data, as
long as they are valid and accurate. Museums need to select the messages
that can be supported by their collections, granted; this is tlie result of
intensive self-study. But beyond this, the illustration of historical
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concepts with objects is not only valid, but necessary. The sort of
good popular history that museums can teach-- precisely because of
their objects-- is available in no other institution in our society'
for the vast majority of the public.

Second', about the analytical uses and evidence-generating
power of material culture, Schlebecker indirectly proposes studies
of this sort throughout his article with E'is statements about objects
in research. He implies meaning beyond the things to the people who
made and used them. Hindle explicitly calls fcr this sort of
study, as noted earlier. He especially stresses the need for tight
internal studies of process to understand the workings of material
culture and to understand the sort of intellectual production that
results in objects. He'also discusses two relatively new models of
historical abstraction thathold promise for object-based research
in the future; "new" soc4.a1 history and modernization theory.'

Third, .1 don't like the idea of a "field of material culture," because

it seems to do the opposite of what it is intended. Instead of incor-
porating material culture analysis and study ,into the host of fields
it naturally belongs as a document, this reasoning seems to perpetuate
the isolation of artifact study and use into a separate camp. Hindle
seems to flirt with this idea with statements to the effect that objects
should not be used to illustrate conventional history. Objects are
a part of history and they are documents; they can, therefore, be used
tn a variety of ways. But Schlebecker, among others, makes statements
that create divisions between history and material culture. For example,
at one point in his article, he states that "... all can lear10something
from objects, just as all can learn something from history."

6
Finally, with regard to internal/external crossroads in material

culture study and the history of technology, Hindle'stresses the imme-
diate need of internal studies of all aspects of material culture, but
to the end of plating material culture within a larger understanding
of history. The ame concern about external synthetic works is voiced
by both Ferguson and Schlebecker, the former in relationship to studies
in the history of technology, the latter in relationship to material
culture. Eugene Ferguson nicely,sums it up; "It is easy to be distracted
by the machines themselves and to overlook the importanu of the setting
in which American technology has grown and prospered." Both sorts of
studies are necessary. It is from them, especially the larger synthetic
statements, that we can draw material to teach and interpret history
through objects in the history museum.
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,Preparing for this colloquium has been a somewhat traumatic but enlight-
ening experience for me. My initial reiction to the HAL team's request
that. I analyze three theoretical staterrnts*on cultural geography and
'comment on their broader ramifications for teaching history 'with mater-
ial culture was a simple "no." I was not a cultural geograph As
we talked over the request, I realized they already knew thisd
,were interested inrarY thOughts on the subject from thelpoint 'of view
of. open-alr museums and living history farms. Fine, this I could han-
dle and get excited .afrOut. When- it comes to opep-air museums and liv-
ing history farms, I am chiefly interested in the ways in which they
communicate ,to their many public% through, interpiestive and educational
programs. Often I find myself .translating historical data-into a cre-ative format that turn excfte visitors, and help them begin
to see, rather than me rely to look at, objects and spaces, and to *es-

ftion, rather than rotely to accept, information presented about %thosethings. If we are to co c to anjthing about the past through the
material culture which r alas or =has been, restored or re- created in
open-air and history mus ms, we. have to .help visitors to thilkk about '.
and consciously es ta sh some 'tangible connections between the col:::lections and r - d spaces and their twentieth-century worlds. I
am concerned about this active communication process between. museumS a
visitors for a number dbf masons.

Firsts we are all aware of the limitations and inaccura ies
of open-air museums, hittoric tegtorations and all re-created Histori-cal spates. I do not need to bellbor the point that we do .not and can-
not ever re-tbreate the past or tell'Ihe whole story. But visitors arenbt so aware or sensitized. Unless e help them to analyze' and sort out
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what they do and do not see, hear, fwl, touch and smell during their
visit, we feed the nightmare that haunts vs as historians and self-
respecting, ,honest and went-meaning Professigials-" that image-that
we are preserving the true cross, life as truly lived, the past or
even'an ounce of history in'our sites and restorations., Perhaps
worse, without the communication, we run the risk of creating new
myths, fallacies and blatant lies about thepast by(our silence.

This leads me 0,11e second reason I feel we need to actively
communicate vAth vi tors. I don't believe that just viewing objects
is ehough. TEis appl s to material culture in nearby communities
as well as open-air museums. Even in the most conscientious and thought-
ful historical restorations or re-creations, I don't think the objects
speak loud enough for visitors or students A material culture to'hear.

, We have not developed the vis al and sensory skills to be able to

A
engage in productive cor'iersat 'swith objects and landscape' our-
selves. Staff'and t tar help by beginning to aSk quettipris
about what can be seen, felt, heard, smensd. The more active the
level 'nvorvement of the learner the better. In my office, I_have
a dlagra of the levels of learning. (It is in the shape of a cone and

* I call it my "conehead of learning.") That chart describes in percen-
t -.tage terms the relationship between the number of senses involved in

an activity and the meaningfulness of that activity. The chart indicates
they are directly proportional. No one sense by itself is as effective
as a combination. This suggests that we continually seek but creative
methods po involve visitors and students in exercises to sharpen visual,

'sensory and examining skills.

Third, if we Can get thit far-2 presenting material culture in
a straightforward honest manner and involve the visitor in active
questioning based on his or her own sensory perceptions-- thekI think
we can begin to go beyond objects to explore meaning and relevance.

As Cary rsonjpoints out in a recent article in Harvard Magazine,
1

that activi is not just a polished up version of old-fashioned pots
and pans nistory.and nothing more. Rather we can begin to make sense
out of our material culture. To 'do this, we must clarify our reasons,
our point.of view, our goals. Wemust understand 4h overall purpose
and be able to relate, rationalize and )ustify each-object, exhibit
or re-created historic4.-Apace accordingly. Once this happens, we can-'
say that we have healpedivititort establith a link with teeir cultural

% ii.

VP

heritage and begin to understand a sense'of place as wen as space ark]
time in the larger continuum of historical proceps and change,7 .,%,

b r

Befor4,ditcussing'my,three articles, I.think,perhaps it.would be
useful to share some general observations on how open-air museums relate
to cultural geography. To begin, the conpept'of landscape as artifact
has been planted in open-Or museums, buebarely cultivated'or harvested;
The term "open-air" callsto mind a,combinati4on of buildiAgs, objects
and open space, an outdoor environment of some sort. ,lust as buildings

establish a contextual setting for artif t's, so.too landscape should

--Iliestablish the contextual framework`for ildings,,which are also artifacts
in an open-air museum. I sa§' "should" because to alarge txtent I don't"
feel that landscape has been dealt with 4yopenTair museums as well as
It deserves,. I do not mean to suggest that we are at point One. On

,
,,
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the contrary, numerous sites have begun to communicate about cultural
landscapes and I will shortly mention a few of these efforts. But I

want to suggest three complicating factors that have contributed tb
our inadequate, consideration of the landscape by open-air museums,

.

The first is the concept of park. In Scandinavia, 'where the open,

air Museum was born, the,word "park" described an 'eclectic grouping of

buildings, formal exhibits, restaurants and amphitheatres, playgrounds,
zoolog.ical areas and natural environmept that comprised an open-air

museum. The word was consciously used to connote the enjoyable exper-

ience visitors could expect. Throughout Europe, as these institution
developed, this park concept was considered in combination with histc
ical concerns. It iago only been`quite recently that "parks".consisting
of primarily natural environment appeared in Europe, notably in Britain.
In the United States, we find a large network of natural parks developed
and administered by the national government before the majbrity of open-

air museums appear. The movement spread quickly to the grass roots

level and rare is the American community today wit1out sqme type of

park space. This American concept of park came with psychological over-
tones of tranquility, peace, enjoyment, community order and respect

for nature. They all say "good." It is no wonder that. open -air museums,

consciously or unconsciously developed along similar, lines-- with,imani-

cured paths, trimmed lawns and general park-like pristineness.

It is not surprising that Old Sturbridge Villagestaff had such

a difficult'time when it stopped mowing the green. The park influence

may also explain why that staff was not allowed to cut-down Some of
the trees on the site, even after consulting with a respected cultural.

geographer and producing documentary historical evidence of the appropri-

ateness of land clearing for the site's time and place, As other open-
air museums attempt to correct their, cultural landscapes, I'think
..pressure from the public and trustees to maintain the status quo will

ease. However, parks have helped open-air museum visitors to block '
4

out many necessary twentieth-century intrusions like signage, restrooms,

entrance!fadilities, waste containers.

One other factor that may have influenced the slow development.of

cultural landscapes at open-air museums is the sheer variety of those
museums in their size, shape and thematic purposes. They have often .

grown up in vacuums, only recently discovering one another through

professional organizations like the Ameriban Association for State and

Local History and the Association of Living Historical Farms and Agri-

cultural Museums. The type of preservation at the- site also contributes

to this*bonfusion. There are such differences in approach to origin'al

structures on original ad.tes, restored or partially restored buildings,

representative or totally re-created site. Collections of individual

buildings brought to a site from a county or region call for yet another

treatment.

lk
At.an open-airlimuseum like Greenfield Village, the'total 260 acres

is divided into seven'thematic zone -areas. Each of these zones, as well

as each individual structure within a Zone, requires separate treatment
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in terms of surrounding landscape. It is a 4(nd-boggling challenge,
which is why it has not been completed. Actually, as early as 1929,
when Henry Ford built Greenfield, pillage, he thought it necessary
to transport seven train car loads of New Jersey topsoil to surround
the site"of Thomas Edison'tiMenlo Park Laboratory.

Living historical farms, by their very nature (that's not a pun),
come Close to, interpreting cultural landscape. Because their staffs
work the land and follow a seasonal calendarof activities that approx-

",-,imates as closely as possible a historical sequence, they are continually
and directly influenced by changing seasons, weather and available
technology. Interpreters can help visitors understand how big an acre
of land is by pointing out visual landmarks. Field patterns and farm-
stead layout are an integral part of an on-going interpretation.

Other sites use landscape as a physical and psychological barrier
to help to clarify or purify the visual message to-31sitors. At the
Homeplace, in Golden Pond, Kentucky, visitors see only an earth-sheltered
orientation building,from the parking lot. Once intide the site, the
parking lot disappears. At numerous European and.American sites, visitors
walk through wooded areas,almost as time tunnels, to-physically sepa-
rate and.mentally organize groups of related structures. At Living
History Farms, in Des Moines, Iowa, and St, Mary's City, Maryland, this_.,
approach helps visitors td compare change and technological development
through a series of chronological'farmsteads. Old-World Wisconsin,
outside Milwikee, presents a series of farmsteads in this same manner
which compete traditional ethnic cultures and their Americad assimilation.

Finally, open-air museums, haver begun to explore issues of cultural
geography through formal exhibits supplementitvg on-site experience.
I'll mention two,examples. At Old Sturbridge Village, a recent exhibit
on landscape included a variety of pictorial material from its col-
lections. And Living History Farms has housed an exhibit on soil con-
servation in an earth-sheltered dome building.

":

With this introduction to the current treatment of cultural land-
,../..---

scape by open-air museums and living'history farms and my own personal'
concern? about teaChing.history with material Culture at such institu-

,-tions, I will proceed to the articles.
,

Fred Kniffen first discOsses the role-of °Lilture for the geographer
as :a means to-understanding the landscape. He agrees that the geographer
deserves a better placeamong behavioral scientists because-of his in-
creasing interest in the psychological agpects of culture as they moti7
vats' behavior with respect to the land: Through an example of changing .

settlement patterns in a pibirie region of southwestern Louisiana,
Kniffen oatlines how a cultural geographer can gain an understanding
of an area by examining the material evidence of man's occupance. For

instance, one cansort settlement forMs, such as houses, fields, roads,
and towns, into categories to determine cultural influence and a sequence
of change. He points out that cultural geographers employ an evidential
approach to their study. There is a logical sequence-in categorizing
or studying any body of material things beginning with man's basic
animal'needs and functions-- food, shelter, communication, water-- then

6
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expanding to consider culturally acquired traits such as religion,
government and recreation:

Kniffen's major point is that we must consider material evidenCe
before discerii.ng subjective values rather than the other way around..
He believes, with Henry Glassie, that the material culture holds the
key to a correct interpretation of landscape.

At first reading, it seemed unnecessary and just too simple to
reiterate a plea to first consider material culture`-to,tonight's
group already concerned about the subject. And yet, to hark back to
my introductory remarks about' preparing for this colloquium as a trauma-
tic and'enlightdning experience, it was during a rereading of this
article that I recalled to my horror that I addressed the concerns
of cultural geography every day-- in my work with living history farms
and open-air museums, my strong visual orientation, my painting and
photographing of landscapes and my sometimes blind obsession to organ-
ize the space around me. All this, and I had never connected the
process with, the formal. 'school of thought! Well, as one who is dtiven'
to constant overwork by,ur.realistic goals and insatiable energy, the
guilt from this revelation was like a slap in the face. I can tell
you that this was indeed a humbling experience. It took days to find
the courage to go on to the other two articles.

Kniffen makes a second point that has some usefulness for teaching
history with material culture. He notes that the logic of starting
with basic human needs of food, clothing, shelter, communication is
very sound because these are effective starting points to relate any
re-created site to any visitor, regardless of race, class, regional
background or special interest. By establishing a.common human needs
denominator with visitors or students, it is easy to discuss social
ramifidations of change in the broader American experience and more
difficult' conceptual topics such as values, beliefs, and interaction
With fellow humans. s

In "Learning About Landscapes," J.B.Jackson begins with a fascin-
ating discussion of the overlooked eaucatbonal purpose of tourism and
the contribution it has made not-only to the discovery of the world,
but also to our way of interpreting it. He suggests that the rise of
tourism four centuries ago marked the beginning of a new and much closer
relationship between people and their landscapes. He cites Michel de
Montaigne's writings of 171a which suggest that the motives for travel
were more than r4;.igious pilgrimages or pure geographical exploration.
Rather the motive was greater self-awareness, an exercise to produce
a clarity 'in judgement of ourselves and others. Jackson describes the
sharpness of those early travelers' sensory responses to the world and
suggeSts'that.these sensations had, and still have,'Much to do with
the way we judge a landscape. They provide the emotional, dimension
which gives memories lasting meaning. Because sensory responses are
not quantifiable, scholarly descriptions omit them as evidence.

For Jackson,,"tourist" refers not to the modern,,all-expensetk
paid traveler, but rather to the lone individual, the inexperience
outsider whose urge to be assimilated, when combined with an incessant
search for famous landmarks, made him highly conscious of the peculiar
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characteristrics of a place and its inhabitants. Sooner or later he
ventured beyond the guidebook itinerary And discovered connections

-amv to his own experience in the every day working spaces. J.B. Jackson

has been such a tourist.

Jackson's connection between tourism and-landscape studies is

intentional. In f.4ct, he refers to landscape studies as a different
phase of-tourism as he traces the changes in attitude toward travel
with the advent of automobiles. In the late ldneteenth and early
twentieth Century throughout Europe, industrialization and urbani-
zation were perceivec3- as threats tot the landscape and to associated
traditional values, such as ancestral attachment to the lane. Landscape
was perceived as a cultural heritage that at all costs must be preserved
intact. While no longer widely held, that view did open our eyes to
the value of the vernacular culture of all nations.

Jackson, like Kniffen, links landscapes to basic human needs,
reminding us that they provide a sense of belonging and should be shared

with others: Suggesting that thg search-foi sensory experience 'the

world is the most reliable source of self-knowledge, he states that
a landscape should establish bonds between people, bonds of language,
manners of the same kind of work and leisure. Above all, a lihdscape
should contain the kind of spatial organization which fosters such
experiences and relationships-- spaces for coming together, for cel-
ebration, for solitude, spaces that ewer change -and are always as
memory depicted them.

Jackson's observations about landscapes are valuable for all
aspects of teaching history with material culture. For me, his

discussions of tourism and the development of sensory perception

were particularly relevant. This article helped subdue my qualms
about my lack of professional training as a cultural geographer. I

realized that too had faithfully subscribed to JacksOn'S school of
landscape study through rigorous travel to open-air museums'and mbnu-
ments both abroad and in North America. Ah, enlightenment! I disCovered

I was not alone in by obsession to visit and revisit many times these
places, meticulously recording on film and paper my impressiohs of
content, communication and change. This kind of study has a direct
relationship to understanding visitors and students of material culture
and their subconscious motives for coming to our doorsteps. I would

even suggest that we need to be more sympathetic toward our modern

tourists-- group tours and all.

In Darwin Kelsey's article, "Historical Farms as Models of the
Past," he attempts to define living historical farms in terms useful
to discusiibns in the field of open-air mUsuems. Beginning with

an examinatidfltof living historical farms as described by John Schle-

becker and Gale Peterson,2 Kelsey suggests thatfarms are often pre -
ser5d because of a particular association ot unusual feature. In

conrpst, "typical" farms are riot valued for their own sake, but because
they can be'used to illustrate ot study farm.characteristics that are
more general, representative of phenomena in an area at a given time.

He also defines the "not quite farm" as those institutions that have
called themselves living history fai'ms, but that he would describe
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more accurately as zoos, parks, arboreteums, gardens or experimental
stations.

Kelsey cites anachronisms, such as drinking' fountains, visible
maintenance staff in modern garb with modern tooli, exhibits'of agri-
cultural implements to show chronoldgy or regional type lined up in a
barn, and discusses how they detract from the credibility and re-created
historical environment of living historical farms. He points out
that these problems result in part from the museum's failure to clearly
specify its identity and goals, or from some inability to pursue those
goals with rigor Ind diligence. Equally as important are common mis-
conceptions in the way we think about living historical farms; they
lead to unrealistic expectations about what farms are and what farms

% can achieve.

Based on James Hexter's description of "history,"3Kelsey suggests
that historical farms may be thought of as patterned and coherent
accounts of the past; they represent an abstraction and simplification
of the.pest.. He further proposes that t49. idea or concept of "model",
can be applied in a fruitful way to thinking about firMs and historical
accounts of them. Models perform a variety of functions.

For instance, models allow a group of phenpmena to be visualized for
easier comprehension and provide a framework for defining and collecting
significant information. Kelsey describes kinds of models and discusses
the importance of scale and maintenance of proportional relationships
within each. His major point is that historical farms are approximations
of their originals, or, more accurately, of our generalizations,
hypotheses and theories about them. Like any model, they present
selected data and are therefore subjective, and always reflect the
particular interests and biases of those who constructed them. As such,
they can and should be revised regularly.

As a theory for teaching history with material culture, Kelsey
presents an extremely constructive framework for understanding and
working with open-air museums and living historical farms. Not only
does it help us move on from the guilt syndrome of our inherent short-
comings and limitations to more productive thinking, the model concept
also helps us to break out of ruts-- policies and priorities from-a
previous administration or, perhaps, cur own techniques, programs and
philosophies. For instance; the question of scale at a living histor-o
ical farm, especially in beginning a site, has always been a problem.
Under Kelsey's model framework4we have the guidelines of proportional
ratio to follow; the site can be presented in a size that is manageable
for staff and visitors to deal with without sacrificing any individual
elements. Of course, as I have mentioned earlier, this situation needs
to be communicated to visitors so that they too can begin to comprehend
the site as a teaching model.

In .the use of cultural geography as a tool for teaching histbry,
we are definitely at the beginning and have a horizon of enriching
experiences ahead of us. My assigpment for this evening has had a
significant effect on my own awareness of cultural geography. I am
excited and inspired to pursue the subject further. I hope that I have
sparked an ounce of that same excitement in you.
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1. Cary Carson, "Living Museums of Everyman's History," Harvard
Magazine, (July/August 1981).

2. John Schlebecker and Gale E. Peterson, Living Historical Farms
Handbook (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian'Press, 1972)4.

3. J.H. Hexter, The History Primer (New York: Basic Books, 1971),-
4. That book and Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., A Behavioral
Approach to Historical Analysis (New York: Free Press, 1969),
are regarded by Kelsey as the two most profound books on his-
torical method to appear in recent decades.
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SOCIAL HISTORY

. Social Historians / Artifacts / Museum Educators
CAROL 13 STAPP

John Demos, The American Family in Past Time," The American Scholar (1974)

Laurence Veysey, The (New) Social History in the Context

of American History," Reviews in American History (1979)

Peter Stearns, 'Toward a Wider Vision Trends in Social HiStry,
The Past Before Us ( 1980)

I

The six presenters at this colloquium, convened in order to consider
the three-way juxtaposition of historians, artifacts and learners,
have been given a double charge: 1) To condense and analyze the theo-
retical statements as presented in position papers within specific
disciplinary categories; and 2) To comment on the broad ramifications
of each paper for teaching about history through material culture.
After attempting to comply with the first request in reference to
the three papers within the category of social history, I will-- with
your permission-- turn the second charge somewhat on its head. Rather
than commenting on the broad ramifications of each paper for teaching
about history through material culture, I beg leave to comment on the
broad ramifications of these papers for teaching about artifacts through
social history. By way of rationale for taking this liberty, I might
say that despite my current affiliation with the university, I am
at heart a museum person-- or more exactly, a museum educator-- and
I come to social history via the artifact and not vice versa.

But to the first assignment. One of the three articles under
the rubric of social history-- the one by John Demos-- exemplifies the
sort of synthesis so useful to those outside the field while the other
two-- those by Peter Stearns and. Laurenceyeysey-- offer strikingly
different analyses of the state of the art irr the field of social his-
tory-- one analysis equitable, the other feisty.

"Toward a Wider Vision: Trends in Social History," by Peter Stearns,
appeared in 1980. Before Stearns documents the diversity in topics and
research methods to be found in the field of social history, he iden-
tifies its commonalities-- its vitality, its uncertainty and, above
all, its concern for achieving a historical perspective on the every-
day activities of ordinary people. History from the bottom up, Stearns
summarizes,not only seeks to recapture the experiences and perceptions
of ordina'ry rather than extraordinary actors in the past, but also
desires to ftudy this mass of ordina-6, people in the framework of their
daily lives (their families, artifacts, community life, their births
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and deaths). Beyond these two unifying convictions, Stearns pcints to,
both the absence of dominant schools of thought and the lack of special-
ized journals as contributing factors in the failure of social histOr.-

ians to develop, what he terms, "bridging generalizations" for con-
structing total social histories. The' proliferation of social history'

topj.cs furthermore reflects a certain haziness of conceptualizat44
Stearnscites three conceptual models-- social control, hegemon,
and modernization--and in each he detects flaws. Concerning quanti-

fication, he advocates a judicious balancing of the countableNith

the qualitative. In conclusion, Stearns calls for "an increasingly
explicit debate over the motors of social behavior,"1 th'4 'development

of broad-gauged periodization and the establishment of priorities among
causal forces. Throughout the essay, Stearns's tone measured,

his preferences clear but not overweening. In short; Stearns casts

an even light over past and current practices in'dOcial history.

Not so with Laurence Veysey, who brandishes sArdonic character-
izations with evident relish. His paper, "The-I-Maw' Social, History

in the Context of American Historical Writing,,--Was adapted from an

essay on historical...writing in the United Sta.tds.' Veysey quickly estab-

lishes four subdivisions among historians., 'Histotians, according to

Veysey, are subdivided by nation or region'Of globe, by time period,
by thematic category (social, political o/ intellectual),,and by cog-

nitive predilection. f '

J.

Veysey just as quickly dismisses two of the subdivisions-- time-

period (unimportant) and cognitive pstrail,ection (col-opted). He chooses

to concentrate-on the "exciting contest" among adherents of the three

different thematic categories-- social/ political and intellectual
history. Social history he nominates as the aggressor and atolaims as

the victor. But Veysey chastises the "new" ipoliticaltor intellectual
historians who try 'to jump on the social history bandwagon; he finds
their distinctiye purview perfectly worthy and recommends 'strongly that

they stick to their own kind.

As for social history itself, Veysel, mocks its canons, which 'he
defines as follows: the study of the processes affecting the great ma-
jority of people, with special attention to the anonymously
and the avoidance of literary sourceskin favor of bare quantitative

data. Through two case studies, he demonstrates the vulnerability of

quantitative'history. In the vigor of critical attacks On quantitative
history, however, Veysey discerns a commendable rise in critical standards,

matched by an, alarming disparity between social historians' Capacity

to criticize and their capacity to'write substantive history. Nonethe-

]ess, he ultimately concedes'that social historians have indeed pro-
vided a sustained look at the bottom layer of society. Moreover, accord-

ing to Veysey, they have broken deeper ground 'in their standards of

evidence and argument, and, most important, social.historians have uncov-
ered more incontestable yet previously unknown facts of major importance

in recent years than other categories of historical scholarshipt In

opposition to these accolades, Veysey faulti social history for its frag-
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mentation: "The society, in its overall dimensions as an evolving
structure," he contend;e'f's hardly ever,studied."2 He concludes,
in a somewhat wistful vein, by sounding the call for recognition
of the internationalism of basic historical prpcesses in the modern
world. other words, he advocates the dissolution of the first
of the four subdivisions he mentioned at the outset of the essay-
the subdiviion by nation or region of the globe. He wishes to min-
imalize American uniqueness in light of the global village of social
history.

This "new visionary matrix" is distinctly at odds with the Amer-
ican rootedness of "The American Family in Past Time" by John Demos.
This classic essay consists of a fast-paced survey of the family
from colonial times to 1900. The seventeenth century-- the period
of the author's greatest ex)ertise-- receives the most emphasis; the
eighteenth century is essentially finessed; and the nineteenth cen-
tury surveyed by topic rather than through a cohesive thesis. Demos
both stibstantiates4ed explodes-myths about thee pre modern family
and brilliantly exPncates the genesis of the notion of home as sanctu-
ary in the early nineteenth century. The function of the family unit,
family composition, age and gender differentiation and childrearing
practices are touched upon swiftly but tellingly. The interaction
of ideals and expectations with physical, social and economic realities
is demonstrated. Throughout, Demos refers to a dazzlingly broad spectrum
of sources: literary (sermons, letters, diaries, novels), legal, (court
records, apprenticeship papers, deeds), demographic (settlement patterns,
household-composition, sexual statistics), popular (domestic advice
books, childrearing manuals) and artifactual (clothing), among other
sources. Despite this impressive array of source material, Demos points
out its limited relevance to family groups outside "the historical
middle." Gracefully, he both acknowledges the divergent' family history
of 9thnics, blacks and utopians, and posits a "powerful mainstream
tradition" which he contends either assimilated, suppressed or outlasted
any challenges to its dominance. Demos unabashedly debunks nostaligic
fantasies of a "golden age of the family." He urges the study of
the family in relation to larger historical processes and proclaims that
every historical era gets the family system it needs or deserves. Recog-
nizing the family's dynamic, even reciprocal, relationship with society
at large, Demos still conceives of the family as primarily reactive.
He concludes by advocating individua ification of, not large scale
social interv4ntion in, current erns family life.

-Now to the second task, at hand, as I'have redefined it-- the impli-
cations of these papers for teaching about artifacts through social his-
tory. Demos laments the difficulty of capturing the reality of family
life in the past. "Source materials are scattered and fragmentary," he
maintains. "The pertinent methodologies are highly complex."3 Weave
seen how Demos- marshalled an impressive array of sources, including- -
albeit cursorily-- artifacts. In all fairness, I must interject that
Demos does refer quite extensively to the material culture of family
life in his trailblazing A Little, Commonwealth: Family Life in Plymouth'
Colony, published in 1970. This paper, on the American family in the
past; like much of social thistory, suggests to me that the social his-
torian and the museum educator are like westward and eastward railroad
lines heading for each other, to be joined together by the golden spike
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of the artifact. The social historian, as Stearns notes, recognizes
the validity of the artifact because material culture provides the
framework for the daily lives of ordinary people. Artifacts have come
to,be viewed by social historians as legitimate, even key, sources.

In conjuring up the image of the meeting of the railroad lin
however, let me add that the museum educator's track is somewh longer
than that og the social historian. Artifacts are the museum ucator's
raison d'etre: social history is but one resource for illuminating the
artifact. Conversely, artifacts are one of many resources the social
historian studies for recapturing the past of prdinary folk.b A word
of caution appears thus to be in order: artifacts, like strictly
quantifiable resources, may wax and wane in fashion,with social historians.
Museum educators need to be cautious about justifying artifact study
on the basis of its aptness for social history. The artifact has an
authentic claim of its own on our attention-- it is, inescapably a
"reality." Yes, perhaps just one factor in that larger reality, the
capturing of which Demos identifies as social history's raison d'etre,
but a "reality" not to be put at risk by a passing fad amongst histor-
ians for the artkfact as resource.

The museum educator in turn primarily mines social history for
information. "It's everything you always wanted to know," I rejoiced
to another museum educator/art historian when,as a doctoral candidate
in American, studies, I encountered social history. The information in
social history research enlightens the museum educator in two diametrically
opposed ways. First, social history provides information about what
is in museum collections. Second, social history provides information
about what is not in museum collections.

Let me elaborate. Social history elbows aside the context in
which tifacis that have been preserved in museums-may have been residing
altogeth too comfortably for too long. Not to belabor the obvious,
but social history purveys a new, improved brand of information-- espec-
iallyOr those of us trained as art historians-- through which to see
the artifacts in museum colleCtions. It's as if the power of the lens
of our mental eye were increased. At the same time, and of equal impor-
tance social history reveals what has been left out of museum collections,
consc ously or unconscious_ly:-Museum collections, taken individually
and ven as a whole, are not, and conceivably cannot be, comprehensive
recopds of the-past. The new, improved brand of information that social
his,iory disseminates exposes the lacunae in museum collections: Indeed

r.matiy.muse4m collections garallel the preciousness and complexity that
Veysey attributes to intellectual history. His prescription for intel-
lectual history. applies equally well to the museum preserving high cul-
ture: "To be true to itself, but with a new humility as to the kind of-
extreme specialization, it represents." 4

In sum, this new, improved brand of information is what the museum
educator requires'to "thicken" the milieu of the artifact. While the
artifact can be exploited by the social historian to fill out the his -
torical'characterization of a period, the historical characterization
of atperiod-- based predominately-on non-artifactual sources-- fills
out the museum educator's understanding of the representativeness of
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the artifact. Raised consciousness about the everyday lives of ordin-
ary people spurs the museum.educator to ascertain if, why, and how
the museum collection, like many a history text as social history has
proven, offers an incomplete view'ofthe past.

Tentative, assertive, a jostling profusion of focuses and formu-

Il
tions-- the intellectual foment in social history to which Veysey

nd Stearnt bear witness also incites the museum educator to more
daring interpretive objectives and tactics. Social history, like
museum education, is a field in the state of becoming. Social history's
genuine controversies (internal and external) provide a useful model
foi museum education, militating against received notions and pat
strategies. Boisterously critical of itself, recklessly skeptical
toward other fields, social history fosters a certain impudence that
museum educators might do well to share with their audience-- the public. -

.'"-fnquiry, the questioning of the meaning in the evidence, as Veysey
'phrases it, can be the leitmotif in wounters between artifacts and the
public which are orchestrated by museum educators.

For, t-s. Stearns and Veysey make abundantly clear, the very turmoil
in social history betokens stAnuous efforts to alter fundamental con-
ceptualizations about the mainsprings of social behavior in the, past. .

The museum educator, possessing the advantage of distance, observes and
assesses the conceptual skirmishes, comparing, say, Demos's view of the
dominance of "the historical middle's"'notion of home with Lizabtth
Cohen's argument for the tenaciousness of the working class's idea of
home. 5 -Social history can provoke museum educators to recast their .

thinkin ccording to one or another of these conceptualizations. For

illinstanc for the reinterpretation of the Woodrow Wilson House, Washing-
ton, D.C., the fundamental theme chosen treated the house as a totality--
the interplay of public, social, family and service areas, i.e., the
house as artifact, rather than the traditional tour with its skippir
focus on the decor, memorabilia or biography of the famous occupants.
SOcial history, by celebrating the ordinary and not the extraordinary
lives of tht past, encouraged a theme which did not produce the "upstairs/
ddwnstairs" syndrome, in which the elite users of the rooms are treated
as. individuals and the nEm-elite users of the rooms are regarded as
anonymous.

.

In conclusion, museum educators enjoy the opportunity of applying
the sometimes` parochial and esoteric output of social historians to the
interpretation of artifacts for the mass of ordinary people, whose per-
ceptions and experiences social historians regard as of major consequence.
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CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 1 FOLKLIFE

The Fa_klife, Flavor of History:
A Sample of Three Opinions

JOHI1 MICHAEL VLACH

Henry Glassie, "Folk Art," Folk /ore and Folklife (1974)

Henry Glassie, "Meaningful Things and Appropriate Myths-
The ArtifaCt's Place in American Studies," Prospects (1977)

0
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HowardW Marshall, "Folkhfe and the Rise of American Folk Museums,"
Journal of American Folklore (1977)

O
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Now that American folklorists are /tt to refer to their subject with the
double-bareled phrase "folklore an folklife," the artifact has taken
a prominent place amidt their academic concerns. The disRipline of
folklgre,-once considered a' sub -field of literary study focusing on
obscure balladry and .local anecdotes, has since the mid-1960s rapidly
asser,_ted its claim over all manner of objects ranging from houls to--

bas14ts' to frakturd. To the eictent that these various data whi h,
folklorists examine are patterned, formulaic, conservative accd trad.i-

tional, these objects constitute a record of co1Ictive human achieve-
ment. Put succinctly, the suble, of folkloristic inquiry- is often the
stuff of history. Acknowledging then that there is a shared area of
interest betweeh fcaklorists and historians, there should also be some
shared procedures, objectives and insights. The usefulness of folktales
and folksongs' for historical study has already been conveniently, sum-
marized by Richard M. D6rson in his anthology Amerilin Folklore and- the
Historian. Indeed, the whole of his career as aNrvard-trained his-
_torian proselytizing extensively for the growth of academic folklor- '

istics in the Unitgd States serves as a clear exa%ple of, the hand-and-
.glpve relationship that can exist between the. two fieleis. But what is
new to folklore and history-- new in the same sense of being looked at
from a fresh perspeCtive-- is the artifact. tn the last decade, the
literature on material folk culture has bulked large with confident
manifestosAeroclaiming the artifact's vAlidity'as subject matter and as it

a means of gaining sight into the nature of human thought. In a sense
the Confident declarations made by folklorists have been warning 'shots
that there is a new ship on the horizon bound for the land of the "-

alternative vision of history: These warning shots, however, need not
be heard only as attempts to defend a territory, but also can be recog-
nized as salutes to those who would seek passage on the brave ship "-
Folklore and Folklife. Three invitations to consider the kind of history
`available in the study of the artifact have been extended by Henry
Glassie of the.University of Pennsylvania and Hoard Marshall of Kan-
sas, State University (formerly of the American Folklife Center). Let
us examine the substance of their thinking.
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Marshall 's' evaluation of folklorists' emergent position in the
museological realm found in " klite and the Rise oi American Folk

-Museums",is a progress repor ich takes stock of the growth of out-
door museums irk the United Sates. The prime model foe a folk museum

is sprung from the political and intellectual ferment of nineteenth-
centau 'Europe, pitticularly from the Scandinavian countries. It

was there that romantic nationalism was capped by-the creation of a

y -set oe'foitmal institutions whose main purpose was to preserve and
intefpret local ethnielegacies4 This was done with a combination

1 of conventional.static displays and outdoor exhibits'of domestic and
agricuitur'al buildings. Marshall is quick to point out that there are
few museums in this country that were originally planned along the
lines of European folilife.research. What we have instead are rough
approximations of the Scandinavian'concept. 'Living history farms, he
points out, come the closest and in some cases are currently realign-
ing their research objedtivesto conform more with the classic European
folklife ideal. ,Thig ideal,is'clear,ly expressed by Trefor Owen of the

Welsh Folk Museum: I

A folk museum represeihts the life and culture of a nation,

illustrating the arts and crafts, and in particular the
building crafts, of,the complete community, And including /

in its illustrations the activities of the mind and spiefe---
2

speech, drama, dance, and muTic-- as well as of the land.

.Marshall is optimistic that museum,personnel at living history farms
are strdggly committed to a,small community focus, to the domestic
undercurrents of majpE1ZNnAl events, to the humane contoUrs.cf
tradition. And, if they are, he suggests, then the living history'
farms are, like iE on:not, well down the path-toward becoming foil:

museums. Marshall, borrowing a metapho from archaeology suggests
that the be folk museums ar- foundekon'"research excavating down"'
through the curmizig layers d al history (that). will reveal new data

to fill in the hollows in .t form records of fashion,_pclitiand
the The ultimate goal is a revisionist portrait anq it
is an objective'` that squares well with the'current movement'in Amer-
scan social history to write "grass roots" history, topursue the
record of the inarticulate, to understand the plaisyorkadiy-exgera-',

iences of the qrdinary citizen. .

Two other kinds of museums, that treat folkfife-materials are the

conventional history museums thathave collections of folk aitifaqts
/ such as the National Museum ofAmerican History and the loo museums

of the converted railway depot, variety that serA,as,neKhb(14,hOOd''

closets preserving a small community's clutter from.extinct.4.opy,In
both gases, the, data base of folklifeois assembled. It is given a,

polished treatment in the majordowntownmuseum and a'down-borpe,topch
in the infolMal roadside museum. there is much to refleA.uPOntn' the,
perspectives employed by both kinds of institutions; or oatfits as
Marshall prefers to cad. them. .0ne wonders, for exampleCabout.the,,,
attention given to the socUl'context of the artifacESX the, accura'c
in their ascribed periods of origin. But,the bottoth tine is that,

.7
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the folklife museum movement is small, even if it is possessed of
high principles, and folklife scholars need all the friends they can
get. Generosity toward those museums that4ave not4yet been struck
with folklife fever or that have the symptoms 'flout don't knowyet*
what to call their llment, is then advised. The artifacts held by
these,,"other" kinds of museum when-interpreted with sensitivity
to issues of community identity and the role of 16cal tradition within
national culture may bring themuseum researcher, and possibly
the museum-goer, to the same insights as the full-fledged folklife
museum. Marshall's main point is that knowledge whether bestowed
by professionals on the public or emerging from a local enthusiast's
excitement is still worth having.

The buSiness of,getting smarter is what educationAs all about
and it' is A large and never-ending task. Marshall 'suggeSts that within
the folklife museum scholars Have an excellent format and tool with
which to pursue the education of the public. He writes in conclusion
to his article: "The promise of these outdoor museums lies in the
accuracy of their depictions of regional folk culture and their appli-
cation:of humane thought in presenting history to the general public.
With artifacts of material culture as main props in the scene, such
impressionistic vies of the past may help us understand ourselves as
a' complex nation." His emphasis on artifacts points out that stuff'
from,the past is-indeed the reality of the past, however fragmented
it may bek The people are gone,,their writings tend to be biased,
but their things, whether houses or hatcheti, aZethe same things then
and'now. Bringing the public into intimate contact with the slivers
of reality represented in artifacts should, provide them with the oppor-,
tunity to experience a different realityOn hopes then, via the
natural comparative process, to gain insights in their own reality
as well.

^ '14

Henry Glassie, one of.the most fa011e and provocative mitds among
_thelliaterial culture troops, has eloquently and passionately asserted
the artifact's worth as a subject for academic inquiry. His fervor
is partially explained by close to Seventy-five years worth of general
rejection by American folklorists of the hall-and-parlor houses,
whirligigs, caul knives, quilts, stemware crocks and the like about
which many contemporary folklorists are now so glibly conversant. Two
essays by Glassie, one a textbook chapter, the other a convoluted
harangue td his fellow travelers in American studies, contain some
of the formidable theoretical arrows which fill folklife quiver.

In his textbook chapter entitled "Folk Art," Glassie immediately
confronts ttiageless and continuing problem of the definition of art.
In only his- sentence, he tells us "If a pleasure-giving function
predominates, the artifact is called art." In the same paragraph, he
moves quickly' to solve another tricky riddle," What is folk art?"
His answer is that folk things are "esoteric pd -traditional.", 6tifl
in the same opening paragraph,:Glassie.strikes'deep into the core question 4
for fhe study of art and culture, identifying the main goal of scholarly
inquiry as the evalUation of the "aesthetic philosophy that governs
the selection, production, treatment and Use of fOrms." Hardly bothering
to breathe, Glassie brings us fad-to-face with a key. breakthrough in
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the study of history- through artifacts which is that artifacts are
ideas as well as objects. We instantly perceive an artifact's surface
realty, but we should, suggests Glassie,, push beyond its physical
attributes to its abstract and ideational qualities. Located within
the object is to be,fcund a deeper, more fundamental reality., That
reality is the unconscious logic of culture and it resides not only ,

in the artifact but in the mind of the maker. It is the Ssertion
of human will over Nature's substance that yields material culture,
the artifact. This process.of transformation is crucial in,the
creation of culture, in the making of history, and, Glassie adds, is
a very powerful process for expressing and shaping human thought.

In the sub-section of his essay which is labeled "Art that is
Folk," Glassie illustrates at length how most folk art is imperfect
fine art: The so-called-works of folk art that usually fill the museum
collections, the gallery shelves and the coffee table books are commonly
referred to as naive, unsophisticated, primitive, crude, provincial,
nonacademic. This litany of denigration may, in fact, be deserved and
appropriate in some cases sincemany folk paintings, for example,
actually turn out to be third-rate copies of standardized scences'from
landscape books. But it is Glassie's main point that once the folk
aesthetic, that state of mind from which an artwork is generated, is
understood then none of those deprecatory adjectives should be used.
Folk art is not fine art done poorly. Glassie writes: ",..representa-
tional folk art is not a failure at illusionary art, it is life European
fine art before Giotto and after Cezanne, like most primitive art,
aostract. The beginning of Renaissance art was marked by a move- from
convention to realism, 'Folk art is characterized constantly by moves
from realism to convention." 5 The analyst's prime task then is to come
to grips with the nature of folk converAions,, to fathom folk culture
in its own terms, instead of oohing and aahirig over the textures of
brush strokes and the distortions of human anatomy.

to

Having embedded folk art within,culture ather than place or
personality,, Glassie proceeds to show that rt is evo here. This

generalization buildsupon the notion t all acts making involve
the imposition Of an abstract, un-na ral order. No object, even if
it is 4ilrely utilitarian, lacyt-is humanly determined aspects of
form. consequently, regardless dli,the modest plainness of a beach
or a raise, these object's embody aesthetic propcsitiops as the results
of a detign process. For the western world, Glassie identifies two
essential attributes of Laeskhetic will, bilateral symmetry and tri-
partite arrPngement. This means that our objects are divided at ono%
into two-and three parts. The enkgma of being simultaneously odd and
even has been_solved by, fold designers by making things with distinct
middles that are Ilanked,on both sides by the same design.elemeht.
The winged skulls and cherubs found on New England gravestones are
good examples of this formula in action, but then so are Georgian
houses, transverse crib barns, chairs, automobile grills and hundreds
and thousands of 'things we confront everyday. Because bilateral, tri-
partite orgailization-is po commonplace in our experience, and so ancient, ,
it hls thoselUalities of being esoteric and traditional which character-
ize folk things. Glassie then shows that wd pre all in the sway of a
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folk aesthetic. It is so deep. within us and so affects our judgements
that when confronted with it, we can only re cnd like most informants

gio do when asked to explain their actions in making a -ool or singing
an old song. They, like us, ask "How would you do it?" Well, it could
be done differently, but we'know without too much thinking that an
asymmetrical lopsided table would certainly look strange, awkward,
curious and hence be unacceptable unless we happened to be connoisseurs
of the bizarre.

Np,

Having trapped his readers into admitting that they too own folk
culture, Glassie nudges them to study folk art in a holistic fashion
starting with general ideas and concepts and pursuing their utiliza-
tion through the various stages of an artifact's production and u .

This cultural approach leads ultimately to the recognition of the unity ,

of a community's artifacts. Folk works should be studied as a collect-
ivity, as a tradition or movement, rather than as distinct Masteieces
or eccentric oddities because they have a single unified intellectual
source, the rules in the folk aesthetic. Glassie stresses the word
"folk" in folk art because,b- and - large, American folk art has been
studied with emphasis mainly on the second half of the phrase. So
Glassie, like Marshall, is also concernedwith the need for a revised
perception of folk artifacts. The artifact is to be prized not as a
wierd, charming, cute, quaint or bizkrse thing, but for its message
ofi'srder, control, stability, and cotinuity, for its civilizing
affect on society.

In his essay, "Meaningful Things and Appropriate Myths: The Artifact's
Place in American Studies," Glassie demonstrates the broad sweep of his
reading, fieldwork, and thinking while exploring how the American land-
scape has come to bear civilization. This is a soulful piece with many
digressions that could lose the uncommitted reader. Glassire violates
many of the principles of Strunk And White mainly using nay words
where few would do. He attempts a kind of poetry, challenging his
reader to bang tough while he explores the nature of meaning in Aire -

ican things.

His approach shares madY'qualities with that of aesthetic antrho-,
pologist Robert Plant Armstrong in that both are often so caught up
in their idbas that they play out the subtleties of their thoughts at
great length using arcane terminology that may obscure direct compre-
hension. We find Glassie in this essay wandering off on long discus-
sion of Irish literature, particularly the works of Joyce and Beckett,
in his search for theory of the artifact. ,If this seems like the
long way round,'"tg,read Waiting for Godot to understand broad axes
and Conestoga wagons, the journey is nevertheless worth the ride.

This essay is chiefly a validation of historical inquiry. History's%
prime value, says Glassie, resides in what we have already referred to

as the reality factor;' that is he sees history as not only the record
of the past, butias a dynamic force affecting the present and causing
the future. History is what was and what is and, barring cataclysm,
what will be. History is culturally defined time. If one agrees Wrth
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this position, one cannot but accept its worthindeed its crucial
position at the center of humanistic endeavor. Rhetorically Glassie
poses the scenario that without history society would be non-existent.'
Thus his earlier criticisms of historiography which he made in his
oft-cited book Folic Housing, in Middle Virginia are mollified. Glassie
admits that he likes history, that his resdErch is historical, and that
common cause should be made among humanists because of their mutual
interest in historical issues. Having played Peck's bad boy, Glassie
wants back into the historiographer's fold.

In this essay, Glassie once again touches upOn the need to deal
with ideas rather than data. While he places the term "artifact"
in his title, he devotes more space to the intellectual underpinnings

historiography, to basic assumptions that apply to biographies of
people as well as to biographies of objects. Suggesting that historians
do their best work when they deal with myihic concepts, Glassie defines
myth. as *story written in the service of meaning. Meaning entails
explanatibn of large truths, of the big rules Of a culture, of power-
ful concepts that affect Lots of people for long periods of time. Rules,
concepts, truths and myths are situated in culture, not in events,
and since they are in culture, they are facets of humans and only
secondarily dimensions of their contexts. Glassie argues then that
most history in its pursuit of quantitatively responsible science reads
experience backwards, treating surface detail as if it were essence.

Surfaces are beginning point;.they are the details of4'experience.
Glassie suggests tha on;' /when human experience, is plumbed for its
message does worth ePparent. Referring ,to worth as power, he

writes: "That powe accessible only to critjcs wiping to remove
the Bawdy, brittler'skim of folk art and feel for its heart. Once grasped,

its slippery beat,will convince the critic to confuse no longer com-
plexity with excellence." 6 Should we follow this suggestion, the complex
and 'intricate forms of elite culture will stand as co-equal with the
spare and plain forms of folk expression. And both being equally rele-
vant and capable of eloquent cdrimunication, a truly democrative histor-
iography 4ecomes possible.

The best shot 'we have at this goal is to be found,, says Glassie,
in the landscape. Few people leave revealing, detailed written accounts
behind. In fact, Glassie besmirches written documents referring to them
as "curious black spots on paper," as "nothing" until the historian
has pe'iformed his."magic."7 Such an exercise, he asserts, will be prob-
lematic and limited at best. The power of the object as document resides
in the fact of its reality, that is the thing that was there at the
event under study. It requires no magic to be informed with meaning or
mythic capacity. Tt needs mainly to be witnessed. But strangely, the
most revealing artifact is all around us, and because of iVpervasive-
ness, it goes ignored. It is our land, and it holds, promises Glassie,
the key to a meaning-laden history.

Plowing, strip mining, laying brick upon brick in mortar, weeding,
bulldozing; these are as much historical acts as scratching a

pen over paper. The shapes of fields, the wrecked faces of
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hills, the houses,' and bridges, corrals, docks,,temples,
factories, prisons, switchyards, junkyards,,graveyards,
the highways on the plains, the paths in the woods-- all
are historical textsloverlaid, opposed, related into a
single perfect structure, simultaneously spatial and temporal,
qualitative, quantitative', as inclusive as the planet, as
deep as time itself: a universal memory, a de;nocratic
historian's dream.8

The land is sculpture under the hand of man, the land is an ertifact.
Glassie supports this notion with a quote from Irish poet Patrick
Kavanaugh:

I turn the lee-green down
Gaily now,
And paint the meadow brown
With my plow. 9

To be found in ordinary reality then,..in common experience, in mundane'
work is the eloquence of mythically made material, of man-made
meaning, the stuff of history. Glassie's earlier argument that art was
everywhere in the environment is restated here as meaning is constantly
underfoot if we will but look- for it.

But lest we glory too much in the brilliant discover of myth,.
Glassie warns that mlythis a contradictory treasure. It is not constant
but contrary. Spruri..from human nature, it is complex, variable and
comprised of incompatible concepts. Myth sanctions deviance from, as
well as compliance with, its charter of order. Folktales reflect mythic
concepts by providing simultaneous models for action and P'assivity.
In like manner, ballads describe the glory and the consequences of
breaking the law. Proverbs show everyman the ways to get ahead and aE
the same time the iirtueskof not rocking the boat: Reality is impure
because its mythic base is ambiguous, capable of both constancy and
change,of repetition and innovation, of familiarity and novelty. Hence,
every age will have its own myth, and every age will have its own history.
If we do not accommodate this ever-shifting aspect of history, we run
the risk of "reducing ambiguity to one of its elements, purifying com-
plexity into a believable, reassuring lie."14 A holistic consideration
of the landscape should allow us to avoid this problem by revealing all
that we have done, both the lovable and he4%detestabler the full range
Of human expedience.

What is tb be made of all these folkloristic observations? For
sure, we note that the paradigm of cultUral anthropology has profoundly
marked current folklife studies of the artifact. Indeed, the word
"for4ife," signifying the totality of the physical, verbal and spiritual
do)nains of fOlk. society, is a substitute term for the word "culture."
It is a term to be employed in backyard anthropology. When folk stuff
is analyzed from an anthropological perspective, ttlere is a definite
concern for systemic relations, for wholes not isolates, for communi-
ties riot individuals, for the typical not the eccentric, for real life
not fele promise. The ability to place an object into its proper place
in a system prevents the analyst-from reducing his discovery to-mere
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collectanea, to a trivial, disconnected fact. It allows the scholar

to make a stab at the answer to why instead of having to be content
with the answer to what. History that probes for 'why rather than

what should prove to be more engaging, more vital, more alive. Fven

if'wrong in its findings, it will provoke, cajole and motivate. Even

it it contaitts a false promise of truth, the dark side of the force,
it.will still have what Glassie calls mythic power, the power to

create, because it seeks after meaning.

This obllo9uium rides upon an assumption that our world is one
filled with many meanings, more than any entire generation of scholars
can ever hope to study. But it is also assumed here that all meaning

significantignificant and consequently the meaning of artifacts too,is impor-

tant to consider. Their importance resides not only in the fact that

at times they are the onlysurviving source of meaning, bat that the

kindof message they communicate taps into a saga that has gone untold.
If truth be inclusive in 'nature, holding validity for all the phenom-'
ena of a time and place, it can never be fully represented by partial

study. A record of the rich is not a people's ,history," just a rich

people's history. Only when the history bOoks are filled with all the
voices of history's makers will we approach the history we seek.
Bometimes the expanded account does not tell us anything new, but
instead reaffirms our old ideas. Glassie, fcr example, found that

pooro folk's houses in eighteenth- century Virginia were products
df the same mentality as rich folk's houses which had already teen
pretty, thoroughly stpdied.--But his effort was not wated just because
he did not ivent the leap from the Medieval to the Renaissance mind for
the first time. Finding that diverse people across wide social strata
share basic notions of protocol, order and beauty, tells much about what

being human means and thus allows us to understand our ancestors and
ourselves In a more complete and complex way. From such an exercise

we gain confidence and hope, knowing what bonds of experience unite
knowing where humans are weak and strong, knowing when we have

justly deserved praise and when we have earned rebuke. The accurate

identification of the proper motives for pride and the proper motives
for disgust maks the judgement of a humanely sensitive person. Creating

an expanded v&sibn of history holds the potential for developing these

skill's, among the populace. This, at least, is the fclklife scholars'
hops and we believe that the Humble artifacts we study have a crucial
place in fostering humane judgement based on a larger, more human
history.
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The Transcript:
Remarks & Discussion
TROWS 1 SCHLERETH & BARNES RIZNIK

TOM SCHLERETH: We have some new people joining us tonight at this second
session of the HAL Colloquium. One of my tasks this evening is to pro-
vide a very brief summary of what the six speakers proposed last night.,
in the form of an interpretation of their remarks. Since we also have'
several people with, us this evening who also attended yesterday's ses-
sion, I hdpe they will also give their interpretation of my ideas.

Tonight we would like to boil down a bit further- last evening's
discussion which had as its general objective exploring this important
question: What might people jn the field of history education-- at var-
ious levels and with various constituencies--'do with the various theories
that underlie the assorted disciplines that concern themselves with arti-
facts or material culture as evidence7 In this context, John Vlach ex-
plored the question in the fields of cultural anthropology and folklife
studies. Carol Stapp took up the issue in social history, Barbara Car-
son in, art history, Candace Tangorra,Matelic in cultural geography, Steve
Hamp in the history of technology, and Carter Hudgins in historical archae-
ology.

The point of their work was to examine the theoretical premises in . v.
each of those fields in order to see what kind of ramifications such pre-
mises might have for the teaching of history with material culture. Many ,

of us here tonight work in those specific fields. The HAL planning group
chose the six disciplines that we did simply because we felt each used
artifacts in some significant way. We selected the assorted articles in
each of the six disciplines and asked the presenters to think through the
implications of these essays for either research or teaching history. Fcr
those of you who have not seen{the articles.. that were proposed to the pre
renters, copiek of the papers are available at the back table.

Our objective in having the six presenters proceed in this fashion
was two-fold: 1) To provide us with a quick review of the basic theoreti-
cal literature in contemporary material culture studies; and,,2) To stim-,
ulate discussion among us this evening as to the ramifications of this
work for teaching history with objects. Tonight we hope to continue the
conversation tfiat our presenters and their positionleapers.began last
evening. Our fomat was much more structured last night because we had
a great deal of territory to try to cover, a number of ideas and topics
to put on the agenda. That all took a considerableitmount of time. We
worked for almost four hours, taking out a brief moment for a bite of
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supper. Tonight Barnes Riinik and I are charged with commenting on the
presentations and facilitating a,gRneral discussion among us as to their
meaning. We expect that you will get two Inds of interpretations of the
presenters' interpretations. Our respective backgrounds and perspectives
may give us, two different views on the sub t-- but I don't anticipate
that we are all that separate on the common objective of teaching history
'effectively. I happened to be here all of last night, but Baynes was busy
at the AASLH Council meeting. Unfortunately he was not abl to hear all

-eg/of the presentations. He has had an opportunity to read few of the essays
that were formally prepared before last night, but not all of them.

Our procedure this evening will be quite informal. I will attempt

to put forth a brief interpretation of last evening's discussion and pa-
pers. Barnes will then propose his thoughts on the subject and on the
papers that he has had an opportunity to read. Then we would like your
interpretations and critique. We would also like to know, what, if any-
thing, might proceed from this type of gathering. We think that getting
history professionals in the academy and the museum together for the pur-
pose of discussing the techniques of history teaching through material
culture has been a success in itself. We hai/e thought, however, that

other activities should also follow. Perhaps there is much more we could
be doing together as a group as well as for and with other colleagues;
In any event, we would greatly appreciate your advice as to what future
contributions HAL might be able to make,t$ the history education field.

Basically, I have three major reactions to last evening's presenta-
tions. My remarks are really three general categories of ideas that
seemed to dominate much of the discussion. Let me,begin, however, by
noting the assumptions on which I sensed much mutual agreement. These
would be the underlying (spoken and unspoken) premises which the entire
group accepted and, I think, would be willing.to declare as "good" About '

the endeavor of teaching history with an emphasis on material culture

evideat. For example, most people seem to be turning toirmate0a1 cul-
ture evidence because it is a method that might get,at a more populist,
more democratic, more proletarian interpretation of the past. Many of
us in the academy, greatiy influenced by the new social history, are
particularly taken with his notion7- one that Carter Hudgins called the
"land of the alternative view of history." Many thought that interpret-
ing the contours of that heretofore neglected' "land" might be a major
teaching objective for anyone interested in using material culture dath.

We also had considerable agreement on the basic necessity of an in-

terdisciplinary

."

commitment in doing history with material cultUre evidence.
Most of us had been trained in the humanities or in the arts, but several
people argued for the necessity of expanding that interdisciplinary per-
spective to include work in the 'social- sciences. We all here agredd that
learning is of assingle piece, not just an isolated,disciplinary focus.
Using material culture'evidence as a teaching strategy' would help rein-
force this okientation among students and museum visitors. In keeping

with the proposal to widen the interdisciplinary focus of our own work
beyond cooperation among fields in the arts and humanities, a number ar-
gued for using material culture as the appropriate bridge between the
humanities and the. social sciences. '
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In this general context, I also heard a number of individuals reflect-
ing on "What is the relationship between past and present?" Is the past
actually real? Can it be recaptured in some sort of empirical way? Can
that be communicated to students? Or, is the past basically what the
'present makes it, and that this is what history really entails? There
was an interesting tension,between these two positions throughout last
\evening's presentations, a, I think, quite definitely within the assort-
ment of articles we sele ed as position papers for our discussion. I

take it that'this is a genuinie asset in our work. I, for one, was pleased
that we raised so quickly the' issue of the connection of past and present.

We did not shy away from that crucial but controversial interaction and
its relation'to museum visitors and students in the history classroom.
It may be that material culture evidence could prove to be one useful
approach by which to explore further this important relationship.

Another way to thipk of this tension between past and present is
to see the past as either patterns or particulars. I think both per-
spectives surfaced in the presentations and were found in the position
papers. Authors in the social sciences tended to see history in the
_format of "past as patterns"; humanists oftenyiewed "the past as par-
ticulars." At one extreme, we might findpurselves searching (and teach-
ing) for discoverable patterns, real laws of universal human behavior.
At the other end of the interpretive spectrum, we find other colleagues
interpreting history as simply basic human experience,. experience that
is more often than not highly individualistic, singular, and even idio-
syncrati . Some historians, therefore, try to show people (in classrooms
an exhibits) the diversity and singularity of the human endeavor; other
historians, working in similar contexts, illustrate the commonality and
typicality of human behavior. Patterns and Particulars. What can mater-
ial culture data contribute to this perennial debate in historical studies?
How should history interpretations in the academyand`Ruseum deal with
this type of evidence when considering these two major philoSophies of
the'past? I think it would-be worth discussing this issue furtAr this
evehing.

A final itepy on which we all agreed is that material culture history
could serve a dEderse range of constituencies beyond the museum and the
classroom. However,ye actually only talked about two constituencies- -
the public, museum audience (for which Steve Hamp made a strong case) and
the graduate pr advanced student seminar.' We didn't really talk about
elementary or secondary school history_ teaching with artifacts or other
institutional contexts for use.of such data. I know that wehave people
who are involved in that enterprise who are with us this evening: Unfor-

'tunately we have yet to talk,about their work and its relationship,to the

06
two institutional constituencies' Most predominately presented here-- the
academy and the museum. I hope, hbwever, that we did recognize that his-
tory teaching with material culture assuredly can serve many pedagogical.
concerns beyond the institutional contexts with which we most frequently
associate.
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Let me suggest another, diverse yet interrelated, set of reactions to
our last evening's work. I found, for instance, that a number of rationales
fcr history teaching with material culture data surfaced. I will put them
into several categories borrowed, in part, from the analyses of Steve
Hamp, John Vlach, Barbara Carson and Carter Hudgins. -Some of our present-
ers thought that the teaching of history using material cul,ture evidence

0 was an excellent heurjstic tool, a valuable didactic technique or pedagog-
ical device. I call this perspective "Professor's History." Many people
now teaching traditional, narrative history often want to employ artifacts
as illustrations in their attempt to provide an interpretation and under-
standing of the facts. Here material culture functions as a kind of sup-

port system-for general historical explanatioh, It is used to bolster
earlier historical research, gone mostly from already established and
evaluated documentary, statistical, graphic or other traditional sources.
An illustration of this approach in book form might be'Daniel Boorstin's
three-volume study of The Americans. There artifactual evidence is cer-
tainly brought to bear, but usually it is not consulted first for its
primary evidential power: rather material culture evidence is simply
used to support an historical explanation already arrived at by other

data. Artifacts are intermingled throughout the text in order to illus-

trate, not demonstrate, the historical interpretation. I anticipate

that many of us lecture in this format when using slides to illuminate
our geneial historical survey courses. One might also argue a middle
positionin this approach whereby material culture evidence does have
some type of co-equality with documentary evidence or other traditional

sources. Herd I think of Alan GoWan's book Images in American Living:
Furniture and Architecture as Cultural Expression.

A third teachihg approach might entail using material culture as the
main evidential source in either a classroom or museum interpretation.
Here the teacher regards artifacts as the primary material out of which
an historical interpretation is reconstructed. I suspect we have hardly

ever worked at this level. I would certainly be delighted to hear of
examples of people who teach history from this pedagogical stance. In -

this context, I did think of one techniave that might be tried. Someone

has talked about what their artifact collebtions might mean if considered
(in and of themselves) as primary resources for doing museum history.
That is to say, pne might attempt investigating museum collections as
rawartifactual data brought together at different times and in different
ways but reflective of various collectors and th'e changes brought by var-

ious curators over the years.

(Steve Hamp: I think that George Basalla does that sort of thing in
his article, "Museums and Technological Utopianism," in Technological Innova-
tion and the Decorative Arts, edited by Ian M,G.Quimby and Polly Anne Earl
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia, 1974)., As I recall, he looks at
such museum collections and attempts to ascertain what types of cultural
statements are implicit in their data.)

oh

In addition to the category of "Professor's History," I think we also

e
.teach at another level, one I will call "Professi al's History." La;t.

evening's presentations also addressed this dimen ion of history education.
,''Professional's History" seems to happen most frequently when we are teach-
ing at the graduate level or whenfwd are working together With fellow pro-



fessional historians or curators. In these learning contexts, a key objec-
tive is to attempt to produce methodological innovations and/or new his- .

torical interpretations. In this endeavor, we may use material culture
evidence as our primary data. As I mentioned before, thisype of teach-
ing normally occurs during exhibition brainstorming sessioSs or in seminars
involving advanced undergraduate or graduate students.

rn this approach, the oidOective is to press material culture evidence
for additional explanatory power in historical studies. Here material
cultit evidence is deployed by the historian in order"to test already
estab ished interpretations for newly argued hypotheses abut the past
based strictly on documentary or statistical data-This revisionist per-
spective, a common _inactive in general historiography, subjects long-accepted

historical generalizations (such as the importance of tie fall line in
American historical geography or the superiority of the'n4neteenth-cen-
tury'American agricultural machinery) to close scrutiny from another
angle and with the aid of different (i.e. material) evidence. I would
call this research strategy deliberate revisionism. ±\also think it is
a very effective research and teaching technique. Typical-revisions
of our understanding of the American past that have been made by com-
paring material, evidence with previously established documentary and
statistical data would be James Deetz's rewriting of the cultural his-
tory of the American revolutionary period and Merrit Smith's and Rob--
ert Howard's reversals of*the standard explanation for nineteenth cen-
tury American technologidal creativity and progress.

Testing the established historical canons of interpretation on cer-
tain points by bringing material evidence into the discussion deser e
to be used more extensively in history teaching and museum exhibition.
This is, in part, what I think John Vlach and Carter Hudgins are suggest-
ing ip their evaluations of Deetz and of Henry Glassie. In addition to
this conscious or deliberate revisionism of the historical establishment's
"party line," material culture proponents advocate investigating various
gap-sites in the hijetorical'record. By gap-sites I mean aspects of the

(past that historians have not looked at; that ig. human activity that has
indeed occ6red in the past but heretofore has 'et come under the purview
of general historian*. Is theie'not a considerable range of potential
material culture evidence dealing with a spectrum of human activity that
has not yet been examined by historians? Consider data such as mobile
homes, adult toys, or gynecological instruments. Careful historical
investigation of such material calture Ividencemay not yield anything
in terms of an expanded or enriched explanation. But if we fail to look
at such data, we will never know its possible use-in history teaching.
I do sense.aMong us, however, a commitment to see where such diverse'and,
largely neglected, artifactual evidence might lead in history education.

I also sense that Some of us are eager to Ulm to material culture,
data for what might be called hypothe4es formation. I realize this is an
idea as old as.John Dewey's inquiry method. In one sense, I see tt)p
nurturing of new tistor'ical hypotheses as the pure science of our enter-
prise. ."In this endeavor, we attempt to promote among our students, our
museum visitors 'and ourselves, a learning environment which is one of
continual inquiry about the past. Teachers who use material culture as
a basis for piomoting various question-raisi;iactivities and the forMul-

1



ation of 4, hypotheses in the minds of their students and/or museum

visliw Sometimes find suA data sups or to documentary or s&ttstical
material in promoting crit'cal ,questio ng by ndivi4uals about life as

lived in the past. If this initial" 'type of inquiryproduc% new hypo-

theses that are worth testing4further as part of thekork of professional -

historians, that. is'a vital by-product of this initial pedagogical
activity that first promts historical hypothes, formation.

A final position that I saw people assumig in response to the
various uses of the artifact in history teaching was what I would call

"Poet'g History," This approach uses historical artifacts primarily

to evoke personal, sensory (sometimes even extra-sensoft+Ipelceptions.
The-technique entails having people-- teachers, curators, exhibit de=
signers-- deliberately and consciously setting in motion a drama, an
experience, primarily to prOmpt.individuals (dither singly or in groups)

to know or, perhaps better, to feel the past. An individual, visual,
tactile, sensory awareness of the past is sought in individuals by a direct,.
experience of life(or artifacts) as lived in the past. Often such teachers

of history ire also extremely int;restsigoin the bases of creativity, how the
human mind works, and how objects'are 'male. The interest that they attempt

tofprbmote in
se

cfasszoom studeyts or museum visitors is not so much in

paSt per e as much as itis in what contemplation of that past might

evox in the prdsent student Or vLsitox:s consciousness, In short,`Keats

.cpntemplating the Grecian urn. Poetry issurely a very valid way of know=
ing human experience., There is certainly a poetry to the past. Some people

(occasionally .Henry ,Glassie) find'objects a most effdctive data to evoke 4-

that poetry. That is, believing that large segm4pts of the past are essenti-
ally non=rational, intuitive, or emotional, they seek to use data (such
as folk art) or other objects to promote an_aw renesdof this dimension of

the p,a,st. Given this research and teaching s
one extremely useful mode of stimulating e of selfiolderstanding vi

ategy, objects are seen as

tq human identity.

.

'Let mpronclude With my third group of general'idees-that followed out ,

of papers and presenters 14t-night. I'm afraid that this is my least organ-

ized category. In my notes, I have labeled the categories "Unresolved Itsdes,
Possible Directions, Teaching Ramifications." One unresolved issue is why
we should call what we do with objects in history teaching. What should we

call the objects? ,Does it matter if this evidence has'orihas not a specific '
.

nciMenclaturey. My 'preference is that we term objects from the past as material

culture.' I would argue for this designatioribecause of its origins in anthro-

pology, and because the term implies the presence of cOlkure behind the mater-

ial 'culture. I must admit that is what I am primarily intrigued with in using

material culture in historical research and teaching; that is, I am more

intrigued with the, past of humaniculture thari with the simple kiewledge of

(1.

human artifacts. Ultimately' a are going to_need some
definition of terms if this'type of historical inquiry is to proCeed as a

.
significant researchkand,teachins strategy in the future.

d i.
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A second unresolved issue is whatthis
movement will become. 'Stele4 Hemp hoped that it would ngtbecome-a-41-i-s-t-i-rIctive-tteTT.---exp-11-ctta-bartEiiat; but I noticed tht he did not draw one

0
way or another on the question. Perhaps what'we are doing individuallyin our classrooms and in our institutiihs may be at present something ofan informal movement to interject'greater use of physical evidence;into
historical studies. Perhaps what we are about collectively is merely a,t . perspective or an emphasis that is slowly infiltrating a number of diiCi-plines other than those (art history, history of technology, archaeology)where it first originated. Perhaps'certain aspects of material culturestudies in historical teaching are one wave of the future. Pen -raps itis simply a contemporary thing. Fifteen years ago I had no idea I wouldbe doing research in the way in which I am currently teaching pd writing.Perhaps in another fifteen years we will" all' be doing our work quite dif-ferently. I would like to hear your forecasts for Sour future./

46,

Many of us are hopeful about the future of this type' of hii'toryteaching no matter what, its specific ciiieclion. That idea certainlyemerged from last night's work. To quote frdm only a select few oflast evening's presentations, we were told that we were "potentially.on the verge of a breakthrough"
(Barbara Carson); that we were working .in a field and a time of "great expectancy"

(Candace Tangorra Matelic);and that we should anticipate
"high aspirations for the possibility ofinnovative new work." (Carter Hudgins) I thought most of our speakersshared a sense of urgency and hopefulness.

None seemeddistraught orin desQair about the enormous task in front ofus.''No one felt that theenterprise as not worth pursuing.
Exactly what the enterprise is, how-.ever, was ibbject to discussion. I hope that, is somethIng we can exploremuch More in amoment. -I am especially interetted in how we t"hink of our-selves and if we do anything differently as history teachers because°we are alsod&pmmitted to the use of material

culture evidencT (where itis appropriate) in historical explanation.

Perhaps we are entering a new stage in,our enterprise. I like Bar-bara Carson's analysis (which I have used before in explain ng the Amer-ican material culture movement to'others) of compaIing t .endeavor ofusing material culgire as a historical artifact to the deYelopment of thenatural history movement'in this-country. In the eighteenth century there%had been laborers such as C.W. Peale who were primarily collectors ofartifacts. Thisphasa of material culture history has, understandably,continued (and must continue) into our own tiMe. In the late nineteenthand early twentieth century, people began to develop skills for 4,0taileddescriptions and typologies of artifacts.' I think perhaps the epitomeof this Phase of the movement nlight be represented by the Work of.CharfesMontgomery. ,Since th4xSecond World War, an increasing` number o4 individ-uals have begun tO move.beyond collecting and description into the his-torical analyses pf material culture, Perhaps that's where'the movementis at 'present. Maybe we are on the verge of doing intellectuAlly rigor-ous historical artifactual data. Perhaps that has been the history of ,material culturahfttoPy: collecting, description, and I hOpe,4now samebeginning intures:into analysis and interriretation.

8
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In-brie-f; we have entered a very crucial stage. Eitherour approach

'Will yield some expansion of traditional historical explanation and thereby
provide a new contribution to historical method or we will fingrit inad-
equate and wanting. We will have to say that was a good try but that the
approach failed to be a significant contribution to historical studies
and historical teaching. Several people, Carol Stapp for 6ne, saw the
current debate in material culture Studies and social history over stan-
dards and evidence as a part of this new analytical era. She felt that
the concern over the representativeness of_pvidence was a characteristic
of a current methodological fermed. I think this is so. I take it to be
a good thing and something not to be extensively fretted about since I
see this type of intellectual agitation as an excellent basis for good
teaching. I am persuaded that a debate over theory and practice, methods
and definitions, evidence _and meaning helps individuals learhow to be
their own historians, which I see as one .of my prime objNtives as a,teach-
ing historian.

Related to this issue'of methodological ferment'and its use as a
pelagogiOal tool, I would take one-final quote from-Barbara-Carson's--
last-paragraph. Here she proposed something that seemed worthwhile to
consider as the future goal of this meeting-and perhapsthe entire HAL
project. She urges us to seek "guidelines for responsible speculation
about the historical value of the artifact." I think that's another way
of saying we should enter the ge of analysis in dealing with material
culture.

I heartily agree. I think that we have now had quite enough number
of manifestoes that proclaim that material culture history is worth doing.
We must now evaluate how it can potentially expand historical explanation.
In this context, I would like to see someone assess what they see as the
limitations of artifact study. 0

We pressed this a bit in some 9f thepresentations last evening,
but I still think we need a criticlli, and-rigoraus assessmeil. Material
culture evidence obviously can only do so much in historical explana-
tions. At thesame time that we are trying to press it as to all that
it can do, let us keep firmly in mind its many limitations and what it
simply cannot do in promoting historical understanding.

I would put issues such as these on our agenda this evening. My

typology of "professors, professionals and poets" history is, of'course,
only a heuristic device for the purposes of our discussion. I hope,

however it promPts some debate as to the future role of material cul-4
ture in history teaching.

BARNES RIZNIK: 'om said it correctly when he said that I was really deaf
to last night by my absence. I apologize to those of you who were pre-

.

senters that I,was not here to hbar. But I did review the papers that
three of ycu prepared and I've had a.chance CO read some of the articles
under discussion.

I think we've gota good case study right here in Colonial Williams-
burg. I think it's fair to say that reconstructed Colonial Williamsburg
is certainly one of the most popular and well-known expressions of Amer
loan material culture that this population has been exposed to, has seen,

84 .
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heard about, has felt, for the last'fifty years. So, I think in talking

about teaching from objects and learning ftom material culture, all of
us need to take special note of what we can learn from Colonial Williams-

burg. What can you learn from its buildings? What can'you learnt from

its many small objects? One of the questions that probably hsn't been
discussed enough, at least in front of other historical agency people,
by Colbnial Williamsburg, is, this: What has been the visitors response

to this place as a physical environment? There may be that data avail-
able, but it's an article about Williamsburg that I haven't seen. '

I've been a visitor to CLonial Williamsburg since I was a child.

And I suppose that many of you are also making repeat visits that may
have been separated by, not only a number of years) but by a number of
stages in your lives. I questioned whether it may be appropriate to dis-

cuss, and I've decided to do it, Tonight I am going_ to share some reactions

I've had since first coming here at age six.

I have very, very vivid memories of"having been here at the age of
six for a summer. My mother and father in their early thirties were
practicing journalists. The Depression was just over and my mother
landed a job here in the research department. -I think-that she was doing
more public relations w K, but people in the research department under-
stand that. She w ere for about a year. My father was in Manhattan
working. My su er vacation was to come down here. I have recollections
of course,of some people. But mostly, from those years, I have always
had a sense of place about 9olonial Williamsburg. Now I have, as we all
do, developed feelings aboueplace in many different parts of our country- -
where I live, where I work, where I travel. Today I feel -as strongly
about College Hill in Providence or Beacon Hill in Boston as I do about
Colonial Williamsburg. But, for me at age six, I developed a special
sense of place about being here. Where did I develop that from? I'm

not conscious that someone led me around by the hand. In fact, the
absence of vehicular traffix on the Duke of Gloucester Street is ohe of
the things that I remember-- I could walk alone. Andas someone-who.
was growing up in Manhattan that was pretty intejesirg to me. 'At-age
six, I could take a walk alone; I had"N't been allowed to do that yet in
Greenwich Village. My parents would say,."So loni, Barnes."'

I remember walking. I remember textutes. I remember building mj-
ials. Now mind you, .I was gfowing up in the Village, one of the last A
nineteenth century communities in Manhattan. What was differentabout
Colonial Wil,liamsburg?j remember that,I doped it out.It was more uni-
form. Also there were 16 fire escapes. Building forms-- the magazine,
the powder house. What a building! I remember the foul. I remember.the

shape. I remember the brick and I remember uses of some of Ihe buildings.
I remember people using special objects. ,

We All in John Blair Kitchen, 6ecatise Helen and Orin Bullock were
A

onttle staff here. They were' in the midst of wrapping up the Williams-
burg cookbook. -Welived with Helen Bullock while she, testes 'recipes
doing fireplace:Cooing. Talk about spoiling a kid et.six at Colonial
Williamsburg: I'M one of tt7em. That was some experience. I can still
make veal birds and remember how leng it took people to fake veal birds.
Hammering cut' veal so it was nice and thin. Flouring it. Taking the time

ti
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to roll it. And how many veal birds you need to make tc feed six people.
And Enen how quickly you could eat them. These are all things that I
didn't learn pt-Old Sturbridge Village. -I knew that before I went to
work there.

ilim
41,

. ,

These are just a few of ththings that easily come to mind, Sure I
was a privileged kid in teems of having .a mother on the staff; but other
children have gained similar impressions too. You yourself must have.
gained some impressions when you were not yet twelve.

I know that-I'came-- and I think this comes from having very liberal
parents -- and that I was a very verbal kid. I kept asking, "Where do the
blacks live? Except at that time we called them "colored." I asked, not
meaning historical, but rather right then, in 1937, in Colonial Williams-
burg. Everyone, as they left work at the then brand new GOodwin Buildirm
used to. walk down the Duke of Gloucester Street and go home. Everyone
expect the colored people who used to go someplate else. Fueling this
curiosity was a somewhat liberal antagonism that existed in our family,
especially with my mother. She would ask,Ignoring southern tradition,
"Why Is It that the colored people get off the sidewalks when. I walk
down?" *Well, I can recall various other white women telling her that
it was because they get off the street forwomen, not because my mother
was white. My , mother sal'

411
"I'm not buying that." Now those are folk

legends in our family. t that gets repeated.more than once becomes
a folk legend. But it did take the form of asking a question and of
course that's the kind of queOtion tnat takes, becomes a part of a popu-
lar look at Colonial Williamsburg over the years, Okay.

Scene Two. Twenty years goby I'm in college and I come to visit
Colonial Williamsburg as a history student. I of course go to look at
Blair Kitchen. f'm very disoriented, It takes me a while rind in CECt
I mty not rave seen it on that trip. Anyway, I was looking for it.
was struck by the completenessof the material culture. Iwas aware from
comments by people like Howard Bileddnbaugh in Berkel* who would say:
'You want to make a distinction between completenessd accuracy. Col-
onial Williamsburg is,very complete, but you know, that not all those
buildings are accurate.'They have had'to use some.othe< Plans. And some

. are supposed tobe of a certain age, but they're actuaIrY using plans."
They were reftiveli0 to the Capitol of course.

I was impressed by the riciness of the detail; by rilationships
that existed within the built envirionment, something to me that
there was mucn interest in the Amer lican Revolution in Virginia as-there
was in that part of the country that I had always believed was the Cr;adle'
otlf Liberty-- that is, New York.

I came here as a preservationist, as a prbfessiontl muse.m worker,
idn the 19.40s. .I was workigg at Old Sturbridge yillage and Ed Alexander
then at WilliqMsburg Imilted me to see what they were doing here. I agreed.
Charles HoFmer't first b,pok, Presenct_of the Past had juUr come out. /n
particular, trom my work at Sturbridge, where we Were concerned `with
accuracy add authenticity, I remember one otgthe first things that Ed
Alexander said to me. "You know, I first came to.work here right,after
the Second World War. Like everybodAelse, I thoughtthat we should

c.1
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get these remaining nineteenth-century buildings out of here. I've learned
a lot from people like William Sumner Appleton and others. I guess we
all do at Colonial Williamsburg., Now I doq't see those buildings. In
fact, it is very important to have those nineteenth-century buildings

Well, what could be a more honest expression of a preservationist?
So I looked at Colonial Williamsburg as preserVation and again reinforced
all the other thoughts I'd had about it before as an area, an imkression of
it as an area of preservation. In'fact, as the National Trust conference
here pointed out, and others have shown too, over the year it is probab-
ly the biggest historic district that we've had up until the very recent
past. It is certainly a model for other historic districts and has been

a teacher in terms of preservation.

A couple of more thoughts if I may. I guess my next visit to Col.-
ontal Williamsburg was quite a few years later. Ed Alexander asked me,
as he was always asking people who came:down here, "How well do you
think we're doing?" Well now, when someone goes through your college,
11 you're teaching, do you stop and ask how well they think -- you're dorng?

In the first place, how would you find ,pit how we the college is doing?
By the number of different classr.caoms? Lectures? Or fon that matter, in
high school teaching, how many different classrooms do you visit? How
much learning do you watchltaking place? But when you work in a musedm,
as I have for a.number of years, you do answer. I respected Ed's question.
Obviously there was a tension in Colonial Williamsburg as recently as a
dozen years ago in thbse-elements certainly that are here as a part of
its material culture. First of all there was the increasing attention
being paid to arch'aeology; then the increasing atention being paid to
documenting the eighteenth century; now our interest, our complete indi-
vidual attention on such historical subjects as family composition, child
rearing, relationships of physical, social and economic life to social
history. That has become an extremely important subject for a great
many museumse4Oistoric houses, recreated, reconstructed or preserved
historical communities. Those are all places where / think social history
is particularly relevant:. Itidds to the complexity of our historical
record. John Demos is Correct in asking how can we find reality of'fam-
ily life.'

I

when we look at a good :many, family historic sites, we find home and
work environments are often the same. what is the relatiiRship.of work
-sto family life? What can dur historic houses and the'ir furnishings tell-
us about the kinds of topics that are of interest to family historians
today? Sex role diff.erentiation, concern for child rearinio What is the
evidence of the nineteenth-century house that women. have structured their
own lives when they'Ve been free, or at least freer, to do so. 'What
are the implications of Demos' question: Where,can,we find the reality
of historical family life? By reality, in this context of our group, we
are asking,' "Where can, we find the physical evidence, the material' culture,
of that family fife?" There is a need for much greater research'. You

can take John Demos' essay and work hard with a staff.

ft>
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k Dennas.0"Toole, of this Colonial Witliamsburg st f, was saying that
120 hours might oe a reasonable length cf time _ssary to retrain a
staff. You might take a couple of dozen hours and work with John Demos'
essay in almost any historic house in theUnited States. But you're raising
the questions without answering them. I think we need to look at places
where we can find the combination Of remaining furnishings, documents,
and buildings, if they still exist but certainly their photographs. I'm
talking about the history of a home in situ, not,a history of the recon-
structed or re-created home. suggesting that before we reconstruct
yet again another home, we shoul>d scour the evidence fcr the in situ home
and for what those spaces tell us about Demos' questions. You look a't
William Seale's cook, Tasteful Interlude, an AASLN publication. You can
sit down with that book, that collection of domestic interiors, and ask
yourself a great many questions. Yet you realize there's not nearly. -

enougn evidence of kitchens, bedrooms, 'children's spaces.. I think social
historians, particularly those interested in family histories, need to
collect yet again more evidence-- a combination of documentary resources,
.pnotos, buildings. How many houses are there in the ',:nited States that
have a continuous. use or furnishings dating back to more than -fifty years
arc that can still "de found? I know of one in Oakland, California, one
in Lincoln, Massachusetts and I work in one. I'm sure there are others,
out I don't think we have paid nearly enough attention to the history of
those noises that have known histories and have known physical histories.
The implications of Course are that the emphasis will oe on the more
recent past. The evidence will be more photographic than based on physi-
cal inventories. think the 'emphasis will also be, and rake it possible
to be, bicultural and multicultural con-unities, tnose communities stall
intact to be documented. I suspect we have a good deal of work to do
,Jst to record and to photograph existing family houses that carry sore
tradition.

Tnere's an excellent new DO0e. called The History of an English
Couttrv,House, 1914-1939, by Leslie Lewis, a woman in England.4 It is
an autobiographical phy,5ical nistory of ner cnildhood home: I commend
it tc, you as something that nelps us get a little further toward the
of Demos' questions as they come to us.4 Those are just sore observations
on social history and some 00710US concerns about the rush to teach social
nistory.

Darwin Kelsey is here tonight. We have autnorgofpapers here!, This
is getting to be 5 happening. This la really good. So .I want to turn
to "Model Farms and Historical Geography." In 'y Mindf in the Bast dozen
years as far as nistorical farm activity in the :;!-ated Stat,es.rs concerned;
we have broadened our concern for' the preservation of the agricultural
past. That concern for many years nad been limited to buildings,even
to certain types of buildings, to tools, and now includes soils, land
patterns, drainage, livestocke traps, management practice's as part of
'the preservation of our agricultural history. . We have for. the'most part. re-
created farms an our effort to put a11 of these things together. The
Same decisions were made about man' of our historical farms.Mat have *

'Peer: made 'about bur historic sites and periodization would certainly be,
an extremely significant part of that. Perhaps because the far',
as at Old Sturbridge Village, is so closely associated to the peiiodiza-.
ti-on of Sturbridge._ But essentially to preserve and interpret the..

. x S
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phenomena existing generally in an area, at a general time. ,That's wellj
and good. That's very good. That has led to the further refinement, at
a place like Sturbridge, of the agricultural changes thatcame about that
caused in fact a relocation of population in terms of commercialization
of communities in the early nineteenth century. Development of central
villages was, I suppose, as much a part of agricultural growth as they
were of industrialization. And, I suspect, agriculture has led the way
Jere too at Colonial Williamsburg. It may yet lead the way in terms ofd
creating and introducing plantation agriculture on a full-scale, an effort
which I think is a responsibility of a place like Colonial Williamsburg,
if it can do it. But, when you then take Fred Kniffen's article and
J.B. Jackson's article and talk about the' interpretation of the histori-
cal landscape and hoW man has modified the environment, you are faced
with anistory of successive changes with land use and successive changes
in the-practice of agriculture.

From a teaching point o view, for teachers, student and the general
visitors, in formal and informal education, I hope that somehow we can
bring these two things together. I hope that it is possible to take the
best of what historical geographers in their regions have learned about
land patterns and changes in agriculture and interpret that along with
the recreated or model farm. So that with every model historical agricul-
tural activit u have an interpretation through exhibits,' films, pub -
lications, or -ctually happened and what changeE took place after
that point in e. I think two things have come out recently that have
strucklomy attention. A whole group of museums in Minnesota, the Walker
Art Center, the Minnesota Historical Society, and the Science Museum, put
together the history of the Mississippi River. The 'Humanities Endowment
helped with support. I didn't see it so.I don -'t know how well it worked.
But I understand that one looked at the river and the changes that the
river has brought to the communities along' it. From its uppermost parts
to its bottom most mouth, the exhibit looked at the river through the eyes
Of artists and of a great many different kinds of people. They ldoked
at it through film, art:and music. One saw a regional history. It's
that grouping of cultural geographers that brings together some rather
extraordinary drsciplinestin terms of literature, music, and arts. The
focus was really a cultural geography focus, the changing use and life
of the river

'401

Another example thdt I wantto mention is an environmental history
ofthe Dust Bowl, written by Don Worcester and brought out by Oxford , A
Press. If Keith Melder who is here tonight and I-were in charge of
Smithsonients Traveling Exhibition Service, we'd probably take Don's
book and get it an exhibit in-no time. We'd play "Grapes of Wrath" with
it every night and get a lot of Ataerican literature people talking
about it. We would be very careful with.our oral his'tory and would find
people whb were effected by. the Dust Bowl and had decided to stay on
or to leave. We'd have ourselves a national traveling e>'41idit based\
on a new, interpretation of the Dustlowl that would cause people to say,
"It can happen again:" I thin$ we would take our material culture in.
the form of film, photographsiand a book to Afiica. We would tak,it
to any place where the degradation of the soil i causing dust storms
and famine to occ.ur.

e.
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Those are things that can happen with material culture that I think

have real meaning. What I'm pointing out is that we need to make a con-
., nection between those past times and the changes and meaning that those

changes have for the present. I'm right with Tom with past and present

comparisons. I was happy to listen to Richard Rabinowitz's description

of the time machine where you start in the present and take off layers

of human experience to get at the past. Some museums are able to do

that with collections and that's the best thing for them to do. For

others it is not. The force of stepping back into Colonial Williams-

burg does not and should not be cluttered up with an orientation collection

of photog?aphs that shows you before and after, although. you do want to get

at that at some point. What I'm asking is how do you incorporaoe that

contrast, the past and present, or the present and the past, in some of

these historical settings that have been working with historical agricul-
-

t..re.

I read Eugene Ferguson's paper on American technology and liked the

Idea of working with mechanization as a concept. We know a lot gout Oliver

Evans. We now a lot about Amos Whittemore, I hope. These are old fav-
orites-Of_ourg-h-MaSsachusetts, especially Amos Whittemore, because it

is nerd to imagine someone making so much-em'all wi?e and studding it through

the back of leather to make hand cards for people 1lb use to make wool. This

was mechanized really in the rears immediately after the American Revolution,

So it's a treat to look at what Ferguson tries to talk to.
I

. -

I thin< the_history of technology raises some interesting questions

as to what really caused such rapid and widespread mechanizMion innine-

teenth century America. Is it a pre-industrial phenomenon? It seems to

me that it could be called that. Eugene Ferguson aItributes tnis to a"

shortage of labor. That's something we've all thought about a lot, if you

work with small communities in New England of the late eighteenth century,

it still doesn't look like shortage of labor was the answer. So yOu core

back to one of Jim Deetz's hypotheses. You look at mechanization and you say,

Deetz may De right. We ought to look at the adaptive nature of a cul-

ture to an environment."

As much as I've worked with history in the traditional sense, it is

in tne dltea of technology that i think this hypothesis about the adaptive

nat,;re of cultur4 to the environment holds the largest key to unlocking the

history of rapid mechanization of tech ological change.Where have I found

It in mate'rial evidence? Unlike some f you who have worked with gravestones

)

and ceramics mong other things, I ha e worked some with the development of

machinery. I believe theie is a pat' rn in the material record. There is

a frequency o artifact t } e to be ' und as it sheds some light on the

History of mechanization an ' ,- logy. I think it can help explain pre-

industrial mechanization. ,

.
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Let's look at the harnessing of water power, one of the chief
energy resources, and consider the technological oranges that took place
in the lumbering industry on a small-scale basis within communities, pa-
ticularly in terms of development bf pre-industrial saw mills. Our
favorite wool carding mills and machine shops that developed` throughout
New England in the early nineteenth century are examples of a pattern
In the material record that confirms the adaptive nature of American
culture to the environment. Nit using iron, but continuing to use
wood, we adapted the designs of\the Industrial Revolution in England,
as improved upon in the textile industry and then cotton and woolen
industries. And the adoption of water turbines to a more simplified, low-
head yield as for the harnessing of water power. I feel I can.say, as
have others who have worked with patterns, that there is a patterdof
material evidence, that suggests_mechanization was in great part due to
the adaptive nature of a culture to the environment. I was struck last
yeas' 'that Old Sturbridge Village decided to install a Swedish made, low-

head, high yield, water turbine to help generate electricity for the
museum on an IMS grant. It proved. it was true of course that that
pattern still exists.

I believe you can do the aame thing though for irrigation dn the
arid areas of the Unitsd States and western agriculture In fact, I, .

think you can say the same things as far as the engineering and p ysi-
cal remains and physical use of irrigation systems in Hawaii th
accounts-for the industrialized form of agriculture that exists oda .

These ate fist patterns that ytu can in fact support. That's be
my experi in terms of research `hat I juS?Nwanted to throw-ihto-,.
Eugene Fe n's article and to a few things that JiAdeetz has said'

-

To conclude, guess I am interested at some point tonight in A
asking ourselves, how well the AASLH has been doing in terms of serving
some of the questions that have been raised here. How.well mighthey
,proceed in the future? How well has NEB been doing? If it adnA been
for NEH, a ggod any educators, a good many museum people, and a good
many academce historians would not have found the occasion to spend as
much time with_one another. More time needs to be spent. It used to
be three days allotted foran academichistorian. to be at the museum.
What's wrong with a mini-residency? Our state-based programs have
humanist-in-residence scholars. Maybe that's what our museums need.
That's a topic I'd like to put an the agenda.

, DISCUSSION HELD

TOM SCHLERETH: We will now entertain thoughts on our comments this
evening. We wouldalSo like your comments on last night's presentations
for the possibility of expanding the ideas presented in them. We hope
for suggestions of ways of improving the presentations and yo,ur critique
Of them. That could be another jumping oft point. Let's leave it at
that before .I put too many thing's on the agenda,

CLIFFORD CLARK: I wasn't here last night, so I'll jubt respond to
what was said earlier. One of the things that struck me about the mater-
ial environment, reacting to Barnes' comments nd thinking of taking my
owlz little kids throug'h Colonial Williamsburg about five years, ago, taould
bet what I call the coetclue aspect of material culture. That is thl,
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sense tnat came through so strongly then and still does is the image of-
the erfect World, with the flowers all in the vases just perfectly, the
ro 6s perfectly arranged, no piles of garbage. I use Colonial Williams-
bu g only for reasons of illustration. It seems to me it applies to
o er aspgcts too since the objects we have continue past their initial
p iod,in which they were created and we bring them into a Dew period 4

an et they stay with us in a lot of ways. I think this is particularly
true with houses.

I
One thing that I think will be interesting inteims of the new social

history oeing applied to Colonial Williamsburg is that it is still the .

perfect place. We were talking about the poet's response and tactile
image the environment. Here that image is one of homogeneity, of order,
lability, cohesiveness-- all projected by the environment that is so perfect.
The. streets are so nice. Everything is swept and clean. One thing we
might consider is this coercive aspect of both the material object.and
the-environment. Not only do we adapt our-tgp.hnolpgy, but' we adapt
ourselves to it to'some' extent tao,

CARY CARSON: I'll respond to that, You have to recall that this
essentially the charge that Ada Louide Huxtable was throwing around

fifteen or twenty years ago. Since then I have grown up and decided
that,tr.ying to re-create an outdoor higtnry museum's look of the time
you are trying to interpret is certainly a goal we ought,always to have
in front-of us. In a sense, material culture is not really them-lost
Important tt=ing. .

We now'know that even if it were possible to restore Colonial Wi..1-
liamsburg to the way we think it really mist have looked in the eicht-
eentn century, t:ie would not want to do it-- for preservation reasons,
for environmental reasons, for: philosophical reasons. It would be_
wrong ih ma4respectsl It seems to me.that,the thing that is really
so-compelling akout social history,as we understand it today is its
ideas, the views'it lets 'us have into social systems,. And frankly we're
all mature enought.to'realLy appreciate that. 'I find 'that the visitors
are too. They can blockput torte obvious anachronisms, and many of the

, 'anacrnonisms, that they doll't_RVen.Knqw,about. So long as We.are,getting
througn to them with a nice strong'message as far the ideas ga, I

tnink we can overlook, anld I, think.theycaneven m re) than we cai, the
piles of, garbage that aren't there.

.

At the `same time, I Lust admit that I w-ish'Ijere able to.da some
more. I think for example of Upp,r Canada V4llage which had some

marvelously believable backstreets that are overgroWn'with weeds and,-
stuff that was obv4ouSly being. done by th4Iplacksmal.h.t1Tree years ago.
It may now have small saplings growing up' 'through *hp spokes. ..ehat
kind of thing I find really good. But I think that in fact if you want'
to suspend this belief and tAt one-- do it in film. scIgnuch

easier to maintain it for the afternoon you sHoot it than it is to
;ry_to maintain it perpetuably here as an outdoor history museum.

CLIFF CLARK: I wasn't meaning to single out Colonial Williamsburg.
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CARY CARSON: And I'm not responding in a defensive way. Rather I'm
responding on the Part Of all outdoor history museums against whom that
charge can always be laid. I don't know one that really re-creates. So
what I'm.really saying is that I think that is both an uftrealigtic goal

,end not the most important'goal.f4.thOse. of us who are interested in
teaching history=- social history or any other.

CLIFF CLARK: Yes, but my point was not that you should restore it
back, but that the environment is subtly coercive. We need to point out
tb our students and be more aware ourselves. The 'Classic case is dormi-

-

tory.strucbures,-where4the dorm has long corridors and vertical entry ways.
That affects student behavior in dramatically different ways no matter
how they want to behave otherwise. I think the environment does that to
us to some extent too. And objects do it to some extent as well. I think

an awareness of the coercive aspects of the material object or the
environment is something we need to have,and shke with our students.

0

'TOM SCHLERETH: This raises a point that Barbara Carson told me
about when I asked for other disciplinary orientations of scholars
who work with. material culture evidence. I had requested other researchers
whose approaches might be useful to us as historians working in the'field
of materiel ti1ture. Barbara suggested the world of environment and
s6cial*psychology.- She recommended people,li,ke Edward T. Hall who, as

many of you know-, has been thinking and writing about the effects of
various spatial arrangemen*ts upon behavior. I'm afraid that particular
disciplinary focus is not represented adequately in our six categories:
I anticipate there is some 'useful work in this particular field and that
it would be beneficial eb historians interested fn working with objects.

o

RICHARD RABINOWITZ: Well, r think, one can find an experiential
equivalent of the social history concept. You may try to teach about
the social, history.orthe eighteenth century emphasizing disorder and
then send people out into an environment that is so well-ordered that 4
you set up kind of conflid;§2-'But I think Cary's basically right. One
cannot just make these environment,into an experiential equivalent of
every idea. Orr the other'hand, what bothers me About outdoor history
museums is that they seldom give visitors an avenue to stand apart from
ttfe given environment and to pass judgement on that environment. The
best time atOld Sturbridge Village was when the grass on the Common
began to grow. We discovered that if wejust let modern lawn grass
grow it doesn't look like an early;ilfileteenth-century Common anymore

than if we mowed it to look like a fairway on a 'golf course. To stand
out there when the evidence was wrong and twinterpret to visitors why
it-was wrong was to provide a much more viVld kind of interpretation
at Old Sturbridge Village. I think the opportunity "stilt exists,
largely in the Museum Education Buildtng there, to gilye people more
opportunity than tke re-created environment actually gives. That way.

the evidence is available to visitors against which they can test their..
perceptions offthe,environment.
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I think the trouble is that it doesn't happen at Old Sturbride
Village. It doesn't happen to m4Pas a visitor, since I've left there.
It doesn't happen here. It doeSn't happen in most places. We giiVe
people the impression that we really do.have the knowledge and we should
give them as much sense of the kind of uncertainty, give them an. angle
on the kinds of questions we are addressing. It would be a wonderful
thing. I think tha't's one of tta problems of an ordered environment
like this.

-,\ SUZANNE SCHELL: To reiterate, we were speaking of the power of the
artifact. I think the power of the environment is more; it's all encom-
passing. The average visitor isn't really aware or Able to read the full
linvironment to understand what's wrong and what's right about it-- why
Zte grass should be Mowed, should not be mowed. Whether it's a plantation
that's now turned into a park where I used to work or Alexandria, Virginia
that has pseudo-Gatsby's lights and brick pavements when the streets ,v
were, never paved in the 1780s. It's misleading. Outdoor museums and
historic districts have an obligation to interpret what is inaccurate
or accurate about its environment.

DENNIS O'TOOLE: One thing'you, Tom, said midway through your dis-
course...got me thinking. Maybe we should consider what are the limits
of material culture. What is it really good for? When is it ancillary
or of, perhaps Little value?' For some reason, that-called to mind a

conversation With a scholar whom we asked to comment on the Governor's
Palace-- refurnishing, reinterpretation, the whole thing.

He asked me what we were afte.r with the new interpretation. So I
was rattling on about mating the way that life was lived in the building
more tangible and accessible to people. Then he said, "You'mean that
you could have all reproductions in that building and still do your
interpretation just as effectively as without them?" Hmmmmm. Now I
think that question gets at what it is about" things that teaches. Now
my answer, off the cuff and I don't know if I would change this tomorrow
or not, was "yes," the real thing has to be in there. What people look
for-- and I'm talking &pout a IT h percentage of people who come to...:a

place like'Colonial Williamsbur -- they want to come and not have denied
the assumption.'that that's the real thing. That it's really old. Because
if those things aren't really the real thing, nothing is. It's all of
us everyman tieing, his own historian and making the past out of whole
clothe What we think it is. There's a suspicion of the written word
that is not immediately cast upon the thing which people think is the
real thing. That'g been kicking around for a long time and a 14 of hands
have been laid on it. Those people are gone maybe, but Ilhe thing iS here.
A(hd so, I think it gives a resonance to interpretation. Maybe that's
not doing justice to the real thing, but I think that, in yet is the begin-
ning of an answer to the queition you eaised.

PARTICIPANT: Does anyone know what the visitor reaction was to the
decision at Plimoth Plantation a number bf years ago to sell off .their
antiques? Everybody admitted the antiques didn't look right with 300
years of patina in a setting,where they were trying to, show what things
miglit have looked like only seven ,years after the landing. ..How did the
visitors react to having the antiques reproduced, filling the site with .

out and out' reproductions? Anybody know?
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BARNES RIZNIK: Well having visited it several times while that
transition was going on, I can comment some. They offsetrit,with such
good interpretation that itscaused people for the moment to look beyond
that had happened to those objlects-- whether the buildings were overfur-
nished, or,' as you s2AY)twbse4ver there yere pieces that had lost their,
sense of ness. It was ,41-1,Nt happened in interpretation that mattered,

_You'can absorb people and get thed involved in;interpretation verx
rapidly now. People are expecting9to be ehgaged on some different levels
from their comparative experiences of going s? different Kistoric sites.

At Plimoth I think, people found so mdth happening by way pf,godd
communication with'the visitors, care to involve visitors and to be zon-
sispt, and to -make' visitors_ feel_a_t_home=at--ad-iffe-rent- -time . The

4r; shiftth-g-1-6-aftdout.of roles was as shockihg as anythIng'else and that
;probably soaked up_some ofthat.other astonishment about where dla,the
callvtion go.

-,:_

JOHN VLACH: I think thesoint we're raising,pisks yr) on the twin pos-
sibility of reaching the goalota4thenti5itY that we,spoke iVlot about
yesterda9 using artifactl tc.), get' a better grasp on the reali,ty cf the

past, the trdth of the pOit. There aretwo shos'we have at it. . One is

with the real objlctsr treating tftm with as much sensitivity as possible.
The other is'the'real prOgesses; shOwing patterns,%authepticity in
reproducing life experiences can cotintofor as much as settinit people,
to witness agd-be in thg presernce tfthe authentic glasv,the authentit
table.

TOM SCHLERETH: Would you say the lAi4er.hbppens in-the absence of
the real things very frequently? Is hat.the second strategy? Would
you want to put it in arank order?

JOHN VLACH: I, think if you ,could have both. it might be better.

Although Caty's point that if you're out to show a period and it has
-300 years of use on it, then it isn't really showing that period. You

set your, scenario and go for it in the best way possible.

CANDACE TANGORAMATELIC: I remember J couple of things happening
when I.went to Plimekth At that time. For ore, the staff took a lot of
time and made an effOrt to explain to visitors that the objects were
reproductions and how they got to that point, that they had based their
reproductions on historical research Of actual objects. I believe that
there was come historical precedent. The other was the added dimension
of being able to experience those objects whichVercame qualms abobb
the "real thing." The visitors were so excited by the teaching that.
it added a dimension.

,

PETER' O'CONNELL.: I've thought .'bout the whole dssue ofartifacts
that survive primarily because they never worked. Until you use ihem,-
you,don't kno) that. At Old Sturbridge Village,: for instance, I remember
the wagon that we reproduced and finally got ready. Big celtbration--
and it didn't work! The holiness of,-, the artifact kind of disappeared
with that realizat'ion> For me as a'teacher, a reproduction that you,can
get close to, that you can ust to teach yourself something that cannot
be taught in any otherswa2, is extremely curcial and significant.
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artifacts. I'd appreciate suggestions on what would be good follow
through. We have thought of some sort of gathering of pOd theoretic,1
things with professionals commenting on those and their implications for (
the teaching of history. 'That is what those six position papers were
about. That's going.atit from the top, so to sPeak-- some of the theories
at work and where, each might go. It is also feasible to go from the
bottom, to go from what people havetbeen doing and doing wellthat should
be somehow gathered in a place. Who knows how many items or articles?
But we could put them together in some, form that people would learn
about them. Maybe that's not the best way to proceed. I'd like suggestions.

Or maybe we should do nothing. the folks who are at woik in different
places keep working as they do. We pick up things from each other, tKat's
for sure. Maybe we're trying to build a constituency that's not really
there.

PARTICIPANT: I think it's really valuable how this has gotten people
from different orientations tog2ther. We've seen how were eachusing
material culture in teaching both in the museum and in the classroom.
Genetally we will just talk to our immediate colleagues and not to other
people who are involved in Similar pursuits in the academy or other places.
I think more forUms like this, where people from a number of different
orientations come would be very valuable.

PARTICIPANT: Well, my general interest is in what you might call
public history or public involvement in history whether it's in a museum
or a television program or whatever. But what r think is very important-
in this whole aspect is the question of school kids. What opportunities
are there in any kind d systematic way for children in grade school or
-junior high school to do some of these things? It seems to 'ffie there's
a lot of different museQms with programs on an ad hoc basis. It mould
be interesting to know w,hat really works with third and fifth graders.
I see a great need for materials_with reproductions that would-be suit-
able for',youngsters.

TOM SCHLERETH: You propose some good case stUdies4of' what has already
worked in some places that could be shared with others?

PARTICIPANT: Yes, and a,set of materials that-could be used nation-
ally in grades one through three.

s
1

TOM SCHLERETH: Well, 'we can't quite do that. We can give thit charge
to somebody else. You sense a'real pressing need at that level of audience?

PARTICIPANT: .Yes, I think.that0Ls.where you build your audience.

PETER O'CONNELL: I guess I'd move it up a bit. The audience that
most of us serve begins at about' third grade and goes up from there. In
fact, if our museum, Old Sturbridge Village, is at all typical, fully
three-quarters of our audience is in the upper elementary grades in
terms 9I school'groups visiting. That's a prime audience.

I think the slaggesEion is good.' Not so much for curriculum mater-
ials, ,as-for different kinds of strategies with relationships tg objects.
And frankly, most of the'strategies you would use with a fourth'grader,

4 -
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you can also use with a tenth grader and a college student and a general
visitor. I think that around the objects, the strategies tha.t are used
are the same. What differs are the objects that kids will, relate to.
Perhaps it might be uSeful to really look at what people notice most.
What are the things they're most interested in? Which objects within
those topis evoke certain feelings? So that's an amendment. I 4hirik

the most pressing need is with college faculty myself. I would say that
this 'audience is not the right audience to be'speaking to.

TOM SCHLERETH: We're not "speaking to, really. We're "asking."

PETER O'CONNELL: Okay. Again, if you look at museum visitor'patterns
as any indication, less that two percent of our education audience is
college students. Key people in that are the students themselves, but
their professors perhaps most importantly. There's a real pressing
need to convince people about what they're missing, what's being left
out by the failure to get our of the classroom, or by the failure to
include objects in the classroom at the ver), least. So I'd lieito see

some thodgh given to that. I think the notion of school groupt is an
ImportantNaudience too and I'd like to see Strategies collected in one
place, butinot because they're directed at school groups. People may

say, "Well, that's all they're good for." They're not.

RICHARD RABINOWITZ: I think the strategies mightilbe the same, but

media are very different. Strategies of working in small groups with

one kind of medium that most museums don't have available to them. So

there are many different media which can imply different kinds ofstrate-
gies. Which objects fdr study in the company of teachers and learners.

Instead of a compendium of excellent examples, which I think we
-all have some problems with, I'd like to See sore vignettes, small case

studies. Barnes mentioned problems of interpretation. Let's say you -

took the interpretation of the 1840s family and went to several different
historic sites and you did the kind or reportage that doesn't exist in

the field. I remember at Old Sturbridge Village that I used to, and
I sill now do, a number on soap.. It involves two different kinds of
soap,and the kinds of worlds that each created aroundit. I used to

call it "Soap as a Means of Transportation." N,

I think it would be valuable to have some others like that written
up and t1 .44,n critigmed. Thetoritigue is not for the sake of saying, "Th-is

person has obviously forgotten all of these important thirty-seven

concepts that he or she might have developed. I think that that kind

of criticism is really quite useless. But it would build on what, in

fact, one learns fromlseeing examples of how this is done. Thos'e vignettes

could be about interpreters work1ng With objects in an outdoor history
museum, formal exhibits, media presentations. Within media, there are
tremendous differences from ttte way in which simultaneity works with slides
and the way'in which filM generates a notion of narrative and the way in
which video !generates a notion of motion.

For instance, there are six different institutions that are trying

t6 deal with, let's say, young women in the 1840s, a Abject which a great

.many museums do try to deal with. The articles need not be thirty pages
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in length. No one's ;going to write that.' Rather -they should be confined
to a forM ih which you could get your story told in two pages. Here's
what I tried to do. Here's how I worked with the objects. Here's what
about the objects I worked with and here's the visual evidence of it.
That would have a compelling power'for Samebody`who was teaching Amer-

,
ican social history.

But I think the criti4 is important. I think it's not just some way
in which somebpdy_else is watching that process being done or somnow
reporting on it: ,There's a tremendous paucity of. tessional literature.
That would belverl, useful across profestionL*lines. That's missing.

BARNES RIZNIK: Well just to add to.that. Th.elsp's nothing quite so
basic as haing academicians spend time,at museums or hiltoric sites,
in study collections or out in the, interpretive area. I juseMish there
were more historical organizations in the United States thtt would invite
academicians to come,as has this institution of Colonial Williamsburg.

A little bit ago, Dennis O'Toole and Cary Carson so casually said
that they had someone from the academy° come to look at a house. Colonial
Williamsburg has been doing this fOr years. They bring some really
outstanding people here on a regular basis. Not just to do research in
,their own fields, but to look at what's going on. They. fortunately have
the'resources toido that Most don't. - ,There's got to be a commitment
on the part of the institution. Tom knows that, having knocked on
some doors himself with his own interests. The work that's going on in
terms of university teaching bears directly on the work of the museums
where people'are-using material culture. Some universities in fact are
teaching material culture 'without necessarily having worked with nearby
collections. I see thit,in Hawaii with American studies Apartments,
history depaitments, ethnic studies and other departments. Inviting
them to sites, such as wheYe I Work now, gets great.retponse. I think

it's very. important and the responsibility Of historic-sites to bring
university historians clpser to.the history museum'and site. They're
much closer than they werea few years ago.

TOM SCHLERETHf And on strictly pragmatic grounds, I think that
the leadership of such.a movement would probably have to,come from those
scholars working at museums'and historical agencies. At present,.
that's certainly where the bulk of material culture collections are
located.

GAIL DENNIS: Fro an interpreter's point of view, I think the 4
one thing that's really needed is to think about how we can astess the
visitor's needs'and desires. They come touhistory museums without wanting
to learn about hiStory. Thelr'come wanting some entertainment or who knows
,what. .I'm never really sure.why they'recoming. At least'in ap.academic
setting, you have students and the range of interest is smaller. In a

museum, the range of4nsteresti of'people coming is'much broader. What
can you try-with people like this? What's going to work? How can
your try to.assess them they come in the door to see Apt kinds of
things they will respond to? Obviously it might be impossible, but it
yoifre working with these people, that is what you ought tb know befoie
you can put enough energy and information in front of them so they'hawe
something to wdrk with?

s
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CANDACE TANGORRA MATELIC: My comment is in respohse to what Barnes

just said and to respond to your initial question, Tom. Do we take it
from the top or film the bottom? Maybe vte ought to qo to the middle
level, that level Of interpreters, that level of teachers who have worked
with material culture. Ask them the same kinds of questions that we have
been asked and see'iWhat tiLeir responses are. they are out there on
tne front lines with'students and visitors, trying to make sense of the
concepts we hold so dear and thinking through sotho;.oughly. I don't
think we've done enough of that. I don't think we. hear enough of what
interpreters on a site have td say. There area lot of pretty neat
people who are thinking as hard as we are*.

..-

- .

.TOM SCHLERETH: Response too that or other items? I sense so far
that at least. in the outline I had made in my mind and proposed, that
is the methods used in the teaching of material culture, it is the -
first category, material culture as a didactic tool, a pedagogical device,
that from these comments you would think that the project ought to pour
more energy. I hear you saying that we should follow that course rather
than in working on bringing together my second category of scholarl\
research teams, People,who are trying to see how this evidence might
expand historical expl6nation. Not that that doesn't have a relation to
the first, but it's not a pPrspective that needs an emphasis.

RICHARD RABINOWITZ: I want to say a word in favor of 4che tnird
category. Last night, Carte4. Hudgins presented his summary of a Deets
paper. 1t seemed to me that va"-f-nr adding up all those great charges
that occured in New EngJ.and culture, American culture, at tile end of
the eighteenth century and early nineteenth century, he said, "This
comes to individualism." My heart sank. As an intellectual historian,
I don't know what individualism he's t king about. It's a complicated
notion. All of those wonderful illustr tions don't add up to a philo-
sophical concept of individualism. They add up to something which, if
we could present it poetically, could present those transitions in some
form.

Now I find myself faced-professionally with the challenge of trying
to make sense of transitions like that, in objects, without trying to
reduce them. T use that word advisedly. There's something to be said
for just providing enough evidence and then just trying to do it as r
artfully'as one can: There is a need for more art in our business ,and
a need for more ackowledgement that we don't always have to be teachers..
A need that we don't always have to be so heuristic, so didactic, .so
professional and so pedagogical. There is a tremendous amount of informa-
tion to be conveyed in the presentation of this material. I guess I
would rather see somebody take Jim Deetz's.transitions and try hard to
put them in some visual fop and leavp them in a visual form. I think,
they are material culturegand should be communicate? in a visual form.
As long as you're trying to,comMupicatethem in a literary form, through
'a scholarly article, you a00 going to end up reducing them. That's just
part of ttie philosophical baggage of this culture. So I really would
like to see us re],ax a little bit, or get.more tense and be more artful.

TOM SCHLERETH: I've alwAys though that teaching was an art. You
might concur?. 0"
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CARY CARSON: Oh, I don't know. ,I don't think Richard should go
unrespcnded to. I'm certainly willing.to regard the museum as a place
in which different things can happen,. History teaching can happer>-there.*

An experience can happen there. Some."sortpf poetical "great

awakening" can happgn there.' But let's not confuse. I'm willing to

0 allow the kind of thing that Richard suggests to happen in the museum,

ti

but let's not call it history teaching. I think history teaching is
cerebral. It is in fact something of the head rather than the heart.
I think one can feel history on the way toward understanding it. But .

a great deal of the rather Cuzzy-headed history that we find in museums
is tothy -feely history. Stop right there. That never moves on to
actually engage the interject which is where history happens.

TOM SCHLERETH: Well, we could hardly think of a more momentous
clash on which to Conclude. That, in fact, is what we hoped this
informal endeaVor would ultimately generate, a spirited inte- llectual
discussion abouty significance of teaching history with material
culture evidence. This As the reason we'pressed-seach of the presenters
to start with some theory that has been pfodutedrin the field in hopes
that they bight prompt further.speculation on whet such theory might

'mean in terms of practice. Let me thank them for their willingness
toNteke up this enormous challenge and to initiate us into a productive
two days of work. I would als4 like to thank all of,you who immediately
joined into the spirit of the colloquium and continually contributed
from the floor.

4

Colonitl Williamsburg has been our host th9oughout N-hese two days
and let me thank publicly Dennis O'Toole whO hai been gracious enough
to coordinate all of our logistical requirements. Fi4ally, many thanks
to the.National Endowment for the Humanities, particularly Cheryl Mc
Cle6ney and kf associates, who have believed in the project from the
beginning and who have een generous in Stapporting it both personally
and on behalf of the Endowment.

I hope th4',.t all of you will continue to keep as abreast of the
important work you are about, particularly as it pertains to the teactKing
of history using material culture. The best way to continue to maintain
this informal network would be to keep in correspondence with Susan
Nichols, the project 0 director. We solicit any additional ideas,
suggestions' for dther ways to implement our project aims and, of ',course,
any additional advice you might have for the work of the HAL Project.

Thank you all for coming.
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The Recommendations

The HAL staff would like to emphas4e that to address the topic of teaching.
through the.-use of material cultdre,. artifacts,, is understood to be dif-
ficult in all the difsciplines of the humanities. As Barbara Carson said
at the colloquium: q

I

The problem is that people who ire trained verbally have no
confidence and few techniques to understand the complex dimen-
sions of artifacts.... For historians, artifact studies, semio-
tics, and exercises in visual,.thinking are highly speculative,.
seemingly incapable of sch6larly proof.,,

'The HAL tem found that'its topic -- teaching history from artifacts
or material culture evidence-- has an enthusiastic constituenc7', but,
one whose members have hardly begun to think of, themselves in'those terms":
As cultural geigrapheas, art historAins, folklorists, teachers Who define
themselves by Traditional disciplines, they have laigely overlooked their
membership in a community of.oi?ject-oriented educators.

Many characterife themselves-,1as did Candace Tangorra Matelic
her paper, as daily onfebnting the issues of teaching from'artifact'S
without linking thos_ issues to a formal'school of thought. The-purpose
of the HAL project h been to generate ndcollect reSourcesthat can
be used to forge'those,links for history eachers who use material culture
evidence in their work. A result of the project has been the preCipita-
tiqn of a constituency of museum peOple, instructors in secondary and
post-secondary educators, curriculum planners and administrators who noy
feel a sense of community in using artifacts to teach history. TheHAL
team wants, this community 'to persevere and therefore fakes the following
recommendations. ,

,#.

Our primary recommendatioi is that the work ,;:!4 developing and/or
compiling a single resource, mest likely apub'liication, be pursued.
Several means to this end might be employed. For instance, further
analytical papers might be commissioned. Additional topics that,Might
be fruitfully addressed include sub-categories of historical reseatdh
like ?popular culture and women's history, a#present generating much
thought and activity that might well shed a'special*lighton,the uses of
material culture. Likewise there may be benefits from consiclileig classes
of artifacts, likethe built environment and garbage,. becaUse their
relevance to present day value systems has provoked impoirtan thinking
and some particularly engaging research and teaching progisams. Topids
in pedagogy, including readings from Dewey and Malcolm Knowies amongt. 4,
others, might enlarge the endeavor.
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4
Seond, curriculum materials for people who either are",Or wish to

become, teachers of hietory using material culture evidence might be

developed. Such materials might include.the readings and pa'pers the
HAL project has collected, plus a guide for checking progress toward
a personal style of teaching and using artifacts.

Third, investigation and documentation of teaching practices linked
to formal schools of thought is ;ecommendec. The HAL team urges some
criteria be employed for selecting people and places to document. The
following are thetbasic criteria.we would recommend:

EndorsemeI from the professidn
The initial identification of progra4s and practices to. be
documented depends upop the endorsement of a substantial list
of historians, humanists and material culture specialists
'whosb judgements are widely respected'. (Such a list is part
of the HAL final report to the National Endowment for the A

Humanities.) It would. be Tifficults'otherwise to attempt,
or to underwrite financiAlly, afull supey of places and
institutions that might be included in .:the publiCation. In

k- depending upon this endorsement, the authors/researchers
must give ovei to these endorsers ehe responsibility for the
limits to which the-eNarch will be extended. The use of
these endorsements would in all probability be pragmatic
rather than systematic. That is to say, the criteria for
following up on professional endorsements, since more pos-

, sibilities already have been suggeyted than can be pursued
in .any dep"th, vzould- not be so much a question of how many
.endorsements constitute a minimum for inclusion, but rather
what is the quality of statements made in endorsing a pro-
gram; or what are the particular insights of an endorser
into the thesis of the investigation that might make a single
endorsement more compelling than six non-cIpmital ones. Numbers
Mould not be insignificant, but quantity would be only one
quality of this ct.iterion.

The ability of the practitioner (teacher, administrator, site
interpreter, etc.) to articulate the intent, methodology,
and theoretical underpinnings of the teaching practices to
be documented.
The primary reason for this criterion is that, while an on-site
observer can certainly verify what the program or practice claims
to achieve, it is not appropriate for the observer to make those
claims., A secondary reason for imposing this criterion is
that; witho doubt, the person responsible fora program that
is publishe ill bg invited to make further presentations
a the , the theory and the methodology, and should be
a le to do so'without personal hardship, and with results that
clarify rather than obscure the information in the publication.
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,The degree to which the practice reflects the special nature
(the advantages and/or liMits) of teaching through material
culture evidence.
This requirement fbr inclusion reflects a decision on the part
of the HAL staff not to admit many fine programs of history
teaching. From the staff's first approach to NEH, our primary
concern for material culture evidence ha been clear. "Artifacts"
is the central issue in the project titl4, Ad is the link
4etween historians and learners.that defines the nature of
tyke project: The staff does not suggest the rejection put

' of hand of such activities as oral history or historio-drama,
but believes that these activities must either be bas Aid on, "

or consciously lead to, the use of material cultyre evidence'
to be valuable to this endeavor.

A reasonable distribution and representation of issues,
historical content and reader interests.
The HAL staff has always held that the quality of a program
or teaching-practice as defined in the first three criteria
would be the highest priority for inclusion in the publication.
It is necessary to acknowledge_however that the Aspect and
interest of potential readers willa be enhanced by the authors'
efforts to represent a balance and breadth of issueiand ap-,
hproaches. For example, it would be useful for readers to
understand how artifacts can be used as illutrations of
history drawn from written sources, and how they can be used
as parallel resourc to written'evidence,.as well as to under-
stand their use as pH.miry,sources for teaching. It would
also be useful to the publication's acceptance if it were
to contain examples of teaching about historical epochs
that included as many periods of American' history as possible.
It can further be argued that to reflect the geographic, ethnic
and cultural diversity of the United Stades in the examples
chosen for the book is a corollary of the project's thesis
that history drawn from material culture sources is a demo-
cratic 'form of history, and that such a representationimakes
the book a better resource for those who are teaching region-
al and local history, and the history of minorities. All
these factors would be considered, especially when weighing .

the usefulness of examples that differ more in their represent-
ation or antissue or an historic period than in relative qual-
ity of endeavor. This is to say for example that the staff
should not discard a program merely because it is the fourth
in a single state and in its place substitute another pro-
gram merely because it is the only one lotated'in some other
state. But, upon noting the density, the staff should certainly
examine its research and question its endorsers to verify the
logic of-its choice.

Asa
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In the research done .under the planning contract, the..staff made

use of these criteria insofar as it was able and developed an initial

list of examples of promising practices. (Selections,frOm that list

appear is applications on the-table, 'page 19; the complete list is

part of the HAL f1nal report to NEH.) We discovered that refinements

are needed in each of the criterion, and that on-site visitation,was the

best, sometimes only, way to determine the appropriateness of the practice

to the project's thesis.

Fourth, the HAL staff' recommends collecting interviews and biographical
'V

mateeials from leaders in the use of material oultutte. Such inform ion

would point up the professional issues to which,many of the guiding
theoretical statements respcnded and is a necessary corollary to using

those theories wisely. Those pieces would pr1vide a'history of pro-
fessional development for which there are many precedents. The staff
acknowledges its debt on this point to*the editors of The Art Museum
as Educator who published interviews with Katherine Kuh and John Kinard,
)mong others; to Museum New4 which has developed a series of articles
on pioneers museum practice like John Cotton Dana, and'to John Garrity's

book, Conversations with Historians.

Fifth it is recommended that the colloquia approach for gathering
information and fostering professional conversatiAs.be continued. It

was agreed at the colloquium in Williamsburg that there was much-merit
in bringing together academicians, scholars and museum professionals
to examine using material culture in the teaching of history from their
different viewpoints and in light of their differing needs and priorities.
Many of the participants hid not previously been exposed to these differ-
ing views,,and felt themselves intellectually stretchi,ng and growing

as a result of the discussion.

Sixth, the above recommendations should be carried out under an
institutional umb5ella to facilitate further funding,.tq....add a measure

of s abilitybility to,the project, to heighten the project's visibility,

and .demonstrate iprofessional responsibility for t4F pursuit of these

issues.

Seventh, professional organizations of people in museums and the
academy should assume responsibility for contintingathe discussions about
teaching history from material culture evidence as a part of. their pro-

fessaonal development programs. These discussions might take the form,

of a special seminar series like-he AAM's "Learn'ing Theories Seminars"
or "Lifelong Learning in the,Humanities," or forums at professional,
meetings.

I
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The Course File: -

& Bibliography

A suggestion came from an acadeMician that, in'the course of,the HAL
project, we collect copies'of college '-level syllabi that reflected ways
in which history teaching using material culture was being carried on
throughout the ,United States. Many of us collect, syllabi of instr.uctors
whose work we respect or of courses that sound appealing and are related

1,) to our. own work. We hope that our selected list will spark an interest
in an active and forMal collecting. and sharing of appropriate syllabi
at all-levels of instrUction,isomething like a "Syllabus.bank." As with
much of The Working Papers, this simple listing can provide the beginning.

4
However, rather than merely providing a copy of a course description,

We recoopmend that each instructor place the syllabus in a written ccntext.
A simple reprint of.a syllabug would not be as helpful to the reader
.el a descriptive narrative outline which could relate the history-of
the course itself, could provide j'ustificatton for components or sequence,
could suggest tips for successful adaptation and caveats for-possible
.lip -ups, as well as helping to assure appropriate attribution to- the
instructor.

SrLLABI

Carleton College, Northfield MN. American Studies 15. :'American
Culture in Transition, 1880-1910, Introduction to American Studies,"
Clifford Clark, Professor of History..

Eastern Michigan University, Ypdilanti MI and The Edisoti Institute,
Dearborn MI. Geo 681. "Material Culture, An Introduction," Steven Hamp,
Special-Programs Coordinator; John Wright, Director of Education Programs;
Peter Conins, Curator of Agricultural Collections. .

East Tennessee State University, Jones b ro TN. History 2010."American
History 'Sur,iey," (with Artifacts Festival), Mary Johnson, Instructor.

-,

. 4

George Washington University; Washington DC. Ed 721.1 and .2. "rntCr-
pratation in the-'Historic House Museum," Carol B. Stapp, Research Instructor.

1 )

Old Sturbridge Village and Bo5ton University, StL(rbridge MA. AM 250.'
"American Material Culture,' Jag, C. Nylander, Curator of Textiles and
Ceramics, Old Sturbridge Villag&and Adjunct Associate Professor, Boston
University. °-)

Sangamon Sta6.-University and Clayville Rural Life Center and Museum,
4 Springfield IL. ENP 470. "Mornings at Clayville," Edward Hawes Professor

of Environmental Rrograms and,Director of Clayville;,Kay,McLean and Liz
Weir, Educators, Clayville.
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Stanford Univeisity, Stanford CA. Art 232. "Visual Sources as H1stor-'
ical Documents," Wanda M. Corn, Professor of Art;, Joseph J. Corn, Profes-
sor in Program in qalues, Technology and Society.

University of Missouri, Kansas City MO. History 393/593. Museum
Science," Edeen Martjn, Associate Director for Programs. Mid-America
Arts Alliance; Iinna Funk Place, Museum Project Consultant.

University of Notre Dame,,Notre Dame IN. American Studies 48.0.
"American Architecture: The Home as Fact and Symbol," Thomas J. SOhlereth, .

_Piofessor of History.

liQiversity of Notre Dame, Notre Dame IN, American Studies 484.
"Amerloan.Material Culture: The History.of the Land," Thomas J. Schlereth,
Profe4sor of History.

University of Texas, Austin TX. ANT 394. "Folk Art," ZohnMichael -

Vlach, Professor of Anthropology.

1>

Each of the three team members brought to the HAI/Proje4st a personal ,

bibliography,of:relevant books and articles. To that core were added
the recommendations of museum and academy professionals with whom we
met in the course of the projeei In addition, we searched a decade
of journals for pertinent articleg. The results of that culling and
those suggestions from us and our colleague comprise the Selected

Bibliography.
.
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Ames, Kenneth L. "Meaning in Artifacts: Hall Furnishings in Victorian
America." Journal of InterdisciplinarYNUisoeY IX:1 (Summer 1978).

Anderson, Jay. "Immaterial Material Cuiture:.TheImplications of.Exper--
imental Research for Folklife Museums." Keystone Folklore.Quart-

° eely 21:2 (1976-77).
Ascher, Robert. "Tin Cale Archaeology." Historical Archaeology VIII (1975).
Barnes, Lois J. "Living History in the Junior,-High School Classroom."

Histdry Teacher 11:4 (August 1978).
BattisonEdwin A. "Eli Whitney and the Milling Machine." The .Smithson,ian

Journal of History 1:2 (1966).
Bell, Susan Groag. "Discovering Women's History Through Arti.'in the Clglass-

room." History Teacher 6:3 (August 1973). * °
v

Benedict, Paull DL "Historic Site Interpretation, the student field tlip."
History News 26:3 (March 1971). . . 41

0 Bloom,, Lynn. "The Diary as Popular History." Journal ef Popular Culture
9`:4 (Spring 197t). Ak '

Brennan, Nancy. "Interpreting the Built Environment: New Opportunities
for Museum Educators." Roundtable Reports 4:1 (1979). _

Brooking, !Solo and Saralynn Reece Hardy. "LiStenirg toObjecjtsz A Research-
Based High School Tour." Roundtable Reports 6:4 ():980). /
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Buzzard, Jane and Marilyn Childress, "Not Every Night is Prom Night."'
Roundtable Reports 5:4 (1980). 1

Carr, Lois Green and Lorena $. Walsh.. "Inventories and the Analysis of
Wealth and Consumption Patterns in St. Mary's County, Maryland,
1658-1777.'" Historical Methods 13 (1980).

Carson, Cary: :Doing History with Material Culture,""in Material Culture
andthe Study of American Life, Ian M.G. Quimby, ed. New York: W.W.
Norton and Co., 1978. /

-"Living Museums pt Everyman's History:" Harvard Magazine
(JAy/August 1981). .
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Social Education (November /December 1975).

1

Cotter, John L. "Archaeology and Material History: A Personal Approach
to the Discovery of the'Past," in the Study of American Cultures/
Contemporary Conflicts, Luther'S. Luedtke, ed. DIV FL: Everett/
Edwards, 1977.

DalneCke, Justus D. "Myths, Machines and Markets: The Columbian Exposition
of 1893." Journal of Popular Culture 6:3 (Spring 1973).

Deetz, James. "Material Culture and Archaeology-- What's the'Difference?
in Historical Archaeology and the Importance of Material Things,
Leland Ferguson, ed..Special publication 2. Columbia: Society for
.Historical Archaeology, 1977.
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